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'	 Symbol Description Internal External
r	
A area in? in?
Ao /A mass flow ratio -c
a i formula numbers (number of atoms gm-atoms/mole --j
of	 ith element in jth species)
b°. specific formula numbers
	
(total ' gm-atoms /gm --
number of gm-atoms/gm of element
i	 in the chemical
	 system)
CO drag coefficient
CD addition drag coefficient -;- --
CF friction coefficient
G Gibbs free energy cal/gm --












h enthalpy cal/gm/R Btu/Ibm
HP assigned enthalpy-pressure problem
7
IVAC
vacuum spec i f i c impulse f	 sec 
lbm	 sec9m
j energy conversion factor	 426.65 gmf-m/cal	 778 lbf-ft/Btu
kD process efficiency
`	 M Mach number -- --
MW molecular weight
Aft
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Units
-	 Symbol Descr iption Internal External
_n I/molecular weight gm-moles lbm-molesgm lbm
ni
composi'tion variables (number of moles/gm --
moles of species j	 i the phase a)




Q heat transferred into or out of Btu/sec Btu/sec
engine
q dynamic pressure ATM lbf/in.2
R R /MW cal/gm-OK Btu/ibm-oK,
0
(also see eq.	 4.3.3.3)
Ro universal	 gas constant (1.987165) cal/mole-O K Btu/mole-9R
i.
S entropy cal /gm-9K Btu/lbm--°R
SP assigned entropy-pressure problem i
T temperature OK OR
TP assigned temperature-pressure
problem 1
V velocity m/sec ft/sec
w flow
ATM-in. 2 /mass> units
1bm/secmass
sec.	 force uni ts
WF weight fracticn -- --
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cr angle of attack, - radians degrees =_
fuel	 injection angle radians degrees
.z
y isentropic exponen t
6 denotes- variation of -- --
r r.:
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i1.	 INTRODUCTION
The data reduction program for the HRE- AIM engine tests was designed to
execute interactively on the NASA-Lewis Research Center's IBM 360/67 under the
TSS operating system. Personnel at the NASA-Lewis Research Center wrote the
routines to acquire, calibrate and interpolate the test data, to calculate the
axial components of the pressure-area integrals and the skin-function coeffi-
cients and to report the raw data in engineering units.
The routines used to calculate flow conditions in the wind tunnel, inlet,
combustor and nozzle and the overall engine performance were written by
AiResearch personnel. Certain of the subroutines in References 1 and 2were
modified and used to obtain species concentrations and transport properties
in chemical equilibrium at each of the internal and external engine stations.
The execution of the data reduction program required a programmer con-
stantly interacting with the computer terminal during all executions of the
program.	 In addition, the calibration and test configuration data and channel
g	 gassi nments, some of which were chan ged from test to test were contained i n
several block data subroutines. The transcription of data from the instru-
mentation sheets to these subroutines constituted a major source of error.`
Consequentl y,many man-hours were required to transcribe and check the data and
to insure that the proper block data subroutines were loaded prior to each
execution.	 It was also necessary to assign fuel injector, ignitor and fuel
supply value configurations via procedures prior to each execution.
In view of the difficulties experienced during reduction of data from the
AIM tests, it is recommended that future test plans include the configuration,
calibration and channel assignment data on a magnetic tape generated at the
test site immediately before or after a test, and that the data reductioncorn-
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2.	 SUMMARY
Three methods were used to obtain the Mach number in the wind tunnel.
The first method used wind tunnel calibration data, the second used measured
wind tunnel total pressure and temperature and the pitot pressure on the inlet
spike tip with the normal shock equations, and the third used the measured
wind tunnel total temperature, the pitot pressure on the spike tip and a
static pressure on the conical section of the inlet spike with the normal and
conical shock and conical flow field equations. Close agreement was obtained
with the three methods. However, at the nominal Mach 5 test conditions,_ the
wind tunnel calibration data was incomplete. Therefore, the first method
was used to obtain the wind tunnel Mach number for the nominal Mach 6 and 7
tests and the second method for the nominal Mach -5 tests. Use of the third
method was eventually discontinued because it required excessive computer time.
The conditions at the inlet throat were determined by computing the
momemtun and total enthalpy from the pressure forces and friction and heat
losses incurred on the inlet spike and internal surfaces. The inlet mass flow
ratio and additive drag were determined from theoretical calculations (Reference
3). When the inlet was started (M 2 > 1), the measured static pressures at
y	 the throat were not used, and the mass-momentum-averaged static pressure was
calculated. When the inlet was unstarted, the average of the measured static
pressures at the throat was used with the Mach number constrained to unity to
calculate spillage and additive drag.
i
In both cases, the flow was expanded to the free-stream static pressure
to obtain kinetic energy and process efficiencies. Total conditions were
obtained by compressing the flow isentropically until the calculated enthalpy
matched the known total enthaipy. When the inlet was started, a side calcula-
tion was made by isentropically expanding the flow to an area 10 percent larger
than the throat area. At this point, this flow was passed through a normal	 x i
shock. The limiting inlet pressure recovery, kinetic energy and process
4.
efficiencies were determined from conditions downstream of the normal shock.
Two methods were used to calculate conditions at the combustion stations.
Up, to the first station where fuel was injected, the mass- momentum-averaged
static pressure that satisfied the state, continuity, momentum and energy
equations was calculated. After ,fuel was injected, the average of the measured
inner- and outerbody pressures was used, and the combustorefficiency was cal-
M cul-ated to satisfy the conservation equations. The combustor efficiency was
defined as the weight fraction of reacted hydrogen in chemical equilibrium to
the total injected hydrogen. The unreacted hydrogen was assumed to be inert,
i.e., it was not permitted to dissociate or to react with other species.







The combustor throat was defined as the point of minimum flow area
"	 between the struts in subsonic combustion, and at the strut exit plane in
supersonic combustion. When the Mach number at the combustor throat was Less
than 0.95, a side caicul lion was made of the combustor efficiency required
to produce sonic velocit at the throat.
The regeneratively-cooled combustor performance was simulated by recalcu-
lating the total enthalpy at the combustor exit as the sum of the free-stream
enthalpy of the syntheti air, the enthalpy of the hydrogen fuel at 50 degrees
Rankine, and the absolut value of the heat loss through the nozzle surfaces.
Engine performance was obtained by isentropically-expanding the f'.:L-w from
the actual and regeneratively-cooled combustor exits both to the nozzle exit
area and to ambient pressure. The flow was then isentropically expanded from
the actual combustor throat to those nozzle locations having static pressure
taps, and the local skin friction coefficients werecalculated. T'-. nozzle
vacuum stream thrust coefficient was obtained from the surface-pressure inte-
grals and the friction drag on the nozzle walls, and the stream thrust
	
3
(momentum) at the combustor throat and nozzle exit.
Side calculations were made of a fictitious constant-pressure zero-velocity
combustor at 100 percent combustor efficiency with isentropic expansion to
ambient pressure to obtain the combustor effectiveness, and of a fictitious
nnv^lo to "form; no tho ctntir and tntnI rnnA;tinnc ronnirp A to mntrh tho	 ,
3. CHEMICF'.. EQUILIBRIA	 ( Reference 4)
The chemical a ui1ibrium	 ro ram minimizes the Gibbs from "nor
	 as the,;	 q	 p	 g	 gY
condition for chemical 	 equilibrium with the	 independent variables
T -_ To , (3-1)
P = po + ( .2)
and the composition variables n 	 which	 represent the number of moles of species
j	 in the phase a.	 The Gibbs free energy can be written
Since the Gibbs free energy is an extensive property, equation 3.3 must be













The conservation of elements in the chemical system (which constitutes the -
constraints on the variations bn
a
^) may be written




where the formula number a 	 the number of atoms of the	 ith
element	 In the jth species, and the specific_formu'la numbers b.0 represent
the total number of gram-atoms of element i
	 in the system.




y	 r, +	 X	 Z	 a	 n.	 boiii (3-7)i	 J 
,n'	 )
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`	 where the Lagrangian multipliers A i were introduced so that all of the bnJ
could be considered independently variable. The condition for equilibrium
is obtained by setting the first variation of the function 3.7 equal to zero.
b g =E µ^ +E^i aij
) 
6n







Treating the 6X. and 6n. as independent variations gives
aG +EX. a. =0	 (3.9)ana	
i	 I	 ijJ
and equation 3.6 'which, along with equations 3.1 and 3.2 represents a set of
nonlinear equations' defining a thermodynamic state of the chemical system
that can be solved by iterative techniques to obtain the equilibrium compo-
sitions of the species and the Lagrangian multipliers.
4
{	 The use of squat ions 3.1 and 3.2 in forming the Function 3.7 implies
-	
that the thermodynamic state of the chemical system was specified by assigned
temperatures and pressures. Hereafter, this specification will be referred
_	 to as the TP problem. In general, any two equations involving T, p, and e. 	 j
may be used to define the thermodynamic state. Equation 3.1 may be replaced
by
h(T, p. n.) = ho	 (3.10) i
where h is the enthalpy and ho is a constant equal to the enthalpy of the
reactants to define the HP problem, or by the entropy function
t
S(T, p . n j )	 So	 (3.11)
i^
to define the SP problem. The problem designations TP, HP, and SP will be
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j4.	 WINDTUNNEL
The three methods used in calculating the windtunnel flow conditions are
	
I
discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
4.1 CALIBRATION DATA
Prior to testing the AIM engine at the nominal Mach 5, 6 and 7 conditions,
instrumentation rakes were installed just upstream of the inlet spike tip to
measure pitot and static pressures (Reference 5). These pressures along with
the measured total temperature were used to calculate the Mach number profile
in the windtunnel test section, and an average Mach number was obtained as a
function of windtunnel total pressure and temperature for the Mach 6 and 7
test conditions. Wind tunnel flow conditions are completely defined with
these two state variables and the Mach number,
The TP problem was solved with the tot rt^l pressure and temperature to
obtain the total enthalpy (hTo) and entropy (S o). An estimate of the static




	PTo/(1 + 1 Mo)
and the SP problem was solved to obtain the static conditions in the wind-













Solution of the SP problem was repeated with new estimates of;pon) unti l
11 - M (n) /M (< e0	 0
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Normally, the conditions downstream of the normal
	
shock at the	 inlet
spike tip would be based on the
	 invarience of the momentum, energy and con- F
tinu.ity across the shck.
	 Since the pitot pressure at the spike tip was
known,	 the problem wa	 overprescribed.
	 The flow conditions at the spike tip
-	 were obtained by rela t ing the	 invariance of the momentum.
	 The HP problem
was solved with the spike tip pitot pressure (p Tl )	 and the enthalpy (hTO)	 to
obtain the total	 temp rature (T
T 
1 )	 and entropy (S l ).	 An estimate of the {
static pressure	 (p 	 obtained from the	 ideal-gas	 relationship across a
normal shock
and the SPproblem was solved with p
I
^^	 and S l
	to obtain the static conditions
downstream of the normal shock. 	 The mass flow per unit area was obtained
from
N/A)11) _ ( pV/ j RT)	 1) ?	 I
Solution of the SP problem was repeated with new estimates _of -pi n)	until
II	 -	 (w/A)	 n) / (w/A) I < eo
4.2	 NORMAL SHOCK -	 INLET SPIKE TIP n
The second method for determining the windtunnel Mach number used the ry
conditions across	 the normal	 shock at the	 inlet spike tip.	 The total	 condi-
tions on either side of the shock were the same as those 	 in the preceeding- 4
paragraph.
	
The independent variables were the static pressures, p o and p,
and the dependent variables were the mass flows per unit area,	 (w/A)o and
•	 -
(w/A) l , and the vacuum specific
	 impulse,	 Ivac l	and	 Ivac2 , defined as
p
Ivac
	 V/g + p/(w/A)
The averaged values of static pressure from the method described in the
p eceding paragraph were used as the
	
initial
	 estimates for pot)	and pfl).r
The SP problemwas solved on both sides of the normal
	
shock withp (1), S
and p 	 to obtain (w/A) and l yac.	 The estimates of static pressure
po and p
	
perturbed separately to obtain the elements of a 2 x 2 Jacobian
matr ix -	 the partial derivatives of the (w/A)	 and lvac over the static pres-
sures.	 The Jacobian was then inverted to obtain new estimates of the static
€	 2^pressures p0 and 
p(2).	
Solution of the SP problem was repeated on both
sides of the normal
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t-	 I vacon} / I vacs n) < e	 s
The windtunnel "Ilach number was determined from this method for the nominal
Mach 5 tests since the calibration data was	 incomplete.	 i
4.3	 NORMAL AND CONICAL SHOCK SOLUTION -	 INLET SPIKE
The third method solved for the windtunnel conditions based on the static
pressure on the conical portion of the inlet spike and the pitot pressure and
enthalpy at the blunted tip of the	 inlet spike.	 It was assumed that a solu-
tion existed as shown
	
in figure 4-1.	 An entropy gradient existed near the
surface of the cone due to the curved portion of the bow shock. 	 Therefore,
i't - ►as also assumed that the effect of the entropy layer on the solution of
the conical	 flow equations was negligible. 	 The solution of the problem was
obtained by the methods discussed below.
4.3.1	 Total	 Conditions'-	 Spike Tip
The HP problem was solved with the state variables P T1 and hT l to obtain
4.3.2 'Total	 and Static Conditions -	 Surface of Conical Section
fAn initial estimate of the total pressure(pT3 ) ) was obtained from
(1)
P	 = 0. 5(PTo + PT I)T3
i' and the HP problem was solved to obtain S (3 l) .	 With S (31) and measured p3 0 the
is SP problem was solved to obtain the static conditions on the surface of the
cone.
j' 4.3.3	 Conical	 Flowfield
An initial estimate for the conical shock angle (15 1) ) was obtained from
the empirical	 equation
^(1)	 (3Y + 1)tan ^o/2(Y + 1) + 1/(2 Mo tan ^o)
where I	 was the angle of thecone.	 The fiowfield'between the surface of the











(Vt)^l^^l _	 (V t) 	 cos p1^ +	 (R -	 V r) 	 sin ^1^ 	(4.3.3.2)F
where
R^ _ r(Vt)	 /tan T + (Vr),] / rr (V t/a)T - 1l
..	
(4-3.3.3)
'^ L l	 J
and
2
ar; =	 (Y9j RT)	 _.	 (4.3.3.4) '.
I
The construction was started from the surface of the cone where the tangential
,









. and the static enthalpy from
'
h^n)	 h (n)	 V.2/2gj_	 -T3	 _ ,
An initial estimate of static pressure (p) on each successive ray was
obtained from Y
pi 1) 	 pT3 ) /CL +	 (Y-1)	 V./2 a2
Y-1
J
and the SP problem was solved with the state variables P.	 S(n)	 to obtain








Upon completion ofthe flowfiel'd between the surface of the cone and the
conical	 shock;'the continuity, momentum and energy equations were used to
obtain velocity, static pressure and static enthalpy upstream of the shock.
` The conditions across the shock were obtained.from (see Figure 4-1)
a _
M
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To —	 T3 	 T1
These equations lead to
{w/A)on) = (w/A) (n) 	sin ((n)	 ()- a n	 /sin ^Sn)4 L s	 4 i(n)	
(n)_	
(n)	 (n)	 (n)
U0 	 = V4	 cos
[IS
	 _ 84 ] /cos ^ s _ ^.
P
(n)_
	 (n)	 +	 /w	 (n)	 (n	 i	 2 r ( n ) -	 (n)po 	 -
 p4	 (^A)	 (v4^9)	 i n	 4	 ,	 'Xl^ s4
1 -
	





The HP problem was solved with the state variables pon) , hod 	obtained from





M(n) = V(n)/( -^R' (nYV^ 9, T )0	 0	 0
4. 3.5
	
Static  Conditions -	 Spike T ip
The	 initial	 estimate of the static pressure (p^ 1) )	 downstream of the
s?	
normal shock at the spike tip was obtained from
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Then
E;
V (n)	 _	 ( n )	 (n)	 _	 (n)	 (n)t	 - V 	 + g (Po





h^ n) = hTt 	 V^ n^ 2 /2gj
The SP problem was solved with the state variable p 1 	51	 (S 1 was calculated I







The system of equations in the preceding paragraphs were reduced to three
dependent and three independent variables.	 These were
Independent	 Dependent
1	 -	 h(no) /h(n)PT3	 1	 1
^l s ;_	 1 -	 (w/A) on l) / (w/A) o ) i
p t	 1 -
	 (w/A)	 ^) / (w/A) on)
The independent variable were perturbed separately, each time repeating the
calculations	 in paragraphs 4.3.2 through 4.3.4 to form a 3 x 3 matrix
(Jacobian) of the partial derivatives of the dependent over the independent
variables.	 The matrix was	 inverted to obtain new estimates of the independent
variables.	 The procedure was repeated until
1	 _	 h(nl,)^h(n)! < e1	 1






^t -- (w/A)	 n) / (w/A) (on) < e 9
4.3.7	 Total Conditions - Windtunnel
Following convergence of the above system of equations, an initia l
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iThe SP problem was solved with the state variables p^ So to obtain



















Following the calculation of the windtunnel conditions, the SPproblem
was solved with the entropy (S 1 ) downstream of the spike tip normal shock and
the pressures on the spike and inner cowl surfaces up to the inlet throat and
on the total outer cowl surface. The transport properties were obtained from
subroutines described in Reference 2, and the skin friction c:efficients were
obtained by the method of Spalding and Chi described in References 6 and 7
(pp Al 12-"1115a) .
The friction drag on the spike and inner cowl surfaces up to the inlet
throat and the friction drag on the outer cowl surface were calculated from
the: procedures outlined in Reference 7 (pp A54-A71).
The conditions at the 	 inlet throat were determined by computing the
stream thrust (momentum)
	
and total enthalpy from the pressure integral,
friction and heat losses 	 incurred on the inlet spike and internal 	 cowl sur-
faces.	 The stream thrust (F) was defined
`
r
F = wV/g + pA, (5.1)
and was calculated from
2
F2	 F 	 +	 f	 pda - DRAG 2 ioo





The first term on the right-hand side of equation 5.2 was the stream
thrust (momentum)	 in the windtunnel.	 The second term was the pressure inte-
gral over the spike and internal 	 surface of the cowl evaluated from the spike
tip to the >inlet throat.	 The,third term was defined as
2
DRAGo,2	 1	 C fgdA s cos bs	 C DST po AST
-CDCLgo CL
} Where C f is	 the local	 skin function coefficient, q is the local dynamic pres-
suredAs
 the local	 surface area,and d 	 the local	 surface angle on the spike
r and internal cowl surface.
	 The skin friction coefficients on the cowl (C f) were
t obtained as described in Reference 7 (pp A]12-A115a).
	 The drag forces on the
' spike tip (ST)
	
and cowl	 lip (CL) were defined in Reference 7 `(pp A54-A71)
	 as
wSIT	 AIRESEARCN MANUFACTURING COMPANY  75-1 1502
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COST goAST - 64 f 0.4843 (P 1 - Po ) + '0.97 P






The fourth and fifth terms	 in equation 5.2 represent the pressure integral
over the spillage streamline.	 The additive drag coefficiencts (C DA) and mass
flow rations (Ao/Ao) were obtained from theory (Reference 3).	 The total
enthalpy of the synthetic air at the inlet throat was defined as '.
hT2 - hTo + Qo	 /wo'	 (5. 3)2
whereQ	 2 was the heat transferred into (+) or out of (-)	 the mixture througho P
the engine walls with units of Btu/sec. 	 The calculation of the heat loss was
described	 in Reference 8, pages 2-4 through 2-11.
A test was made to determine whether the inlet was started. 	 The critical
pressure was defined as
!p	 (1+ 0.425 Yo Mot)p er
and the arithmetic average of spike pressure (p) was obtained between stations 11
35. 0 and 38.0.	 The inlet was considered to be started unless p was greater
than per.
5.1	 STATIC CONDITIONS -	 INLET STARTED ( M2 > 1)
When the inlet was started, the measured static pressures at the throat
were ignored, and the mass-momentum averaged static pressure was calculated.
-Inorder to calculate static conditions at the 	 inlet throat,	 an	 initial	 esti-
mate of static pressure (p2 1) ) was obtained from the arithmetic average of
measured pressures at the inlet throat and an initial estimate of velocity
Y,=
( V (1) ) was obtained from equation 5.1 	 as
2	 -
V21)








V21)	 / 2gj ,	 (5.5)
and the _HP problem was solved with the state variables p2 1) , h21)	 to obtain
(w/A)21)
 and S'21) .	 New estimates were obtained for 13 	 and the above
sequence was repeated until
u -	 *	 AIRESEARC14 MANUFACTURING COMPANY 	 75- 1 1502 `__,
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5.2 STATIC CONDITIONS - INLET UNSTAft.TED (M 2 = 1)
When the inlet was unstarted, the arithmetic average of the measured
static pressures at the throat was used with the Mach number contrained to
r
unity to calculate spillage and additive drag. 	 Initial estimates of the
velocity and static enthalpy were calculated from equation SA and 5.5. 	 The




=	 (Y9J RT) 2
Successive substitutions of
+l)	 a(n)V (n _
2	 2




flow through the inlet throat was calculated, the mass flow
ratio and additive drag coefficient were corrected to reflect the spillage
and the mass flow per unit area and the momentum were corrected at upstream
stations.
503	 TOTAL CONDITIONS
The total	 conditions at the inlet throat were obtained by isent_ropically
compressing the flow until the calculated total enthalpy matched the known
total enthalpy.	 An	 initial estimateof the total pressure (pT2)) was cal-
culated from
Y-
PT2) _ P2 (I + Y
21 M	 12 2)
and the SP problem was solved with the state variables pT2),
 S 2 to obtain




1 - hT2 /hT2I	 (n)	 e
t
t
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5.4 INLET PERFORMANCE
In both of the above cases -- inlet started and unstarted -- the flow
was expanded isentropically to the windtunnel static pressure (p o). The SP
problem was solved with the state, variables pot S 2 to obtain ho, and the
kinetic energy ( qKE) and process (Kp) efficiencies were calculated from
;.;
. ho)IKE _ (hT2 - hl)/(h 	 ) (5. 6)To
and
K0
	 ( h 2 - ho)_/(h2 - ho) (5.7)
When the inlet was started (M 2 > 1), the flow was expanded isentrop cally to
a fictitious area 1.10 times the 	 inlet throat area to determine the limiting
#A
inlet pressure recovery. 	 The mass flow per unit area was calculated from
(w/A) 2 ,	 = (w/A)2/1.10
and the initial	 pressure estimate from
p2; ) = 0. ^ p2 .
The SP problem was solved with the state variables p2; 	 S2 to obtain
(w/A')	 New estimates were obtained for p2^ ) , and the SP problem was
21
repeatedly solved until ia	 ,	 ,




Next, the flow was passed through a normal shock. The initial estimate of
the static pressure downstream of the normal shock was calculated from
p21 ,) 	= p 2 , r1	 + 2y 	(M2^	 -	 1 )/(-( + 1)lL	 J
and the velocity and static enthalpy from





h 2^^ - hT2
	
V2') /2gj
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The HP problem was solved with the state variablesp2 11) , h2^, ) 	to obtain
{ (w/A)21,).	 New estimates were obtained for P (n) and the HP problem was solved
repeatedly until
'
-	 (w/A) 2"^ / (w/A) 2 ,
I1
^ e rI {
The total conditions downstream of the normal shock were determined by
isentropically compressing the flow until	 the calculated total enthalpy matched
the known total	 enthalpy.	 An	 initial	 estimate of the total pressure (p(11,)
was calculated from	 T2
Y 2 1 	
^L
(1P T 21,	 P211	 (	 	 2 11)	 Y-1 j
and the SP problem was solved with the state variables pT2^„ S2„ to obtain
hT2 11-	 The SP problem was solved repeatedly with new estimates of total pres-
sure until
1 -
	 hT2^,/hT2 	< E
The flow downstream of the normal shock was expanded isentropically to the wind-
tunnel
	
static pressure (p0).	 With the state variables p 0 S 2,,,	 the SP problem
was solved to obtain hO11 , and the kinetic energy and process efficiencies were
calculated from	 --
_
'C)	 (hh)/{h	 h)	 (5.8)KE -	 T2	 To	 00 3
and
Kp =	 (h2^, -	 ho)/(h211 - ho) .	 (5•9) l1^ a
Finally,	 the limiting	 inlet pressure recovery(^1	 was obtained from
P 
T2) x
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6.	 COMBUSTOR
Two methods were used to calculate static conditions in the combustor.
Up to the combustor station where fuel was first injected, the mass-momentum-
averaged pressure was calculated to satisfy the state, continuity, momentum
and energy equations. At that station where fuel was first injected and
thereafter, the arithmetic average of measured inner- and outerbody pressures
I was used with a variable combustor efficiency to satisfy the conservation
equations.	 The concept of real and inert hydrogen was used to define combus-
for efficiency equal	 to the weight_ fraction of real hydrogen (H2)	 in the total
injected hydrogen.
	 The inert hydrogen (HZ2) was not permitted to dissociate
or to react with other species.
The combustor throat was defined as the point of minimum flow area between
the struts in the subsonic combustion mode, and at the strut exit plane in the•
supersonic combustion mode. 	 When the Mach number was less than 0.95 at the
combustor throat, a side calculation was made to determine the combustor effi-
ciency required to produce sonic velocity at the throat.
The regeneratively-cooled combustor performance was simulated by recal-
culating the total enthalpy at the combustor exit as the sum of the freestream
enthalpy of the synthetic air, the enthalpy of the injected fuel at 50 degrees
a Rankine, and the absolute value of the heat loss through the nozzle surfaces.
A side calculation of a fictitious constant pressure, zero-velocity
M1 combustor was made at 100 percent combustion efficiency with isentropic expan-
sion to ambient pressure (po)	 to obtain the combustor effectiveness.
The solution for static flow properties at the combustor stations 	 involved
the calculation of the velocity from the momentum equation, the mass flow per
unit area from the' continuity equation and the equation of state,	 the static
` enthalpy from the energy equation, and the arithmetic average of the measured
inner- and outerbody static pressures.	 Before fuel	 injection, the static
s pressure was varied until	 the calculated mass flow per unit area matched its '	 d
known value.	 After fuel	 injection, the arithmetic average of the static
pressure was considered constant, and the combustor efficiency was varied until ;.
r the calculated mass ;flow per unit area matched its known value.	 The details k












The one-dimensional momentum equation was derived as
}	 (WV/9)>, + (pA)x	 (wV/9) x-1 + (PA)x_l
x	 xte 1








r	 (wFi	 IVACH	 cos	 x-1 ,x
i
- 1 /4 L" (wV/Ag) x + (WV/Ag) x-1] 	a•Aw ) x-1 ,x	 (6.1)	
v°
where the subscript x denotes the current combustor station, and x-1, the
previous station. The k in the fourth-term on the right of the equal- sign was
unity when calculating stations in the plane of the struts. Otherwise, k was
equal to zero. The fifth-term was used to account for fuel momentum, and the
sixth-term resulted from the integral
X
q C f
 cos 6 s dAs
4	 x-1
where q was the dynamic pressure, C f the skin friction coefficient, 6 s the
angles of the combustor walls with respect to the x-axis and A s , the surface
area.
In equation 6.1, the first two terms on the left and right of the equal
sign were combined with the sixth-term,and the velocity at the current station
was obtained from
Vx	 (9/wx	 1	 (C fA,)x-1,x
 x-1(WV/9)
X
+ x 1 pdA + ( PA) x_ 1 - ( PA) x
	x 	
Htef' 	a dA + A
+kx-1 axBe P 	(P )	 dxBASE STRUTS 7
{	
i E
	 (W	 1VACF i 	 cos$ )}	











	 PgC ^ G- YL
if
In the solution of V X
 from equation 6. 2, Cfx-1 ,x was set equal to Cfx-1
on the first	 iteration.	 Then C fx was calculated, and y.
(	 ' Cfx- 0.5 (C fx +Cfx-1 ,x	 -1)i 1I
f ' was used	 in subsequent	 iterations.	 Two passes were made from the strut leading
4
i to trailing edges. 	 On the first pass,	 the base pressure	 in the third term of
tiequation 6.2 was taken to be one-half the arithmetic average of the measured
I	 { pressures at	 the strut trailing edge. 	 On the final	 pass,	 the base pressure
I was calculated as a function of gamma and Mach number at the strut exit
determined from the first pass through the struts (Reference 9).i
a
6. 2 	 CONTINUITY EQUATION AND EQUATION OF STATE +
i
The mass flow rate at combustor stations was obtained from
z
wX _ wo + E	 (wFi)o,x +	 (w0i)o,X (6.3)
The mass flow per unit area was calculated from
(W/A)	 = 
w 
/A (6:4)x;	 x	 x
and
a
and the equation of state
P X 	 (P/jRT)x (6.6)
where RX is the universal gas constant divided by the molecular weight at x.
3
tx	
.Substituting equation 6.6 for p 
	
in equation 65 yields i
( w/A) X	(PV '/ jRT) X (6.7) j
a
6.3	 ENERGY EQUATION
The total and static enthalpy of the gaseous mixture in the combustor were
obtained from
h	 _ I w h	 +E
_1
(w h	 ),+(w h ) .




Tx	 o To	 - i x a
i
and x
i, h	 - h	 - V 2 /2g jTx (6.9)
{
x	 x
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where w  and w0 were the mass flow rates of injector and ignitor fuels and
oxidants, and Qo x was the cumulative heat loss through the engine surfaces
up to thestation x,
i,	 6.4	 SOLUTION WITH NO FUEL	 INJECTED
The parameters V (1) w ,	 (W/A)
	 and H^ 1) were calculated from equations
6.2,'6.3, 6.4, 6.8 and 6.9, x respectively.	 The	 initial	 estimate of static pressure
(pa l )) was taken as the arithmetic average of measured inner- and outerbody
pressures at station x.	 The HP problem was solved with the state variables
P (l ),	 h(l ) ,	 and (w/A) (1) was calculated from equation 6.7.
	
New estimates were
obtained for p (n)	 V (n)	 h (n)	 and the HP problem was repeatedly solved untilx	 x	 P	 P	 Y0	 x
A (n)	 A1	 -	 (w/ ) x	 /(w/ ) x < e` R





and the SP problem was solved with the state variables p TX' ) , Sx ' to obtain- ,
hTX1).	 New estimates were obtained for pTXn) , and the SP problem was repeatedly;.
solved until
(n) < .'1 - h	 /hTx	 Tx
i
6.5	 SOLUTION AFTER FUEL INJECTION
At this point, a new independent variable--the combustor efficiency--was
introduced.	 The combustor efficiency was defined as
weight of reacted hydrogen
^c
a
weight of injected hydrogen 9
In order: to	 implement this concept of combustor_ efficiency, an inert hydrogen
(HZ2) was	 introduced so that	 -
^c = weight fraction of H 2 (WFH2)
and
1 - ^11 c	weight fraction of HZ 	 (WFHZ2)
The inert hydrogen was assigned the physical and thermodynamic properties of
real hydrogen, but was not permitted to dissociate or to react with other
4
species.
m .,	 v _ -.al_•uccs^^rwi^urusiG7UN1MG COYPAMY
	
_	
__	 ?C- 1 / Cn 2
F
it
After fuel was injected in the combustor, the static pressure (p x) was
fixed at the arithmetic average of the measured inner- and outerbody pressures.
The parameters Vx, wx, (w/A)x, hTx and hx were calculated from equations 6.2,
6. 3  6.4, ( 1 ) 8 and 6.9, respectively. The initial estimate of combustor effi-
ciency (11 c
 ) was assumed equal to 0.50 at the combustor station where fuel was
first injected or set equal to the converged value at the previous station for
subsequent calculations. Each change in combustor efficiency required recal-
culation of the specific formula numbers of the elements in thip fuel and mixture.
The HP problem was solved for the chem'system defined by' c1)
 with the
MIstate variable px, hx to obtain (w/A) x
	(Equation 6.7).
	 New estimates were
obtained for ^lc n
	, and the HP problem was solved repeatedly until





Total conditions were obtained in the same manner as 	 in paragraph 6. 4 with
F!
the combustor efficiency held equal
	 to its converged value.
6.6
	
SONIC VELOCITY - COMBUSTOR THROAT Li
In the subsonic combustion mode, when the Mach number was less than 0.95
at the combustor throat, a side calculation was made to determine the value of
combustor efficiency necessary to produce sonic velocity at the combustor throat.
The calculation proceeded in the same manner as that in paragraph 6.5 with the
exception that successive substitution of the calculated sonic velocity was
made in equation 6.9 following each	 iteration.
6. 7 	REGENERATIVELY-COOLED ENGINE SIMULATION
The temperature of injected hydrogen was elevated during the tests to
-simulate the performance of a -regeneratively- cooled engine. 	 The accuracy of
this simulation was determinedby a recalculated total enthalpy at the combustor
exit as
0--hTr	 (wohTo + w F hTFO + I `NOZZLE ')/(WO + wF)
where	 h50 was the ' enthalpy of hydrogen  at 	 0 degrees Rankine 	 and Q	 < 0PY5	 g
'	 TF	 NOZZLE
was the heat loss in Btu/sec through the nozzle surfaces. 	 The simulated condi-
tions at the combustion exit were obtained by assuming that the total pressure
and combustion efficiency were constrained to__the values calculated at the
actual	 combustor exit.
The total conditions were obtained from the chemical system defined by
%4 by solving the HP problem with the state variables PT4, 
hTr 
to obtain S^,
The	 initial	 estimate of static pressure, P 4^ 1)' = P4 , was used with S r -and the
chemical system defined by	 to solve the SP problem and obtain {w/A)^1).c4 r
New estimates of P rn) were obtained, and. the SP problem was solved repeatedly l
until
1	 -	 ( w/A) (n) / (w/A)	 I < C.4 i
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6.8 FICTIVE COMBUSTOR
The conditions at the exit of a fictitious constant-pressure, zero-velocity
combustor were determined at 100 percent_fombustor efficiency (J cf ) with isen
tropic expansion to ambient pressure (p o)-to obtain the combustor effectiveness
&e). The state variables used to determine total conditions were p T2 , the
total pressure at the inlet throat and hT4, the total enthalpy at the actual
combustor exit. The HP problem, was solved with pT2, hT4 and the chemical
system defined by lcf to obtain S f. The static conditions were determined by
solving the SP problem with the state variabies po, Sf. The combustor effec-
tiveness was calculated from
=
(I + f/a) I vac(po) - l vac2
ice	 (1 + f/a)lvac'(po)	 Ivac2
where f/a was the-fuel-air 'ratio,Ivac(po) wari the vacuum specific impulse
obtained by isentropically expanding the flew from the normal combustor exit





The nozzle performance was obtained by expanding the flow isentropically
from the actual and regeneratively-cooled combustor exits, both to the nozzle
exit area and to ambient pressure. The flow was also isentropically expanded
from the normal combustor exitto those nozzle locations having static pressure
taps in order to calculate the local skin friction coefficients. The nozzle
vacuum stream thrust coefficient was obtained from the surface pressure
integrals and friction drag on the nozzle walls, and the stream thrust (momen-
tum) at the combustor and nozzle exits.
7.1 EXPANSION TO EXIT AREA
The mass flow per unit area was calculated from
(w/A) 6 = w4/Ae






The SP problem was solved with the state variables p (l) , (or p6r) ) S4 (or Sir)
to obtain (w/A)^1) (or (w/A)6r ) ). New estimates were obtained for p(6)
(or p6 r ) and the-SP problem was repeatedly solved until	 n
1 - 
L (w/A) 6r) / (w/A) 6 < C.
or
1 +w/A)  6n^ / (w/A) 6 < e
'.	 72. EXPANSION TO AMBIENT PRESSURE
The SP problem was solved with the state variables poi S4 (or S4r)"






The flow at the actual
	 combustor exit was expanded isentropically to the
measured nozzle pressures to obtain the skin friction coefficient, and hence,
the friction drag on the nozzlesurfaces. 	 The friction drag was calculated
from
FF	 LA
nozzle - E C f i g i	 w_ii
j
4 j The nozzle vacuum stream thrust coefficient was calculated from
Cs	 .F4 	 dA - Fr NOZZLE + 2.84 K dxfit
o




where °K	 0 for supersonic combustion, K = 1
	 for subsonic combustion, and
F6(Ae) was the nozzle exit stream thrust from expansion to Ae.
The nozzle thrust coefficient was obtained from
CT
	 (CS w4 I vac6 (Ae) - poAe) /F6 (po)	 (7.2)
where Ivac6(Ae)	 denotes vacuum specific impulse obtained from isentropic expan-
sion to Ae, and	 F6 (po)	 denotes stream thrust from isentrop ic expansion to p .
0
! 7.4	 FICTIVE NOZZLE
The static and total conditions required to match the actual vacuum
specific	 impulse at the nozzle exit plane were determined.	 The energy equations
were
h	 =	 w h
	 + E (w
	
h	 + w
	 h	 .) + %/wT6	 o, To	 F i	 TF i	 0	 TO ^	 4i	 96 1
and
h6'	 hTb'	
v6 . /2gj	 (7.3)
The actual vacuum specific impulse was
I vac6'	 = CS	 Ivac6(Ae)
and
I vac61 = V6 ,/g + P6 ^ Ae/w4	 (7.4)
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The independent variable for the system of equations was the static pressure, Y
(p^,).	 The dependent variable was (w/A) 6 .	 The mass flow per unit area was
f	 de	 i ned as
i	 (w/A)6 - w /Aej
s
and





initial estimate for the static pressure was
p6+ ) = pb (Ae) #:l
The initial estimate of velocity was calculated from equation 7.4 as
V O) = g (I vac6' - p ( l) A/w4e	 )
and the static en^h 1py from equation 7,3.	 The HP problem was solved with the
state variables p61 	 h^; l 	to obtain (w/A)(6)	 from equation 7,5.	 New estimates
were obtained for the static pressure, and the above procedure was repeated
until
1 -
	 (w/A^n) / (w/A)	 1< 66
The initial estimate for the total pressure was calculated from the
ideal-gas relationship
..'C_ 7
2PT6, = P6	 (1	 M6)2
and the SP problem was solved to qqb ain hT l ^.T he SP problem was repeatedly j
solved with new estimates of PT6'tn	 until
^1	 -	
h (n)^h	 `c e
T6 1 	T6
Finally the flow at the actual combustor exit was expanded isentropically to
the static pressure of the fictitious nozzle, p 6 1.	 The SP problem was solved
k
with the state variables P61, S4 to obtain H41, and the nozzle kinetic energy
and process efficiencies were calculated from
gKEN	
(h T6 1_ h6,) /( hT4	 h4')
3
and
NN _ (h4 , h
61






The internal performance was computed from both thrust measurement and
from calculated momentum change through the engine.	 Three pa rameters were
used to define the internal performance.	 These were the thrust (T i ), the
specific impulse (I si ) , and the thrust coefficient (CTi)•













CTi - Ti/(q Ac)
8.2	 MEASURED INTERNAL PERFORMANCE
i THRUST
T. = F c/cos c?	 + DEXT (1 bf)
where Fc was, the corrected load cell	 force (Reference 9, pp	 27 ), cr was the
angle of attack, and
i
DEXT - dA -	 C	 q cos ' 8	 d A[jp
	
f	 s	 s, OUTER
COWL
SPECIFIC IMPULSE
Is i	Ti/wF (lbf sec/lbm)_
THRUST COEFFICIENT
CTi	 Ti/(qo c^







L9. DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE OUTPUT
Performance output has not been published as yet, however, NASA-Langley
Research Center is compiling this data and the release of their results is
pending. This section defines parameters used in test summary reports pre-
viously issued to NASA.
Each page of the performance output (computer printout) has a standard
heading with reading number (test number), block number (numbered sequentially
and corresponding to recorded timesof test data), time (of data recording
from start of test in seconds) , Mach number, PT !(total pressure in w,id tunnel
in psia), TT (total temperature in wind tunnelin degrees Rankine) and page
numbers. Pages 1, 2 and 3 of the computer printout contains the Summary Report
of'flow parameters at each calculation station in the AIM. Each station is
headed by a station designator (i.e., wind tunnel, inlet throat, combustor, 	 detc.) followed by 3 integers (the additional zero following the combustor
designator is meaningless).
The first integer denotes the station number, the second denotes the
combustor station number and the third denotes the number of iterations
required to converge on a solution. The third integer may assume values
between 0-21, 100-121 and 200-221. A value of the third integer equal to 21,
denotes that the mass flow was too great (or the flow area too small) to obtain
a solution, 121 denotes that the solution for total conditions did not converge'
in 21 iterations and 200-221 denotes that the mass flow was too small (or the 	 j
flow area too large) to obtain a solution. When both solutions for static and
_total conditions have converged, the third integer may assume the values 1-20
or 101-120, depending on which solution (static or total) required the larger
number of iterations.	 r
Most of the station designators are self- explanatory. The first appear-
ance of the designators 'Wind Tunnel' and 'Spike Tips. NS' (NS = NORMAL SHOCK)
reports conditions in wind tunnel and upstream of the spike tip based on a 	 E
wind tunnel Mach number determined from calibration runs. The second appearance
of these designators reports conditions based on a wind tunnel,Mach number
calculated from the wind tunnel total pressure and temperature and the spike
tip pitot pressure applied to the normal shock equations. The designators
'INLET UPNRSK' and 'INLET DNNRSK' denote conditions upstream and downstream
of .a normal shock positioned at a fictitious flow area 1.10 times the flow_
area at the inlet throat. The designator 'COMBUSTOR REGEN' denotes conditions
at the combustor throat simulating a regeneratively cooled ramjet. 'NOZZLE AE'
and 'NOZZLE PO' report conditions when the flow was expanded isentropically-to,3
the nozzle exit area and to the wind tunnel static pressure, respectively.
"FICTIVE COMBUSTR' denotes conditions in a zero-velocity, constant-,pressure
combustor with combustor efficiency equal to unity. '-FICTI'VE NOZZLE' reports
conditions required to match the actual momentum and nozzle exit area.'
water AIRESEARCN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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Definition and units of parameters in the Summary Report (pp 1-3) are
listed below:
P - pressure, psis
^ 	 T - temperature, OR
H	 enthalpy', Btu/lbm
GAMMA - specific heat ratiot^ MOLWT - molecular weight
SONV - sonic velocity, ft/sec
MACH - Mach number
VEL - flow velocity, ft/sec
S - entropy . Btu/lbm °R
W/A - flow rate per unit area, lbm/sq in.
W	 flow rate, 1bm/sec
A/AC - local area ratio
MOMTM - flow momentum, lbf
-Q	 dynamic pressure, lbf/sq in.
IVAC - vacuum specific impulse, lbf-sec/lbm
}	 PHI	 equivalence ratio
ETAC - combustor efficiency
Definitions and units of parameters on pages 4 and 5 follow: i.
XABS - axial distance from virtual spike tip, in.
P-113	 surface pressure on innerbody, psia
P-06 - surface pressure on inner cowl, psia
PDA -'pressure integral,f pdA, lbf
o
*Two values were reported. The first ,value was the JANNAF-based enthalpy.
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F	 - E ( Hf98 +	 cpidT)Cr (T)	 + E J	
cpidT •a i(T)	
i
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QOX - cumulative internal heat loss from spike tip to station x, Btu/sec
Q- I B	 cumulative internal heat loss from innerbody, Btu/sec
Q-OB - cumulative internal heat loss from outerbody, Btu/sec
CAWALL - cumulative surface area, sq in,
P-IB/PSO - innerbody !static to wind tunnel static pressure ratio
P-IB/PTO'- innerbody static to wind tunnel total pressure ratio
P-OB/PSO - outerbody static to wind tunnel static pressure ratio
P-OB/PTO	 outerbody static to wind tunnel total pressure ratio
Definition and units of parameters on _page- 6 follows
X - axial distance from spike virtual tip
10. COMPUTER PROGRA14 OPERATION
The AIM data-reduction computer program was designed to operate inter-
actively on the IBM 30-67 dual processor at the NASA - Lewis Research Center.
An IBM 2741 type ricer terminal was used to execute the data-reduction
program, and COPE 120 series remote batch terminals- were used to print the
performance output,	 !!^
I
Numerous procedures were written to facilitate loading the programs,
modifying the calibration data and recording channel assignments, removing
defective recording channels, assigning the injector and igniter configura-
tions and valving, and specifying certain test parameters such as angle-of-
attack, subsonic combustion and heat-transfer data.
The procedure used to assign program libraries and logica) units to the
system and to load the programs is reproduced in Table 10-1.
The names of the program libraries follow the procedure name 'JOBLIB'
which assigned the libraries to the system (line 200 - 1400, Table 10-1),
The contents of the program libraries which. include module and entry point
names, were reproduced in Appendix A.
s	 i
i
The next three lines (1500-1700) in Table 10-1 loaded the block data
subroutines PSBLK70, BDEN35 and BDCN49 which contain the pressure recording 	 j
channel assignments, the test configuration data and the calibration data,
respectively. These subroutines must correspond to the Reading number (test)
being reduced prior to evoking 'HRERUN5' as shown in Table 10-2.
The remainder of the procedure 'HRERUN5' assigned the FORTRAN logical
units to the system and loaded and initialized the data reduction program.
,^	 I
Other procedures used to facilitate execution of the data reduction
program were:
(1) PSXX - used to modify the pressure recording channel assignments in
j	 the block data subroutines PSBLKYY
t	
(2) SETXX- used to modify the calibration data in the block data sub-




*The COPE terminals were programmed to emulate an IBM 27$0 terminal.
3
1








HRERL N5 GC: CC00	 PROCDEF HRERUN5
IIRERUN5	 C30020C
	
J0BLI B	 D36CLI B,1C
IIRERUN5 C0003GO	 JOBLIB DATAS YS. DATS YS, 2C
HRERUN5	 0CC, C400	 JOuLI B	 LNKBB3, 3C
IIRERUN5 COCC50^ JOBLIB MILIB9$,40
HRERUN5 CC3060C
	 JOBLIB DATASYS.VINCE,SC
HRERUN5 30008CC	 JOBLIB	 NE ; -JNE11, 7C
IIRERUN5 C3D390C
	 JOBLIB TESTCDI,BC
HRERUN5 C0ZD 1000 JOBLIB VINCENEW, 9C
HRERUN5
	 LC3111C	 JOBLIB	 VINNEW2,1C0
IIRERUN5	 CCC12C0 JOBLIB DATASYS.DAN,110
HRERUN5 CCl;130C	 JOBLIB TESHRE,120
HRERUN5	 C.u1 LECC	 JOBLIB	 NEWLIB,I30
HRERUN5 CC01503
	
LOAD	 PSBLK7'"-;DISPLAY	 'BLOCK DATA
	 LOADED:
IIRERUN5 J6^16;;C	 LOAD BDEN35;DISPLAY	 'BLOCK DATA LOADED:
HRERUN5 0001700
	 LOAD BDCN49;DISPLAY
	 'BLOCK DATA LOADED:
IIRERUN5 0001,80w LOAD ADATA;	 DISPLAY 	 ' BLOCK DATA LOADEn:
HRERUN5 CC01900	 LOAD NGAS 3;
	 DISPLAY 	 ' BLOCK DATA LOADED:
IIRERUN5	 CCC'2f ^ , 8	 DDEF	 FT 51FCC1, VS, B I 
HRERUN 5	 C0C213	 DDEF	 FT6;`Ff C-1, VS, PRT5, RET=T
HRERUN5 C0022.1	 DDEF FT66F0001, VS, PRT1, RET=T
I-IREP%UN 5 0CC23C	 DDEF	 FTCF FO"I, VS, ERR, RET=T
FIRERUN5 C0;24C 0_
	 DDEF FT1SF-v0J, VS, JUNK1
HRERUN5	 C092.503
	
DDEF FT17FOC1, VS, PRT3
HRERUN5 DG0260C	 DDEF FT04F331,VS,TSTFIL
HRERUN5
	
CO3270C. 	DDEF	 FT99170i;1, VS, GIMESS, RET=T
H11%E RUN 5





HRERUN5 OCv290Z	 QUALIFY TWAIN
IIRERUN5	 0x;;3000	 HMI 	 114
IIRERUN5	 C^^31^ C'	 QUALIFY	 GETHRE
HRERUN5	 C3C320O SET DSNA4E.(',6)='HREFDG',NCHNDS=E
HREkUNS 93033LO QUALIFY RDHiGH
HREI'UN5 rn 7 G	 T	 ^	 r -Mar y 4 0 SE Nu LO ,K C
HREPUNS C0O35u0 DDEF FT25F0C1, VS, TAPE. B I 11EQ






HRERUN5 0CC3-7M3 DDEF FT35F%0O1, VS, TAPE. BI NTR
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BLOCK DATA SUBROUTINES VS READING NUMBER
6DCN 3^ -	 READ ING NW; 6ERS THRU	 33
bDCN34 -	 READING NUMERS 34 & 35
BDCN 36 -	 READ I NG NUMBERS 36 THRU 4E
3DCN49	 -	 READING NUMBERS	 49 THRU- 62
BDCN63 -	 READING NUMBER 63
CDCN64	 -	 READ I NG
	
NU III DEIll	 64
BOCN65 - READING NW:BERS	 65 THRU 69
UDCN7: -	 READING, NUM'ERS 7" THRU	 75
3DCN 7G	 -	 1{EAD I NG	 NUi46EIR , - 7C	 THRU	 92
61)CN93
	 -	 READING	 NUP'BERS	 93	 THRU	 qF..
BDCN97 -	 READING NUI`IBER 97 ONLY
BDEN3ti -	 READING NUMBERS THRU 33
SDEN 34 -
	 READING NUHi E2
	 34
BDEN 35 -	 ALL OTHER MACH G READING NUi=•BERS
hDEN 7f; - PIACH 6 AT ANGLE OF ATTACK &
MACH 7 UP TO READING NU1: E R 76
BDEN7C	 -	 ALL OTHER PIACN	 7 READING NUMISERS
RDEN93 - ALL I`SACH
	 5	 READING NUMBERS
PSSLK17 - :READING NUMBERS THRU
	 3.5
PSBLK36 - READING NU#Mi ERS
	 36 THRU 4E j
PSBLK65 - READING NIIVBERS 65 THRU 69
PSB LK 7C - REAG I NG NUMBERS 49 THRU 64 -& 7 ^ ON UP
(3)	 COXX - used to remove defective recording channels and to assign the
mass flow rates of nitrogen and oxygen for each Reading number
(XX)
(4)	 TCXX-ZZZ -	 used to assign_ injector, 	 ignitor and valving configurations
for each block number (ZZZ) of each Reading number (XX).
This procedure was also used to assign heat transfer data
in Reading numbers 33 through 69.
A cross	 reference of the required block data subroutines and procedures
versus Reading numbers was prepared in Tables 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5 for the
Mach 5, 6 and 7 tests,	 respectively.	 Three additional 	 procedures were written
to change line numbers 1500 through 1700 of the procedure 1 HRERUN5'	 in Table u
10-1.	 These were 'CHGPSBLK'', 	 'CHGBDEN'	 and 'CHGBDCN' which, when appended by
a space plus a double digit,.changed the name of the appropriate block data
subroutine to be loaded.	 For example, the entry
chgbdcn 63
changed line 1700 in Table 10-1, and caused the line
HRERUN5 0001700 LOAD BDCN63; D I SPLAY'' BLOCK DATA LOADED: 	 BDCN63'
i
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READING PS6LKXX' DDENXX	 BDCNXX PSXX SETXX CnXX
y
T(XX-ZZZ
93 70 93 ! 93 89 34 93 TC'93-BLK C1O
94' 7C- 93 93 89 34 94 TC94-GLI:N')
95 7L 93 93 89 34 95 TC95-BLKNO
96 7^ 93 93 89 34,9f 96 TC9E-BLKNO
91 7C
i






READ ING PSBLKXX 3DENXX BDCNXX PSXX SETXX COXX TCXX-ZZZ
69 65 35 7C65 71 j4 7j TC71- OLKN92; # 6 ICES-BLKN
6!5 65 35 65 92 34 65 TC65 -BLKNO
6'4 7 » 35 64 :71 34 64 TC64-BLKNO
G'3 -7 CI 35- 63 71 34 63 TC63-BLKNO
01 70 35 49 71 34,61 61 TC6I-BLKNO
6c 70 35 49 171 34,61 EC TUC-BLKNG
$7 73 35 49 71 34,61 57 TC57- BLKNO
54 7C 35 49; 71 34,61 54 TC54-BLKNO
52 7C 35 49, 34,-61 52 TC52-BLKNO
_$8 36 35 361 _- 34,36 38 TC38-BLKNO
36 3E -35 36 -- 34 36 TC`36-BLF NQ	 :.
34 17 34, 34 _- 34 34 TC34-BLKNt)




k ' REACHING P'5GLKXX BDENXX BDCNXX PSXX SETXX COXX TCXX-ZZZ
88 : 76 76 92 34 ,8E 88 TC88 -f,LKN
h 89 7C 76 76 S9 34,89 89 TM-RLKNO
9C 7C, 16 76 8Q 34,89 90 TM-BLKNO
_91 7C 76' 76 89 34,91 91 TC91-BLINO
92 10 76 76 92 34 , 92 92 TC92 -ELKNO
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I
'r	 to be printed on the typewriter terminal.
	 A list of all procedure names was
reproduced	 in Table 10-6, and the contents of the applicable procedures were
included	 in Appendix B.
In order to
	 illustrate the usage of Tables 10-3,
	 10-4 and 10-5
	 in reducing
the data, the procedure 'HRERUN5' was changed and loaded to process the data









The first three procedures changed lines 1500 through 1700
	 in Table 10-1
a
to correspond to the block data subroutines on the first line
	 in Table 10-3, r
and the last procedure loaded the data-reduction program.
	
After loading the
program, the computer prompted the user for the 'INPUT LINE DSNAME' which was
'rdg50'
	
for all	 readings.	 Next the user entered
9







corresponding to the first
	
line of Table 10-3 to process Block 039 of Reading
93•	 The procedure 'grabber 93'	 retrieved the raw data for Reading 93 from
migrated storage 	 into a temporary library called 'YHTFX2 • T00l', and the com-
puter was ready to start processing the data.	 Some of the above procedures
contained program control system (PCS) 	 commands, each of which was assigned a
unique number printed at the terminal. 	 After processing Block 039 and before
processing Block 048 of Reading 93,	 the PCS number (0013)	 printed following
the procedure 'tc93- 039'_was removed, and the program was prepared to process
Block 048 by the following entries:
remove _ 13
tc93-048
After processing all of the desired blocks	 in Reading 93, the data reduction
-	 program was unloaded and reloaded by the following commands:
-abend
hrerun5


































































































































C089	 C090	 C091	 C092	 C093




	 FIX65	 GASCAL	 G0110HE
HRERUN6
	 INLTSYM5 INLTSYM6 INLTSYM7 JOBLIB
LOADCELL LSTC	 LSTCO	 LSTP	 MACH5
MOVIES	 PC 	 PDAOB
	
PRIN	 PRLS
PS89	 PS92	 PUKE1	 PUKE2	 PUKE2P
SETCMB
	
SETDRG	 SETE14G	 SETFLOAD SETFTEMP
SETSTD	 SETTM4	 SETTOPT	 SET34
	
SET38
SET91	 SET92	 SET96	 SHOWVAL
	
STOW
TC33-129 TC33-136 TC34-075 TC34-079 TC34-C82
TC36-085 TC36-091 TC36-100 TC36-113 TC36-129
TC38-086 TC38 -089 TC38-090 TC52-C69 TC52-^76
TC54 -098 TC54-105 TC54-115 TC54-139 TC54-154
TC57-092 TC57 -122 TC57-156 TC57 -181 TC6C -055
TCGO -130 TC60-138 TC60-150 TC60-159 TC60-169
TC61 -118 TC61-125 TC61-136 TC61 -146 TC61-16C
TC61-193 TC63 -064 TC63--071 TC63-098 TC63-134
TC64-109 TC64-151 TC64-175 TC64-211 T.C65-06C
TM-102 TC65-120 TC65 -139 TC69-069 TC69 -171
TC69-110 TC69 -126 TC69 -159 TC69-169 TC71-059
TC71-111 TC71-153 TC71 -157 TC71-177 TC71-181
TC88-141 TC88-159 TC88-166 TC88-169 TC88 -170
TC88-208 TC89-070 TC89-094 TC89-10.6 TC89-114
TC89-143 TC89-155 TC89-183 TC90-082 TC90-092
TC90-124 TC90-137 TC90 -138 TC91-074 TC91-079
TC91-119 TC91-128 TC91 = 131 TC91 -134 TC91 -141
TC92-144 TC92-191 TC92-216 TC93-039 TC93-048
TC93-084 TC93-093 TC94-033 TC94-040 TC94-051
TC94-122 TC94-123 TC94-127 TC94-141 TC94-143
TC95-066
 
TC95-076 TC95-099 TC95-106 TC95 -115
TC95-156 TC95-169 TC95-210 TC95-233 TC95-241
TC96-069 TC96-076 TC96-085 TC96-156 TC96-178
TC96-233 TC97-029 TC97-052 = TC97 -057 TC97-081







.' I I I	 I I 11-
TABLE 10-7
' FINAL PERFORMANCE OUTPUT VS DATE
READ I NG-B LK1, BLK2, ETC r ATE
33-ALL(SPIKE PRESSURE <	 0,	 NO OUTPUT) PEfE,- F R, 23,
	 1974
7-4-05, 079, LE2, 131, 166, 184
36-685, 091(NOZZLE 	 PRESSURE <	 0,	 NO OUTPUT)
$6 -lDL, 113, 129,145(FUEL PRESSURE	 _	 S)
l 34-C67,C86(SPIKE	 PRESSURE <	 0,	 NO OUTPUT)
t 34-u79,i39,C9D(FUEL PRESSURE	 - C)
52-%69, C76, C85, C95 MARCH C5
54-u66, 098, 115, 139,154,174, 2L4
54-165 JANUARY 2^,	 lg75
57-07E, 092, 122 MARCH C4,	 10-75
57-156,161 JANUARY 29,
	 1P75






60-169, 176 JANUARY 2 p ,	 1075
61-088, 11C, 115, 125, 136,14E, 16C,163,169, 181, 103 MARCH--.4,	 1975
63-064 APRIL 14„	 1975
63-u71, a98, 134, 163 MARCH 53,	 1975
64-058, 109, 175 ,r
t 64-C71 JANUARY 16,	 1975
64-151,211 JANUARY 29	 1975
65-060,072,078,096,102,12C,139 PARCH 0, 1975G	 110,159, 169 it
69-G87, 099, 126 JANUARY 29,	 1975
71-059,071,075,096,111,153,177,197..198 MARCH 03,	 1975
71-065, 157, 181 JANUARY 29,	 1975 
86-131,141,159,168,169,170,178,186,195,201,,208 FEBRUARY 12,	 1975
89 -070, 09.4,106, 114,119, 130, 136,143, 155,183 FEBRUARY 13,	 19 75
89-143,155(PRESSURE	 INPUT,	 CHANNELS	 123,	 206,	 27C,	 273) PARCH C6,	 1975
90+-082,-1C4,124, 137, 138 bECEIIBER 20,	 1974
' 90-092,0991119 JANUARY 27, 1975
91-07 4, 079, 066, 090, 105,119,128,131, 134,141 FEBRUARY 13,	 1975
92-076, D97, 121, 144,191, 216 JANUARY 07, 	 1975
93-039, 048, C57
	 _ t+{ARCH	 02,	 1975
93-C66, 071, 084, 093 MARCH 03,	 1975 ,I
94-033, 040,122, 123, 127 FEBRUARY 28, 	 1975
94-051,066,084 JANUARY 27,	 1975
94-059 JANU^.RY 17, 	 1375
94-141,143,144 MARCH 02,	 1975
95-032,:044, 066, 076, 049, 106, 115, 12 3, 130, 142,156, 169, 210, 241 FEBRUARY 28,	 1975
95 - 233 JANUARY 27,
	
197'5
96-034,212 VARCH 28,	 1975
96-042, 0-52, 069, 076, 085, 156, 178, 19C, 191, 233
97-029, C52, 057, C8,1,102,128,159,180, 207, 231, 23ia,, 24
FEBRUARY 27, 	 1975
{: f.^NNETT WESEARCN MANUFACIURING COMPANY
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SDISEARt P, SMSEARt C, SEARCH
GATES







GI-JDAT	 , GETDAT# P, GE,TDAT# C
LINEXX
WRITEL
	 ,READL,	 ,ERRLINE ,UPDATE ,OPEN	 ,CLOSE	 ,LINEXXOP,DELETE
LINEXX#C
LDNL;
LODLB$	 , LODNM$	 , LDNL$#P , LDNL$#C
SMARITH






ERMSG4	 ,ERMSGI	 ,ER14SG3	 ,ERMSG2 ,ERMSGSOP,ERNSGS#C
NEWDYN























SME RM ES I










































APPENDIX A (Con' t)
i ' TABLE A-1 (Con' t)
i
i
' HASHO P	 , I1-11- C , GNHSEN
HSHD






















CUCNTK	 , CUCNMV	 , COUPLE# C, COUPLE# P, FECNTK , FECNMV	 , CHALTK	 , CHALMV
CHCNTK	 ,CHCNMV
RELTIMXX
RELTIM#C,RELTIM # P,RELTL M 	,JULIAN
LNKWXX
LNKWXX# C, LNKWXX# P, L  NKWR
UNPK
SEPSGN	 ,CNCTSP	 ,UNPK#C	 ,UNPK#P ,,UNPKIT ,CMBSGN	 ,INUNPK ;,CNCTPK
CLMFI4T
CLMF	 , CLMFMT# C, CLMFMT# P, FPT0AF , INTOAF , AFTOAF
S14FLINESMFLIN/C,FLINE	 ,SMFLINOP
ENTIXX
ENTIXX#C,ENTIXX f P,ENTITY	 ,THREAD
SMSENTER




ITO#C	 , ITO/P	 , ITOESC
RDLNDS
ROLNDS+C,SETLB	 ,ACCP	 ,CLOSOU ,RDLINE ,OUDSPR'_,LNDSPR	 ,SETSP
WRLINE	 ,CLOSIN
HSHDi
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,LRASIZ ,LR2741 LRBSIZ	 ,LRTTXX	 ,LRPAUX ,MRTTXX#P
MRCC88


















LRTPF8 ,LRION	 ,MRZIPP#P,MSCRAM #C,LRLGER	 ,LRTMF8	 ,MRTMF8 ,MRCPLT#P
KANBALL ,CWTC	 ,MRFILM ,RASTER ,LRCLER	 ,MRFLET#C,MRINTR#P,LRGG94
LRAXIS ,LRID	 ,LRAON ,LRMOFF ,FILM	 ,MRWTCC	 ,LRLABL ,LRNOFF
IRCHSZ ,LRCON	 ,MRSCLR O P,MRTSF8 # C,MRTSGA	 , MRTSGS # C,LRBON PER
PASTER ,KBERG	 ,LREON ,LRWTC ,LRDON	 ,LRSIZE	 ,MRTVF8#C,LRTSGA
MESSER ,LRCUT	 ,LRLEGN ,MRLABL ,MRSPIL#P,LRGON	 ,LRKOFF ,CID
LRLOFF ,MRRGON	 ,l4RCPLTfC,LRCURV ,PWTC	 ,MRFLETOP,MRINTR#C,MRSHPT
LRRAST ,LRSHPT	 ,DIAGSYN ,HASTER ,MRRAST	 ,MSCRAM#P.MRZIPPfC,LRSHOT
4RIOFF ,LRMRGN	 ,LRWTCR ,MRCURV ,LRTAF8	 ,LRDOFF	 ,LRLEAD ,MRTVFB#P
LREOFF ,LRGRID	 ,MRJBCD ,MRSPILOC,LRCNVT	 ,LRTON	 ,PID ,LRKON
MRANGE ,LRANGE	 ,LRNON ,LRAOFF ,MRCNVT	 ,LRMON	 ,MRLEAD ,MRTSF8#P
LRBOFF ,MRSCLR#C,LF(COFF ,LRGTUN ,MRTSGB#P,CER	 ,SENSOR ,LRSHGG
LRSCLR ,MRLABL#P,MRSPIL ,LRZAPP ,MRANGE#C,TEST270l t ERASER ,LRSPIL
MRCNVT#C,MRLEAD#C,MRSCLR ,MRRGONOC,MRTMF8#P t LRSTUG	 ,MRTAFA ,MRCPLT -:
LRCONT ,LRTAPN	 ,LRZIPP ,LRZIQQ ,LRTON	 ,SCRAMF	 ,MRSHPT#C,MRINTR
LRSON ,LINK1	 ,LRINTR ,MRZIPP ,PAXER	 ,LRCPLT	 ,MRCURV#C,DIGNOSE
LRTAFA ,MRCNVTOP,PEAS ,MRLEAD#P,MRTSF8 	 ,LRTVF8	 ,LRYLEG ,MRTSG8
U;TVF9 ,LRTSG8	 ,LRTSF8 ,MRTVF8 ,MRLABL#C,MRANGEOP,MESSET ,LRTLEG
MSCRAM ,LRENT	 ,LRFLET ,CAXER ,MRCURV#P,-LRPLOT 	 LRXLEG ,MRRGON#P
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GPML1B9$
NGAS1
NGAS if P , GASP	 , NGAS 10 C
NGAS3
WAS 












PCHECK , DCHECK , NGAS90 P , CHECS
	 , NGAS9f C , TCHECK
NGAS8
NGAS8#P , NGAS 6#C ,SPLINA
NGAS10



























NGAS 35f C, NGAS 35# P, THERM
NGAS17
NGAS 17f C, NGAS 170 P,1'SS PANGAS














CONVTA	 , CONH I O P, CONH I# C
a GATES







FCALL	 ,FLOAD	 FLODED	 #P,FNCL ,FNCLfC
s KO
r ' KDOUT






































f SETAD	 ,CALERC	 ,CALERR	 ,GETERR ,CALERW
FDGCHC
























PARAMf C , GETLST
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'	 k	 CHANGE#C, CHANGE#P
MA I NEND
MAINRR ,MAINEN#C,MAINEN#P





TS TECi	 TSTECf P , TSTECf C , TESTEC
RDCFWR












TESTHf P , TESTH#C	 g
COUPLE



























HASHS#C ,HASH$#P ,GNHSES 	 k
PROMPT














ZZDD_	 ,ZZFIND ,QYPSECT ,QYCSECT_
i	 CPCNVRy,
CPCNVRf C, FSTENG , CPCNVR#P 	 QRIGINAL' PAQI
PATCH	 OF POOR QUAD
PATCH# C . PATCH# P
TE RMM











EQLBRM ,AEQLBR O C,AEQLBR ► P
AMATRIX
MATRIX ,AMATRIfP,AMATRI ► C
ASNVL
SNVL	 ,ASNVL ► P ,ASNVLfC
AINSERT
SSERT ,AINSER#P,AINSER ► C
HMAIN
HMAINIP ,HMAIN ► C
Al NM00
LNMOD	 ,ALNMOD ► P,ALNMOD ► C
HISIDEZ
HISIDE ► P,HISIDE ► C,HISIDE
AS AV E
SAVE	 ,MOLEST , NEWOF	 ,ASAVE ► P ,ASAVEIC ,SPCFRM
{	 AVNPT
VNPT	 ,AVNPT ► P ,AVNPT ► C
AFCCFXT
FCCFC	 ,AFCCFXOP,AFCCFXOC,FCCFT 	 ,FCCFX
JTSCAN
HRESCN ,JTSCANOP,JTSCAN ► C
_	 AF-LAREA
FLAREA ,AFLARE # P,AFLARE ► C
AVIETA
VIETA	 ,AVIETA#P , AVIETA ► C
APBAR
PBAR	 , APSAR#P ,APBAR ► C , PBARSP
DMAIN
DMAIN ► P ,DFIAINIC
AVARFMT















QASINT ,AQASFIOC,QASFIT ,AQASFI#P,QASONT ,QASIN
	 ,QASOUT
CPHSZ
CPHSZ ► C ,CPHSZ ► P ,CPHSXX
GARTABX
TABX	 , GARTABI C, GARTAB ► p
CUSPLINE
CUSPLI/P,CUSPLI#C, CUB IN	 ,INTEG	 ,SPLINE
AFMACH
FMACH ,AFMACHOC,AFMACH ► P
"SAVERXX
SAVERX ► C,SAVERX ► P,SAVER
PRESTABL
PTABLE , PRESTA #P,PRESTAOC
HRERESI




	 ,SAVRD ► C SAVRD/P
ANCALC



















FCPR	 , FCPRZO P , FCPRZ! C
AGAUSS
AGAUSS r P, AGAUSSM C, GAUSS
AF' LWF LD




	 , FMFRZ#C , FMFRO
AFGAMI.
AFGAM1# P, AFGAMlf C, F GAM 1
ACQAI NT
'C,QACXS	 ,CQAINT



























AEFMT# C . AEFMT# P , EFMT
TRNSPORT














GARDTAf C, DTABX	 , GARDTAO P
APAFIT
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OUTHRE	 _..	 .._.	 _.
OUTJT3
	

















































TABLE A-8 VINCENEW AL'IMITS
(LIBRARY)








'TABLE A-9 V INNEW7`
(LIBRARY)`
VINNEW2
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	 , SQCPf C
NEWEST
NEWEST# C, NEWEST# P,^SCANTO
SANTY l





NEWTOD	 , ANEWTO# P, ANEWTO# C
AINLETT	 {






	 ,CWLEXI	 ,CWLNDA ,AMODEL#C





























__	 —	 - I


















ENGPGM	 , ENd65id , Ud6 f P
BDCN63
A00 T 1
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1;L57 C5.. PROCDEF BL57
GLSJ C 1Ct PARAM SR,fB,fFl,fF2,SF3,fF4,fFS,SF6,fF7,SF8,IIl,S12,f13,STI,ST2,ST3,1T4
BL57 3:^C.CO DEFAULT SYSINX-E
BL57 ....3C: PROCDEF TC$8-fB J
8197 0.0359 QUALIFY AHTXFER 9
CL^7 :3:04it AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOJT4,T000T;SET TIIN-fT1,TIOUT-ST2,TOIN-ST3,T000T-.'•T4
BL57 AT 40(4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,DTI,QTI,TOIN,TDOUT,DTO,QTO,QT
BL57 :	 OCCL QUALIFY ENGPGI4
JL57 :C	 7''C 4ET	 IFUEL(l)-$F1,IFUEL(2)-SF2,IFUEL(3)-SF3,IFUEI(4)-SF4
CLS7 C:^06C0 SET	 IFUEL(5)-$FS,IFUEL(6)-SF6,IFUEL(7)-SF7,IFUEL(6)-f F1
LL57 "60^90; SET IGNON(1)-$I1,IGNON(2)-S12,IGt10N(3)-f13
CL57 C:01C'C SET DORE-2.0
BL57 CCC1100 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
BL57 .001200 END
CL57 C-uC130C DEFAULT SYSINX-G
3L69 .:C000C PROCDEF BL69
BL69 .0t01CC PARAtt $R,SB,$1,$2,$3,$4 -
61.69 CC:C2CC DEFAULT SYSINX-E
BL69 CODC300 PROCDEF TCSR-SB
BL69 "^^:400 EXCISE 200
BL69 C0005.0 INSERT 107,56
OL69 t::060. AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET TIIN nf1,TIOUT-12,101N-33,T000T-S4
BL69 LOt07C1 AT 40(4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,DTI,QTI,TOIN,TDOUT,DTO,QTO,QT
BL69 _END
BL69 66669.0 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
CORED :CC.5O7 PROCDEF BORED
BORED .30010^ DISPLAY ACFtBSTR.ISTA
CORED DC0020C G0
CDINJ 9.C_C.0 PROCDEF CDINJ {
COIN) OC3^.lt. QUALIFY ACFIBSTR I
CDINJ CIED2DO AT oC;DJSPLAY tII11J,TERHI,PT,AIIJJ,FM,GAMF,TTT(3),GAI4h;AS(3),IJM(3),CDINJ(ICtt),Vt'.00(3)
CHGBDCN C3000:0 PROCDEF CHGBDCN
CHGODCN 000v1C0 PARAI: $1
CHGBDCN 0.^,1 0200 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
CHGBDCN CCCC3CO PROCDEF HRERUNS
CHGBDCN .CC3400 REVISE 1700
CHG3DCN 3:6500 LOAD BDCNf1;DISPLAY 'BLOCK DATA LOADED: 	 DDCNfl'
CHGBDCN 20:0600 LIST 1700
CHGBDCN 9000700 _END
CHGBDCN OCCO83: DEFAULT SYSINX-G
CHGBDEN"00'00 ^0 PROCDEF CHGBDEN
CHGBDEN 060C1C2 PARAM. S1
CHGBDEN 90.0203 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
CHGBDEN 00.C3C9 PROCDEF HRERUNS
CHGBDEN 00.0400 REVISE 1600
CHGBDEN 00C5CC LOAD BRENSl;DISPLAY 'BLOCK DATA LOADED: 	 BDEN$I'
CHGBDEN 0000FOD LIST	 1600'
CHGBDEN 3009700 END







CHGPS0lK10U7500 LOAD PSBLKf1;DISPLAY 'BLOCK DATA LOADED:
	
PSBLKSI'
CHGPSBLK^003630 LIST 1500'	 -
CHGPSBLK90CC700 _END
CHGPSBLK000080C DEFAULT SYSINX-G
CHGTC COCO90O PROCDEF CHGTC	 d 1
CHGTC 3630100 PARAM fR,Sl,12,S3,f4,S5,15,'f7,18,19,S1C #
CHGTC 0010200 PROCDEF Tt$R-11
CHGTC LCCO22? EXCISE LAST
CHGTC 0000240 EXCISE LAST
CHGTC 0000400 END
CHGTC 00005CO IF	 'f2--";CHGTC fR,12,13,;4,f5,f6,S7,SI,#9,510
CKAREA 0000030 PROCDEF CKAREA
CKAREA 0030100 QUALIFY MODEL
CKAREA 00002CO AT	 4(5);IF XII>5S.75;IF XI<55.9;DISPLAY XII,XI,N,R,AREA,DRDX,SIG;lA
CO33 0000000 PROCOEF CO33
CO33 0000100 KDOSEL	 60,	 65,	 67,	 83,	 I4,	 85,	 16, 87,	 18,	 91,	 92,123,124,148,154,IS6,158,160,162,164
0033 0000200 KDOSEL	 165,166,163,171,172,174,175,176,180,181,162,1x3,186,191,206
0033 0000300 KDOSEL 208,212,226,228,230,231,236,239,240,241,244,242,149,290,292
CO33 0000400 KDOSEL 305,306,307,308,309,310,311,312,313,314,315,316,-317,318,319
CO33 0000500 KDOSEL 320,321,322,323,324,325,326,327,328,329,33-0,331,332,333,334; x
0033 0000690 KDOSEL 335,336,337,331
0033 0000700 KDOSEL 399 x
CO33 0000800 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO33 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VAI ( 11,INITRO)-.73448,VAL ( 11,IOXY)- . 26SS2;DISPLAY VAL(11 , INITRO) , VAL(ll,IOXY)
CO33 0001000 QUALIFY STAPRS
CO33
'
0001100 AT 320(2);DISPLAY $INPUT PSI(1,1), THEN TYPE G0'
CO34 0000000 PROCDEF 0034
CO34 0000100 KDOSEL,	 60,	 65,	 67,	 44,	 65,	 16,	 97,	 IS,	 92,123,124,148,154,156,1SI,160,IE2,164
CO34 0000200 KDOSEL 166,168,171,172,174,176,1.10,181,162,183,116,191.,195,199,201
0034 0000300 KDOSEL	 206,208,212,236,228,230,231,236,240,341,:244,248,249,252,290,292
CO34 0000400 KDOSEL 305,306,:07,308,309,310,311,312,313,314,315,316,317,311,319
"	 CO34 0000500 KDOSEL 320,321,322,323,324,325,326,327,324,329,330,331,332,334,335
0034 0000600 KDOSEL 336,337,331 L;
0034 0000700 KDOSEL 329
CO34- 0000900 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO34 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VAL(II.INITRO)-.73441,VAL(12,IOXY)-.265$2jDISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(I1,IoxY)
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CO36 0000100 KDOSEL 60,	 65,	 66,67,123,121,144,134,156,138,160,]62,164,166,166,171,171,174,111
CO36 0000200 KDOSEL 182,186,191,195,199,206,208,211,221,230,231,236,240,241,244
CO36 0000300 KDOSEL 248,249,252,289,290.292,294,305,310,312,313, 514, 31 S, 320
CO36 0000400 KDOSEL 399
CO36 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO36 OCGOCOO AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73448,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26552;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
CO38 COCCO00 PROCDEF CO38
Co38 0000100 KDOSEL 60,	 65,	 66,	 67,123,124,144,154,168,174,181,182,166,191,195,199,201,206,221
CO39 0000200 KDOSEL 230,231,236,240,241,244,246,149,252,290,292,294,305,310,312,313CO38 GC40300 KDOSEL 314, 315, 31.9, 320
CO3L C0004CO KDOSEL 399
CO38 9COO500 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO3E COD6600 AT 3(2) ;SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73448,VAL(11,IOXY)•.26552;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
CO38 C000700 QUALIFY STAPRS
CO39 CCCO800 AT 320(2);DISPLAY INPUT PSI(1,1),	 THEN TYPE GO'
CO52 OOCCOC9 PROCDEF CO52
CO52 0000100 KDOSEL 65,	 66,	 67,124,137,139,141,158,165,168,178,181,182,195,1°9,200,201,206,208
CO52 OOCC200 KDOSEL 226,230,249,252,289,290,292,294,305,313,314,315,320,329,399
CO52 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO52 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73448,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26552;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAI.(ll,IOXY)
0054 OO00000 PROCDEF CO54
CO54 COOG100 KDOSEL 65,	 66,	 67,124,137,139,141,156,165,168,178,181,182,195,199,200,201,206,226,230
CO54 0000201 KDOSEL 249,252,268,299,.'90,292,294,305,313,314,315,319,320,329,399
CO54 0000404 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO54 DOOOSOC AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-,73448,VAL(11,IOXY')-.26552;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,I0XY)
CO57 C000000 PROCDEF CO57
CO57 0000100 KDOSEL 62,	 65,	 66,	 74,124,137,139,158,160,168,172,179,161,1,82,183,187,190,195,199
CO57 0000200 KDOSEL 201,206,226,230,241,249,232,289,290,292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321
CO57 0000300 KDOSEL 329
0057 0000400 KDOSEL 399
CO57 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
CO57 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.7.3613,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26387;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(ll,IOXY)
C060 0000000 PROCDEF 0060
C060 0000100 KDOSEL 62,	 65,	 66,	 74,124,137,139,138,160,168,172,179,161,182,163,187,190,795,199
C060 0000200 KDOSEL 201,206,226,230,248,249,252,289,290,292,294,305,313,314,315,319,320
C060 00003CD K003EL 321,329
C060 0000400 KDOSEL 399
C060 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C060 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.,73613,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26387;DISPLAY VAL(l1,INITRO),VAL(11,10XY)
C061 0000000 PROCDEF C061
0061 0000100 KDOSEL 62,	 65,	 66,	 74,124,137,139,151,160,168,172,179,1E7,182,183,187,190,195,199
C061 0000200 KDOSEL 201,206,226,230,248,249,252,289,290,292,294,305,313,314,515,319,320
0061 0000300 KDOSEL 321,319
C061 OGD0400 KOOSEL 399
C061 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C061 OOOOfOO AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73928,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26072;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
C063 0000000 PROCDEF C063
"	 C063 0000100 KDOSEL 62,	 65,	 66,	 74,124,137,139,158,160,168,172,179,181,182,183,187,190,195,197
C063 0000200 KDOSEL 199,201,206,226,230,246,249,252,289,290,292,294,305,313,314,315,319
C063 0000300 KDOSEL 320,321,329
C065 0000400 KDOSEL 399
C063 0000506 QUALIFY AINLETT
C063 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)..7724,VAL(11,I0XY)-.2276;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(ll,IOXY)
C064 0000000 PROCDEF CO54
C064 0000050 KLiOSEL 62,	 65,	 66,	 74
C064 0000100 KDOSEL 124,137,139,148,258,160,168,172,179,181,182,183,187,190,195
0064 0000200 KDOSEL 197,199,201,206,226,230,248,249,252,289,290,292,294,!05,313,314,315
0064 0000300 KDOSEL 319,320,321,329,399
C064 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT
C064 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.76751,VAL(11,1OXY)-.23249;DISPLAY VAL(ll,INITRO),VAL(I1,IOXY)
C065 0000000 PROCDEF 0065
C065 0000100 KDOSEL 62,	 65,^66,	 74,137,139,181,182,183,167,168,190,195,197,199,201,206,226,230
C065 0000200 KDOSCL 248,252,219,290,.292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321,329,399
C065 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT
C065 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL(`11,INITRO)-.76751,VAL(11,IOXY)-.23249;DISPLAY VAL(ll,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
C069 0000000 PROCDEF C069




C069 OOQS500 ATA3^2);SET AL(11,INITRO) -.76479,VAL(11,IOXY)-.23521;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
C071 0000000 PROCDEF C071C071 0000100 KDOSEL $3,	 62,	 65,	 66,	 74, 124, 137, 139, 158-,160, 172, 179,181, 182,183, 187, 190,195,197, 199
C071 0000200 KDOSEL 201,206,226,230,241,249,252,289,290,392,294,305,313,314,315,3201321,322,329,399
0071 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C071 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11„INITRO)-.75452,VAL(11,1OXY)-.24548;DISP(AY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
6068 0000000 PROCDEF C088	 .
0088 0000100 KDOSEL 19,	 22,	 23,	 54,	 55,	 60,	 62,	 64,	 67,	 74,	 95,124,137,139,157,158,160
C088 0000200 KDOSEL 162,165,166,169,170,171,172,173,174,175,176,177,178,179,181
Coss 0000300 KDOSEL 182,183,187,!190,195,197,199,206,-23b,227,230,235,2k1,248,249
C068 0000400 KDOSEL 250,252,278,12.89,190,292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321,329,349
COs/ 0000500 KDOSEL 353,366,367,366,369,370,374,375,378,379,382,388,394,393,399
C08s 0000800 QUALIFY AINLETT
Cosa 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VAL{11,INITRO)-.75328,VAL(11,IOXY)-.24672;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY`)
COBS 0001000 QUALIFY ANO2






AT 0 • SET
CONVTA









$4, 55,	 60,	 62, 64, 67,	 74,	 95,124,137,139,157,158,160,165,166,169
C019'	 0000200 KDOSEL 172,175,176,179,181,312,-113,187,190,195,197,199
Coss	 0000300 KDOSEL 210,223,224,226,227,230,235,248,249,250,252,289,290,292,.294
C089	 0000400 KDOSEL 305,313,320,321,329,399
Coss	 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
pj14^ 75-11502
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I	 CO:9	 0000700 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INI7RO) n .75148,VAL(11,IOXY) • .24f52;DIS ►LAY VAL(ll,INITRO),VAL(ll,IOXY)
j;	 CID 9	 0000800 :QUALIFY CONVTA
C089	 0000900 AT O;SET MV(63)-MV(53),MV(66)-MV(53);DISPLAY MV(53),MV(65),Y.V(66)
C089	 0001000 SETPS 123,0.690
C090	 0000000 PROCOEF C090
C090	 0000100 KDOSEL $4, 55, 60, 62, 64, 67, 71,121.137,139,157,158,160,165,112,175.176
C090	 0000200 KDOSEL 179,181,182,183,187,190,195,197,199,202,203,2D6,207
C090	 0000303 KDOSEL 208,210,215,224,226,227,230,235,249,249,250,252,273,219,290
C090	 0000400 KDOSEL 292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321,329
C090	 0000500 KDOSEL 399
C090	 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C090	 000070G AT 3(2);SET VALCII, ( NITRO)- . 7389,VAL(11 , IOXV)-.2611 ;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO) , VAL(11,I01(Y)
C090	 0000800 QUALIFY CONVTA
C090	 0000900 AT O;SET MV(65)-MV(53).MV(E6)-MV(53);DISPLAY MV(53),MV(6S),MV(66)
	 -
0091	 6000000 PROCDEF C091
C091	 0000100 KDOSEL 54, $5, 60, 62, 64, 67, 74, 96,124,137,139,148,157,138,160,165,1172
C092	 0000200 KDOSEL 115,116,179,181,182,183,187,190,195,197,199,206,201
0091	 0000300 KDOSEL 226,227,230,235,248,249,250,252,219,290,292,294,305,313
0091	 0000400 KDOSEL 314,315,320,321,329,399
C091	 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C091	 0000700 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.7389,VAL(11,IOXY) • .2611;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,I0XY)
C091	 0000800 QUALIFY ENGPGM
C091	 C000900 SET ALPHA- 3. O;D ISPLAY ALPHA
C091	 0001000 QUALIFY CONVTA
C091	 0001100 AT O;SET PV(65)-MV(61),MV(65)-MV(61);DISPLAY MV(61),MV(65),MV(66)
0091	 OD0120C SETPS 123,0.690
0092	 0000000 PROCDEF 0092
C092	 0000100 KDOSEL 54, $5, 6C, 62, 64, 67, 74,137,139,148,175,176,181,182,183,187,190,195
C092	 00002C0 KDOSEL 197,199,206,206,226,227,230,232,248,252,265,26(
C092	 CCCO300 KDOSEL 267,265,27C,271,272,289,290,292,294,3CS
0092	 0000400 KDOSEL 313,314,31.5,320,321,329,399
C092	 6000500 QUALIFY ANOZ
C092	 0000600 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--O.S•QCAC;DISPLAY DRAGEX,DRAGEX-PSIATH,'DRAGEX • -O.StQO-AC,
0092	 0000700 QUALIFY CONVTA
C092	 0000800 Al O;SET 14V(65)•MV(53),MV(66)-MV(53);DISPLAY MV(53),MV(65),MV(66)
C093 -: 0000000 PROCDEF C093
C093	 0,0.90100 COMACHS
0093	 0600260 KDOSEL 96
0093	 C000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
C093	 0000660 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.65,S704,VAL(11,IOXY)-.344296;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITR0),VAL(11,I0XY)
C093	 0000700 TUNNOPT 3
C094	 0000000 PROCDEF 0094
C094	 0000100 COMACHS	 a
C094	 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
C094	 0000700 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.76284,VAL(11,1OXY)-.23716yDISPLAY VAL(12,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
0094	 0000800 TUN14OPT 3
C095	 0000000 PROCDEF C095
0095	 0000100 COMACHS
c	 .0095	 00006CO QUALIFY AINLETT
0095	 0000700 AT 3(2.);SCT VAL(11,INITRO) n .7486,VAL(ll,I0XY)-.25138;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,I0XY)
0095	 0000800 TUNNOPT 3
C096	 0000000 PROCDEF C096
C096-	 0000100 COMACHS
C096	 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
0096	 0000700 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.76488,VAL(11,IOXY)-.23512;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),'VAL(11,LOXY)
C095	 0000800 TUNNOP'F 3
C097	 0000000 PROCDEF 0097
0097	 0000100 KDOSEL 54, $5, 60, 62, 64, 65,--66, 67, 74,124,137,139,181,182,183,187,190,195,191
C097	 0000200 KDOSEL 199,226,230,241,252,780,289,29-0,292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321,329,399
C097	 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
0097	 0000600 AT 3(1) ; SET VAL( . 11,INITRO)-.77086 , VAL(11 , IOXY ) -.22914 ;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO) , VAL(11,IOXY)
C097	 0000700 QUALIFY ANDZ.
0097	 0000800 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX- -0.5-QOAC;DISPLAY DRAGEX,DRAGEX - PSIATli, ' DRAGEX - 4 ,S*Q0*AC0
C097	 0000906 TUNNOPT 3
C097	 0001000 QUALIFY ACMBSTR
0097	 0001100 AT 3S0(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSOMIC COMSUSTION' 	 -
COMACHS 0000000 PROCDEF COMACHS
COMACHS 0000100 KDOSEL $4, $5, 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 74,124,137,139,157,151,160,162,165,172,176,179
COMACHS 0000200 KDOSEL 191,182,183,187,190,195,197,199,206,226,230,248,249,252,290,219,290,292,294,305





COPYI-1EMB000 ; 400 DDEF XX, VP, I)ATASYS . VINCE,OPTION -JOBL10 LOAD M.F!?BRNGR;QUALIFY IIEMBRVGR;SET NOCHAR-47
COPYMEMBOD00500 SET COMSTR.(,4)•'_CDS',CC145TR.(4,20)-X'404C4.404C4C4C4D4C4^4^.4.414^_404(40404040'
COPYMEIIBCJ0060-0 SET COMSTR.(24,8)''(ROO801,',C01•iSTR.(32,1G)-X'404040404^4^.4'^404^k".401040404060'
COPYMEMB0000700 SET DSNAI!1.(,16).'!1',IFRh1Et4 • l2,LASIIEM-l3,DSNA117
COPYME:480000800 MEMBRMGR;D ' ->->-> OEMBERS SUCCESSFULLY COPIED




CPLOC	 0300200 DEFAULT LISTDS-N
CPLOC	 0000300 FTN N1,Y
CPLOC	 0JO0400 ERASE USERLIB(N1)
F	 CPLOC	 0000506 DEFAULT LISTDS-Y
K	 CP32	 0000000 PROCDEF CPC2
CP02	 0000100 PARAM 11
CF32	 C00C200 FIN S1,Y	 A
CP32	 000030C PRINT LIST. $1,PRTSP - EDI'T,STATION -RJE02
CPC2	 CODC400 ERASE USERLIB(81) 	 ^^^ ^t( Q
DELET	 0000000 PROCDEF DELET 	 {^`^	 V
DELET	 0000100 PARAM 11, ft, l3, f4,fS,l6,f7,l8,S9,f10 	
ta;^DELET	 OCCO200 DELETE PRTSI
DELET	 0000300 IF '$2"-";DELET 82, f3,fi,fS,f6,f7,.ft,l9,l1O
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GRG „)000 ,^0 PROCDEF DRG




DRG OCCO300 PROCOEF TCSREAD-SBLKE	
DRG 00G040C INSERT LAST
URG °000500 QUALIFY ANOZ
DRG OCCO600 AT 3G0(3);SET DRAGEX • $DRGX;DISPLAY DRAGEX
URG 0030700 DISPLAY 'NOTE: DRAGEX SET IN THIS RUN - SO DO 6 REItOVES INSTEAD OF 5 AT THE END'
DRG C3306CO _END 's
DRG 0000900 DEFAULT SYSINX•G s
DSS 0000000 PROCOEF DSS
DSS :3031CO PARAtI f1,3I,S3,S4,;5,;6,f7,fa. f9,f10
DSS 93;0200 DSS? PRNT$1
DSS 060030: '$2'--";DSSIF	 32, 53, 34, f5,f6,f7,ff,f9,f1C,
FIXDRG CCOOG00 PROCDEF FIXDRG:
i "	FIXDRG 0.:0100 PARA.!I SR,S3,$2 z
FIXDRU C"00200 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
FIXDRG 0000300 PROCDEF TCSR-f8
FIXDRG 0000409 INSERT LAST
FIXDRG 0000500 QUALIFY ANOZ
FIXDRG CGC360C AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--$ /PSIATM;DISPLAY DRAGEX-PSIATI;,DRAGEX,'DRAGEX INPUT THIS RUN'
FIXDRG C00^700 END
FIXDRG GG0060D DEFAULT SYSINX n G
FIX61 C;CCOCO PROCDEF FIX61
FIX61 S00010 FARAII	 SR,S1,f2,33,f4,f5,36,37,f;,59,510,511
FIX61 0000150 PROCDEF TCSR- 31
'IX61 CC30200 EXCISE 2:0
FIX62 CCO03D0 EXCISE 900 r
FIX61 00004C0 LIST 100,3C0
FIX61 00)0500 LIST LAST T
FIX61 0DOOG90 IF	 'S2'--";FIX61 fR,f2,S3,;4,f5,f6,f7,Se,S9,i10,311
FIX64 COGOCOO PROCOEF FIX64
'	 FIX64 0000100 QUALIFY ASURFPS
FIX64 C.0-32ZC AT 22;SET NCHCI(2,12) • 200,NCHC1(4,12)-22B,NCHCE(2,Q)•177,NCtiCE(k,8)-179,NCHCE(2,12)-247 j
FIX55 .000033 FROCDEF FIX65 z-
FIX65 CDC0100 PARA!: 3R, f1,32,f3,34,;5,;E,f7,38,f9,S10 x
FIX65 0000150 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
FIX65 CODC200 PROCOEF TCSR-$l
FIX65 0009300 LIST 9C0
FIX65 0000490 EXCISE 900
FIX65 0000450 END
FIX65 CC305CO IF	 '$2"-";FIX65 3R,S2,f3,;4,S5yfE,37,;S,f9,310
FIX65 0000700 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
GASCAL C0.0300 PROCOEF GASCAL
GASCAL 00^.0100 PARAM $P,DNO,SN,ID
f'	 GASCAL 0000230 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
GASCAL COC2300 PROCOEF COiRDNO
GASCAL 0000449 INSERT LAST
GASCAL C00O500 QUALIFY AINLETT
GASCAL 000060; AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-$N,VAL(11,IOXY")•$O;DISPLAY VALt11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
s>GASCAL 09C07CO _END
GASCAL 00020C CEFAULT SYSINX-;
GRABBER D:OGOO PROCOEF GRABBER
GRABBE R CCO11C PARAM $1 n
GRADEER ^C " 0200 ERASE YHTFX2 . T001
GRA83ER 0)00300 RAIDS READNG$l , YHTFX2,T001
KDOSEL 0000000 PROCDEF KDOSEL
KDOSEL
KDOSEL




KDOSEL 0000300 SET NKOSEL-NKOSEL+1
KDOSEL 0000400 SET INOX-NKOSEL
KDOSEL 0000500 SET KOSEL(INDX)-$1 {
KDOSEL 0000600 IF	 'S2 1-	: ._lT ;bISPLAY NKOSEL I
KDOSEL 0000700 IF	 'f2'	 -- ";KDOSEL f2,;3,f4,fS,;6,f7,;f,S9,;10,;11,512,f1S,l1b,f15,f16,f11,f11,i39,1{t¢
_	 F	 1
LSTC 0000000 PROCOEF LSTC
LSTC 0000100 PARAM fR,fB1,;82,5B3,f84,f85,;86,iB7,;Bf,;69,f830
LSTC 0000300 PROCDEF TCSR-$B1
LSTC 0000350 LIST O,LASi
LSTC 0000400 END
LSTC 0000450 IF '$82"-";LSTC ;R,;82,563,fB4,fB5,f86,;g7,fBt,3B9,fB10
LSTCO 0000000 PROCDLF LSTCO
LSTCO 00Q0100 PARAM
LSTCO 0000200 DEFAULT SYSIN4-E
LSTCO 0000300 PROCDEF_ CO31
LSTCO 0000400 LIST LAST
LSTCO 0000$00 END _	 !
LSTCO 00003DO IF I S2 1 - • I L ILST6O 32,f3,34,fS,f6,;7,ft,f9,f10
LSTCO 0000700 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
LSTP 0000000 PROCDEF LSTP
LSTP 0000100 PARAM Nl -
LSTP 0000200 ROCDEF N1^
LSTP 0000300 LIST O,LAST
LSTP 0000400 ENO
MIGDS 0000000 PROCDEF MIGDS
MIGDS- OCOCIOO PARAM fl,f2,33 , f4,YS,f6,f7, ; 1,f9,f10





IF	 ';2 "- "
;
;MIGDS ;2,S3,S4.35,f6,f7,;f,(9,510E
MOVIES 0000000 PROCDEF MOVIES
-	 IIOYIES 0000100 PARAM f1,;2,f3,;^,j5,f6,f7,;^,f9,f10	
^"	
wa^
MOVIES 0000200 RMDS READNGfl
M0VIES 0000SOO DSS? READNG}1	 x
MOVIES 0000700 IF ';7'"^";MOVIES. {2,S3,f^,fS,f6,;7,ff.;9,130
75-11502.
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PC	 0000000 PROCDEF PC
PC	 0000100 PARAM $1,$2,$3,$4,$S,i6,f7,$8,$9,S10,$11,$12,f13,Slit
PC	 0000200 PC? READNG{1
PC	 0000300 IF '$2 0
--' -PC $2,$3,$4,$5,$6,f7,$8,$9,$10,1 I fl2,$13,i1Y




PDAOB	 0000150 AT 36(4);OISPLAY PDAOB
PDAOB
	
0000175 AT 38;DISPLAY PDAOB,XCE(I)",PAVCE(I),ANOW
PDAOB	 000020C AT 40;DISPLAY PDAOB,PNOd,PLAST,ANOW,ALAST
PDAOB
	
OCCO30D AT 40C;DISPLAY LCH(K1),CH(Kl) ,PBARI,M
PDAO8	 0000400 AT 420;DISPLAY LCH(K1),CH(K1),PBAR2,M
PDAOB	 0000500 AT 420 ( 4);DISPLAY PBARI , PBARI,PDAOB
PDAOB	 0000600 AT 430-;DISPLAY LCH(NX3),CH(NX3),WT3,PBAR
PDAOB	 0000700 AT 440;DISPLAY LCH(K1),CH(Kl),PBARI,M
PDAOD	 i0DOCE00 AT450;DISPLAY PBAR,WT4,WTSUM
PDAOB
	
0000900 AT 460;DISPLAY LCH(NXS),CH(NX5),PBAR,WTS,WTSU14
PDAOB
	
C001000 AT 470;DISPLAY LCH(NX6),CH(NX6),PBAR,WT6,WTSUM
PDAOB
	
00012DO AT 480;DISPLAY LCH(NXI),CH(NX7),PBAR,WT7,WTSUM
PDAOB	 0001200 AT 490;DISPLAY L'CH(K/),CH(K1),PBARI,M
PDAOB	 0001300 AT500;DISPLAY PBAR,WTIO,WTSUM
PDAOB	 0001400 AT'510=DISPLAY LCH(K1),CH(Kl),PBARI,M
PDAOB	 0001500 AT 52C;DISPLAY PBAR,WTII,WTSUM
PDAOB	 0001600 AT 530;DISPLAY LCH(NX12),CH(NX12),PBAR,WTI2,WTSUM
i	 PDAOB	 0001700 AT 54C(2);DISPLAY LCH(NX13),CH(NX13),PBAR,WTI3,WTSUM,PDAOB
PRNT	 7000000 PROCDEF PRNT
PRNT	 0000100 PARAM SNUM
PRNT	 0000200 ERASE PRIN$NUM
PRNT	 7000300 DDEF LIBR$NUId,VS,PP.INSNUM,RET nT
PRNT	 0000400 DISPLAY 'LIBR$NUM IS PRIN$NUM'
PRNT	 0000500 COS PRNT$NUM,PRINSNUM
PRNT	 OOCQEOC PRINT PRIM$NUV,,PRTSP-EDIT,STATION-RJEC2
PRNT	 0000700 RELEASE LIOn$NUM
PRNTMV 0000000 PROCDEF PRNTMV
PRNTMV 0000100 PARAM Sl,$Z,S3,f4,f5
PRNTMV 0000200 QUALIFY CONVTA
PRNTMV 0000300 AT 101(2);D!SPLAY MV($1),CH($l)




PS71	 0000050 DISPLAY 'PS71 VALID FOR READINGS 71, 64, 63, 61, 60, 57, 54, $2,
PS71	 OOOD100 QUALIFY ASURFPS
PS 71
	 0000200 AT 22;SET NCHCI(1,12)-200,NCHC1(2,12)-221





PS89	 0000100 DISPLAY 'PS89 VALID FOR RDGS 89 THRUI91 AND 93 THRU 9W




PS89	 0000400 AT 42;SET	 NCHCE(2, 4)-167,	 NCHCE14, 4)-169,-





PS92	 0000000 PROCDEF P592
PS92	 0000050 DISPLAY 'PS92 VALID FOR READINGS 63, 69, 88, 92 AND 97. THESE READINGS NEED INPUT FOR EXTERNAL DRAG.' 	 _.
PS92	 000,0100 QUALIFY SURFPS
PS92	 0000400 AT 22;SET NCHCI(2,12)-200,NCHCI(4,12)-221
PS92	 C000500 AT 42;6RANCH 49(2)
PS 9 12	 0000(DO QUALIFY STAPRS
PS92	 0000100 AT 36(2);BRANCH 540(2)
PS92	 0000800 AT 112(6);BRANCH 115(5)
PUKE2	 0000000 PROCDEF PUKE2
PUkE2	 0000100 PARAM $NUM
PUKE2	 0000200 ERASE PRNTSNUM
PUkE2	 0000300 DDEF tIBR$NUM,VS,;PRNT$NUM,RET•T
PUKE2	 0000400 DISPLAYILIBR$NUM 15 PRNTSNUM'
PUKE2	 0000500 CDS PRT I ,PRNT$NUM
PUKE2	 0000600 CDS PRTI,PRNTSNUM	
i
PUKE2	 0000700 PRINT PRNTSNUM,PRTSPEDIT,STATION-RJE01
PUKE2	 0000800 RELEASE LIBRSNUM
POkE2P 0050000 PROCDEF PUKE2P
PUKE2P 0000100 PARAM }NUM
PUKE210
 0000200 ERASE PRNTSNUM
PUKE2P 00003Q0 CDS PRTI,PRNTSNUM__ , ^ 	1
PUKE2P 0000400 COS PRTI,PP.NT$NUM
PUY;E2P 0000500 PRINT PRNT $IIUM,P$TSP-EDIT,STATION%RJE02
PUKE1	 0600000 PROCDEF PUKE1
PUKEl	 0000100 PARAM $ NUM
PUKE1- 0000200 ERASE PRNTSNUM
PUKE1	 0000-300 DDEF LIBR$NUM , VS,PRNT $ NUM,RET-T
PUKEl	 00W-00 DISPLAY 'LIBRS'NU14 IS PRNTSNUM'
PUKE1
	
0 4 00>10 CP* PRTI,PRN7;NUM
PUKEI	 0000600 PRINT`PRNT$NUM,PRTSP-EDIT,STATION-RJE01
PUKE1 0000700 RELEASE LIBMUM
PUSH0000000 PRQCDEF PUSH'
PUSH	 0000050 PARAM Slr $2, i3, S4, iS, i6, $7, f8, f9, f10'-




0000000 FfiOCDEF PUTIN	 tQ	 ^^
_	 PUTIN	 0000100 PARAM TCIIUM,THEFIX









I N S ERT LAST
PUTIN
	
0000600 _END	 L " -
PUTIN	 0000700 DEFAULT v i4X-G	 0
75-11502
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RUBOUT DO ZCO20C FRASE,PRINSI
kUBOUT	 G 
0 
300 IF '$ '--";RUBOUT
SET34	 OCOOCCO PROCDEF SET34
SET34	 CCO0460 QUALIFY INLETT;AT 4S(2),BRANCH $11
iflit	 EBRFJ88 A	 SP^^4,^EL,CDADD,AOAC(l),DELTAX:IF CDADD<.OSTOP
NAM' A
SET34	 OCCO800 AT 4(2);PZNCH 40)
SET31&	 OMOOC AT 25(6);RRANCH 26(7)
SET34	 CC011OO QUALIFY SPALDCHI
SET34	 D001200 AT 5(2);If 4!:!;Dl PLAY TW;STOP
SET34	 0001W DISPLAY	 DO ------------ >> GRABBER XX << --------------
SET3:	 COODO !0C FROCDEF SET38
SET3	 Do	 00 QUALIFY CONYTA
SET38	 MOM SET ENGU HI(12$)-lO.l,ENGUHI(231)-S0O.
SET61	 OODC;00 PROCDEF SET61	 I
SET62	 CCO0100 QUALIFY CONVTA
SET61	 CDOC20C SET ENGUIII( 91) . 10.1,ENGUHI( 92)--10.,ENGUHI(279)-15.,ENGUHI(280)-25.
SETh$	 OOCCOOO PROCDEF SETH
SET68	 0000100 QUALIFY CONVTA
SET88	 OOCC2CO SET ENGUlit(169)- 2 j.,ENGUHI(170)- fS.,ENGUfll(j71)- 25.,ENGUHI(176)-150.,ENGUHI(235)- 10.,ENGUHI(244)- 0.
SET88	 0000300 SET ENGUHI(30)-W.;DISPLAY ENGUHI(169),ENGUHI(270),ENGUHI(171),ENGUHI(176),ENGUH1(235),EIIGUHI(244),ENGUI 11(343)
SET89	 COCOOCC PROCOEF SET89
SET89	 COOCIOD QUALIFY COIJVTA
SET89	 CLOC200 SET ENGUill(IS4)- IS.,ENGUHI(157)- 25.,ENGUHI(ISS)- lt.,ENGUHI(160)- 10.,ENGUMI(162)- IC.,ENGUHI(169)- 15.
SE769	 C00O306 SET ENGUHI(169)- lS.,ENGUHI(17O)- IS.,ENGUHI(171)- 20.,ENGUHI(174)- 20.,ENGU1 4 1(176)- 10.,ENGUHI(177)- 15.
SET69	 CCOC40C SET ENGUIII(176)- 20.,ENGUHI(179)- 25.,ENGUHI(235)- 20.,ENGUHI(244)- O.,ENGUHI(343)-2l3.
SET69	 OCCO450 SET ENGUMI(IM-10.
SET91	 COOODOO PROCDEF SET91
SET91	 0000400 SET69
SET91	 C000500 QUALIFY CONVTA
SET91	 000060C SET ENGUHI(134)- SO.,ENGUHI(136)- 75.,ENGUHI(194)- 50.
SET92	 COODOOO PROCDEF SET92
SET92	 G000100 SET89
SET92	 0000200 SET91
SET92	 0030300 QUALIFY CONVTA
SET92	 0000400 SET ENGUHI( 84)-25.
SET92	 0000500 SET ENGUHMS511- 50.,ENGUHI(257)- IS.,ENGUHI(258)- 2S.,ENGUHI(160- SO.,ENGUNI(Ifil)- IS.,ENGUHI(162)- 25.
SET92	 C000600 SET ENGUHI(IC4)- IS.,ENGUHI(265)- SO.,ENGUHI(167)- IS.,ENGUHIC17L)- SO..ENGUHI(172)- 15.,ENGUHI(274)- 15.
SE192	 0000700 SET ENGUHI(178)- 5D,,ENGUHl(179)- 15.,ENGUHI(233)- IS.,ENGUHI I,234)- SO.,ENGUHI(235)- 25.
SET92	 0000800 SET ENGUHI(237)- SO.,ENGUHI(238)- 30.,ENGUI!1(239)- 5O.,ENQUHj(242)- 3C.,FNGUHI(243)- SO.
SET92	 C000900 SET ENGUHI(20)- 30.,ENGUHI(246)- SO.,ENGUHI(247)- 30.,ENGUHI(249)- SO.,ENGUHI(250)- So.
SET96	 0000000 PROCDEF SET96
SET96	 0000100 QUALIFY ENGPGMSET ALPHA-3.
SET96	 00002CO QUALIFY CONVTASET ENGUiil(155)-20.,ENGUHI(156)-20.
SET96	 0000300 SET ENGUlil(169)-20.,ENGUHI(176)-15.
SETCM8 0000000 PF(OCDLF SETCVB
SETCMS COOGIOG QUALIFY ACM^STR;AT 70(6); DISPLAY VAL( 11, 1 ),VAL( 11, 2), VAL( 11, 3),VAL( 11, 4).VIO,WF, OF, EQRAT,NVAL,XARS( I X)
SETCK8 0000200 AT 280;DISPLAY ISTA,ITER,ETAC,XABS(IX)
SETDRG CODOOCD PROCDEF SETDRG
SETDRG COCO200 PARAM SR
SETDRG 000020C DFFAULT SYSINX-E
SETDRG C000300 PROCDEF COSR
SETORG 0000400 INSERT LAST
SETDRG 00DO500 QUALIFY ANOZ
SETDRG 0000600 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--0.5*QOAC;DISPLAY DRAGEX,DRAGEX*PSIATM"DRAGEX	 -O.S*QO*AC,
SETDRG C000700 —END
SETDRG GDOCS00 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
SETENG 0000001) PROCDEF SETFNG
SETENG OGO0100 PAROI SSI,$Vl,SS2,$V2,SS3,$V3,SS4,SV4,$SS,$VS,SS6,$V6,SS7,$V?,$S$,$Vl,SS9,SV9,$SIO,SV20
SETENG 0000260 SET CONVTA.ENGUHI($51)-$Vl

















SETFLOAD0001600 SET B(1,2,2)-0.007143	 V
SETFLOAD0001700 SET B(2,2,2)--O.l78S7S	 '? 
Jq^
SETFLOAD0001800 SET B(1,3,211-0.007143
SE7FLOADOD01900 SET 5(2,3,2)--0.178575	 001F	 010SETFLOAD0002000 SET B(1,1,3)-0.008888
SETPLOAD0002100 SET B(2,1,3)--0.2222
SE IF LOAD00022 00 SET B(1,2,3)-0.007143





SETFTEMPOOOOIOO QJALI FY CHMIST
SETFTEMPOOD0200 AT 24(2);DISPLAY XINJ,TTINJ,DELTAX,CONVTA.CH(SX);STOP
SETNOZI 0000000 PROCDEF SETNOZI
SETNOZI OCCO100 QUALIFY NOZZLI
*IF XEQ(Z)<SPALNOSET XEOM-2.0:01SPLAY XEQ(2)SETWOZI 0000200 AT O(l);DISPLAY XEQ(I),XEQ(2).
75-11502




SETPS	 0000000 PROCDEF SEIPS
w SETPS	 CG OCIGO PARAM SCHI,SVALI,SCH2,SVAL2,SCH3,SVAL3,SCH4,$VAL4,$CHS,SVALS
SETPS	 .0O20C QUALIFY CONVTA
SETPS	 CCO0300 AT 1D1(2);SET CH(SCH1)-SVALI;DISPLAY CH(SCH1)







SETSONICODC320-0 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY X51LE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE, 1 SUBSONIC COMBUSTION'
SETSONICOCOC300 END
SETSONIC0000400 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
SETSONIC0000500 IF 'S2"- " ;SETSONIC SR, S2, f3, t4, t5, t6, i7,fi,f9,t10
SETSTD 0000000 PROCDEF SETSTD
SETSTD 0000100 QUALIFY GSTRUTD
SETSTD 3000200 AT O(5);SET DRAG-10.0/PSIATM,ODX-DRAG/DX;BRANCH 10(3)
SETTM4 CCC0000 PROCDEF SETTM4
SETTM4 CCOOIGG PARAM SR,S1
SETiD14 LLCO200 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
SETTM4 CQDC300 PRQCDEF COSR
SETTM4 C0004CC INSERT LAST
SETTM4 0000500 QUALIFY C014VTA
SETTM4 0009600 AT O;SET MV ( 65)-MV ( Sl),MV ( 66)-MV(il);DISPLAY MV(il) , MV(65 ) rMY(66)
SETTI14 0000700 END
SETTM4 0000800 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
SETTOPT 0000000 PROCDEF SETTOPT
SETTOPT COCOICC PARMI S0,SI , S2,S3,S4,SS
SETTOPT C00O200 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
SETTOPT 0000300 PROCDEF COS.1
gg ETTOPT -000043C INSEP.^ LAST
SETTOPT OLD0500 TUNNO T $0
SETTOPT 0000600 _LIST LAST.
SETTOPT 0000700 END
SETTOPT C000600 IF 'S2'"-";SETTOPT $0,$2,$3,$4,$5
SE77OPT 0900900 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
SHOWVAL 00CC000 PROCDEF SHOWVAL
SHOWVAL D000100 QUALIFY AINLETT




STRUT	 0000100 PARAM SS
STRUT	 0000200 AT ACMBSTR. 345.(2) ; DISPLAY ACM8STR.DDXCOM ; SET ACtIOSTR.DDXCOM •IS.O/STRUTD . DX/STRUTD. PSI ATM;DISPLAY ACMBSTR.DDXCOR
TC33. 663CCCCCOC PROCDEF TC33-085
TC33-083CCC010C QUALIFY AHTY.FER
TC33-083000C3C: AT 40(4);SET DTI.31.2,DTO.12.37,OT1-B54.88,OT0.11Cq.71,OT-1g64.59,TIIN-550.^-,TIQUT-SEI.2,TOIN-SSC.O,T000T-562.37
TC33-C83000C4CC AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,OTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TO0UT
'TC33-083CCCC5C: QUALIFY FNGPGN





TC33-12 1 000000( PROCDEF T03-121
TC33-12'1D WC 100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC33-121CC003CC AT40(4);SFT DTI.47.34,DT0.15.0,QT1-1297.12,QT0.1345.6S,QT-2642.77,TIIN-350.0,TIOUT-547.34,TOIN-SSC.O,TCOUT-565.0
TC33-121C0004CC AT 4C(4);DISPIAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC33-321 CGCOSCQ QUALI FY ENGPGI.1







TC33-129COCQ300 AT '40(4);SET DTI.57.94,DT0.17.08,QTI-1587.56,QT0.1532.25,QT-3118.8,TIIN-550.0,TIOUT-607.94,TOIN-550.0,T000T-567.tt
TC33-1290DOC400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC33-1290000500 QUALIFY FNGPGN
TC33-129OCCOCOO SET I FUEL( 1)•1,IFUEL(2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-O,1FUEL(4)-0





TC33. 136000P100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC33-1360000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.77.7,DT0.25.0,QTI.2130.9,QTOr2242.75,QT-4373.E$,TIIN-550.0,TIOUT-627.7,TO1t1-550.0,T000T-575.0
TC33-13GOCCO40C`A? 40(4);DISPLAY DT I,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,7I IN, Tt OUT, TOIN,T000T
TC33-136CCOOSOC QUALIFY FNGPGN
TC33-1360003600 SET IFUEL(l)-I,IFUEL(2Y-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0






TC34-075000030C AT 40(4);ST DTI.29.0,DTO.11.72,OTI.7S..6,QT0.1C51.4,QT•1146.C,TIIN-SSO.'O,TIQUT-579.O,TOIN-SSO.O,T000T•561.72
704-075000.400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,070,QTI,DTG,QT,TIIN,TIOUTOTo;N,T000T
TC34-075000OSDO QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC34-G75DGOC6D0 SET I FUEL( 1)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,I FUEL( 3)-0,IFUEL(4)-0















TC34-C7S0 CCIGC QUALIFY AHTXFER
f	
TC34-090Cr.30C AT 40(4);SET DTI.34.05,DTO.16.21,QII-932.97,QT0.1454.2,QT-2387.17,TIIN-SSC.C,TIQUT-584.05,TOIN-550.C,T000T•566.21
TC34-u19C CC40t, Al 4C(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC34 C79SC 50. QUALIFY CNGPGII
TC34:09CtC l GCC SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-C,IFUEL(4)-C
TC34 67 g C CC7!: SETIFU(L(5)-2,IFUEL(G)-C,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
p. !.	 TC34 '79CL;C8C' SET IGNON(1)-1, IGNOI1(2)-I,IGNON(3)-0
	
-
TC34 C79000L g CO SET DORE-1.0
TC34-C7 g CSL1C;C DISPLAY (FUEL,IGNON,DORE
f	 TC34-c6:C.000^C PROCDEF TC.34-C82
I€	 TC34 -P82C.CC1C: QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC34-C82CZ 3,C AT 4C(4);SET DTI.52.3,DTO.21.9,nT1-1433.C2,QTD-19E4.FS,OT-33g7.E7,TIIN-SSC.^,TIQUT-tIO2.3,Tt)IN-SS".P,T000T-571.0
TC34-C82tC C4': AT 4C(4);DISPLAY DTI, MO,QTI,QTO,OT,TIIN,TiOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC34-.:62f:C'5':C QUALIFY ENGPGt'
TC34-C82CC.CfCO SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-C,IFUEL(4)-0
tl'	 TC34-(E2°CCC7(0 SEI IFUEL(S)-O,IFUEL(G)-C,(FUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-C
TC34-0G2CCfC8'C SET IGtIONIl)-l,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC34-C82C C0990 SET DORE-I.0
TC34-2820 C1C:C DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC34-131C000C-,C PRGCOEF TC34-131
TC34-131;CC!'1^0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
g;	 TC34-131C0:C3CC AT40(4);SET VT1-98.9,DT0 32. 9C,OT1.27C9.8F,QTO-205C.84,f^T-SEEP,7,T11N-55C.C,TIOiIT n648.9,TOiN-55C.C,TOCL"t-582.QE
TC34-131 CLti4C AT 4^' M DISPLAY DTI,DTQ,QTI,CTO,QT,TIIN,TiOUT,T01N,T000T
TC34-1>1:
	 5	 QUALIFY ENGPGI;
1034-13L .,f^C SET IFLICL(.)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-I,IFUELC.4)-4
TC34-131: 070, SET IFUEI.(5)-C,IFUEL(G)-C,IFL'EL(7)-C,IFUEL(8)-oI
TC34-131G3C.8CC SET IGNOtI(1)-l,IGNON(2)-l,IGNON(3)-O
i	 TC34-131000CRC0 SET DORE-1.4
TC34-131CCLIItC DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
1	 TC34-166000CCCC PROCDEF TC34-168
TC34*168000Cl.G QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC34-168C.CC3:0 FT 4C(4);SET DTI.224.1,OTO.42.39,QT1.3126.34,OT0.38C1.91,OT-6828.25,T1)N-55C.C,TIQUT n F64.1,TOIN-5$C.0,T000T-592.31







1034-184CCH000 PROCDEF TC34- g
TC34-164^000. 100 QUALIFY AHTX :R
704-1640000C AT 4C(4);SET Di! 108.O,DTO.44.63,0T1.2959.2,ATO-4CO3.7F,nT-6962,BF,TIIN-550.C,TIQUT-GS8.0,TOIN-55C.C,IOOUT-5g4,E3'








`	 TC36-085OCCCIOC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC36-C85,C-Cu 	 Al 40(4);SET DTI.32.9,DTO-)1.5,QT1.701.46,OTO.1031.(7,QT-1933.13,TIIN-SSC.C,TIOUT-582.9,T0111.5SC.0,TOOUT-561.5








TC36-09100001CC QUALIFY AHTXFER 	 j
TC36-091CODC30C AT 4C(4);SET DTI.36.2,DT0.12.26,OTT-991.88,QT0 . 10 g 9.8A,QT-20 g 1.72,TI1N • 550.C,TIOUT-586.2,TOIN-550.0,TDOUT- 56 2 .26	 4




TC36-C91000080C SETIGNON(l)-O, IGNON(2)-O, IGNON(3)-0
706-091000C900 SET DORE-1.0
TC36-0910001000 DISPLAY IFUFL, IGNON,DORE
TC36-ICOCCOOOOO PROCDEF TC36-100
`TC36 - 1000000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC36-100000030C AT 40(4);SET
DTI.61.48,DTO-24.53,QTI.1684.55,QTO.22CO.59,QT-3885.14,TIIN-55C.C,TIQUT-611.48,TOIN-SSC.C,T000T-574.53









TC36-113000C3CO AT 4C(4);SET DTI.92.5,DT0.29.89,QT1.2534.S,QTO.2681.43,QT-S215.g3,T11N-550.0,TIQUT-642.3,TOIN nSSO.O,T000T-579.19`
i	 TC36-113i.00040C AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTt,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TI OUT ,TOIN,TO UT
TC36-1130CG05uC QUALIFY ENGPGti
'	 TC36-11300006CO SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-9,iFUEL(4)-4
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706-1290CCO400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,07,TIIN,TIOUT,T01N,T000T
TC36-1290000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM




TC36 . 12ROCCICC0 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC36-145000UCCO PROCDEF TC36-145
TC36-1450000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC35r14500003CC AT 4C(4);SET DT;I-114.8,DTO.36.57,6TI n 3145.52,QTO-3280.64,QT-642E. 21,TIIN-350.C,TIOUT-664.8,TOIN-SSO,C,T000T-S86,57
_	 TC36-145C00040C AT 40(4);DISPLAY 071,070,QTI,QTO,QT,7IIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC36-1450006500 OUALIFY ENGPGM
706-145 000000C SET IFUEL(1)-1, IFUEL( .)•2,IFUEL(3)-O,-IFUEL(4)-4
TC36-145 COCC700 SET IFUEL(S) •S,IFUEL( )-D,IFUEL(7)-0,IFUEL(8)-0















TC38-0790006300 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 38.4 DT0.14.13,QTI.1C52.16,QTO-22G7.6,OT-2319.7E,TIIN-3SC.0,TIOUT-581.4,TOIN-SSC.O,T000T-SE4.13
TC38-079C0004CC AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,6TO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
708-C79OOG0500 QUALIFY ENGPGM







TC36-0860000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 39.9,DTO-13.C3,QTI-1093.26,QTD-1168.92,QT-2262.18,TIIN-550.C,TIOUT-589,9,TOIN-550.O,T000T-563.03 	 -









708-C690000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 43.9,DTO-21,02,QT1-1202.86,OT0 .1885.7,QT-3C88.58,TIIN-550.C,TIOUT-S93.9,TOIN • 550.0,T00L'T-571«02 ( i
TC36-0890000400 AT 40(4)jDISPLAY OTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT)TIIN,TIOUT,IOIN,T000T
	 3
TC38-0890000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM	 _	 j!
TC38-069000oSOO SET IFUEL(1)-I,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3) • O,IFUEL(4)•0	 1
TC38-069000070E SET IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0











` TC38-090000CE00 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
	 7
TC38-0900000)OC SET IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7) • O,IFUEL(8)-0	 !




'	 TC52-0690000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER





TC52-069000075D SET 'IGNON(1)- O ,IGNON(2)-O,IGNON(3)-D,DORE-1.0
TC52^0690006600 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC52-0760000000 PROCDEF TC52-016
TC52-0760009100 QUALIFY AHTXFER	 -:
TC52-0750000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.41.5,DTO.22.4,QTI-1137.1,QTO-2009.5,2T-314F.6,TIIN- 532.S,TIOUT-S94.0,TQIN-552,5,T000T-57M.9
TC52 . 071-0000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T








TC52-0850000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.79.28,DTO . 29.0,QTI . 2172.27,QTO .2601.59,QT-4773.86,TIIN-SS2.5,TIOUT-631:71,TOIN-552.5,?000T-S11 5
„	 TC52-0650000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC52-OBSOODOSOD QUALIFY ENGPGM 	 ri'
TC52-0850000600 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)•C,IFUEL(Y)-0
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TC52-0850000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC52-0950000000 PROCDEF TC52-095
I! TC52-095000Q100 QUALIFY AHTXFER 1
I TC52-0950000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.85.67,DYO-30.S,QTI-2347.36,QTO.2736.16,QT-5083.S,TIIN-552,S,TIOUT-638.17,TOIN n SS2.S,TOOUT-563.0





TC52-0950000650 SET	 IG NON( 1)-0,1GNON(2) • O,IGN ON( 3)-O,DORE-1.0
TC52-C950000700 SET	 1FUEL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-3




E TC54-0660000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
ti TC54-0660000300 AT 40(4);SET OTI.27.37,DTO-11.81,QTI.749.9,QTO.1059.48,OT•1609.41,TIIN-555.O,TIOUT-S62.37,TOIN n 5SS.O,T000T n566.61
TC54-0660000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIH,TIOUT,.TQIN,IOQU7
TC54-0660000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC54-9860000600 SET IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL (2)- O,1 FUEL( 3)-O,1FUEL(4)^0
TC54-0660000650 SET	 IGNON(1)-D,IGt,'ON(2)-O,IGNOtI(3) n O,DORE n 1.0 a'	 S
TC54-0660000700 SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)--O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUE1(8)-O
TC54-0660000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE-
TC54' • 0980000GO0 PROCDEF TC54-098
TC54-098000DICO QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC54-0980000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.75.O,DT0-34.O,QTI.2055.O,QTO.3050.1,QT-5105.1,TIIN-SSS.C,TIOUT-530.0,TOIN-555.0,T000T-589.0











TC54-1050000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.43.44,DTO-24.6,QTI.1245.C6,QTO-2206.87,QT-3451.9,T1IN-555.0,TIOUT n 600.44,TOIN-555.C,T000T-579,6






TC54 . 1050POC700 SET	 IFUEL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(6)•0
TC54-1050000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC54-1250000000 PROCDEF TC54-115
TC54-1150000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER" 7
TC54-1150000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.69.0OT0.30.6,QTI.1690.6,QTO-2745.13,(IT-4635.7,TI1N-555.0,TIOUT-E24.0,TOIN n 555.0,T000T,385.E
TC54-1150000400 AT 40(4);OISPLAY DTI,OTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC54-1150000500 QUALIFY EtiGPGM
TC54-1150000660 SET	 IFUEL(3)-1,IFUEL(2) n 2,1 FUEL( 3)-0,1FUEL(4)-4
'!z TC54-1150000650 SET IGNON(1)-0,IG140N(2)!O,IGNON(3)-D,DORE-1.O
TC54-1150060704 SET IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-0,1 FUEL( 8)-0
TC54-1150000840 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
a TC54-1390000000 PROCDEF TC54-139	 -
TC54-1390000100 UALIFY AHTXFER
TC54-1390000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.72.O,DTO-29.4,OTI-1972.8,QT0.2637.4,OT-4610.2,TIIN-557.O,TIOUT-629.0,TOIN-557.0,TODUT-586.4
TCSL-1390000400 AT 40(41,;RISPLAY D TI	 0-10 ;QTI,QTO,QT,II IN,TIOU1,TOIN,TOOUT, 	 -	 -	 • --





TC54-1390000700 SET	 IFUEL(5)-SI IFUEL(6) • 0,1_FUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0	 -
704-1390000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC54.2540000000 PROCDEF TC54_-154,___,_ 	 --	 --- ---	 `
1''C31i : 15400001b0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC54 -1540000300 AT 40 ( 4);SE1 DTIl78 . 8,DTO . 33 . 0,QTI .2159 . 12,QTD • 29uD.L•,,Sl^- i119.S „T1IN-559.2^ZLCW7 -63.B.O,TOIN • 5Sl.2,7000T^592.2—_ ;
U54-154 0000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOiN,7aGUT
TC54 .1540000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM	 -	 -
054-1540000600 SETIFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC54-154 00 006 5 0 SET	 IGNONQ_!0,1GNON(2)IGNON(3)!Q,DORF-1..0:0
TCW4 134006006­S YT TfUELTS}-5, IFUEL(6)01 IFUEL(7)-0, IFUELM-O
TC54-1 54 00 008 00 DISPLAY	 IFUEL1IGNC'N,DORE
TC54-1740000000 PROCDEF TC54-174
TC54- 1740000100 QUALI%Y AHTXFER	 -	 -•
TC54-1740000300 AT 44'( 4);S:ET DTI^77.-i DTO.3S.3,QTI-2131.7,4T0.31E8.7,QT-5298.5,TIIN-559.2,TIOUT-637.0,TOIN•559.2,T000T-594.5
TC54 -1240000400 AT 40(4)• ;DISPLA	 DTI,D jp,.QTF.QLO,IIi,T11tl,T1O117aTOIS. DOU7._-.,- -
` TC54- 1740000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC54-1740000600 SETIFUEL(1)±1,.I FUEL( 2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-0.1FUE.L( 1  )!4	 --	 --	 - --	 --	 -
TC54 =1740600650 SET
	
IGNON(3)-1,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3) • O,DORE-1.0	 - x	 s
TC54-1740000700 SET I FUEL( 5)-S,IFUEL(6)-0,IFUEL(7)-O,I FUEL( I)^-Q
Y	 - u	 -„	 „^	 „_	 -„	 _
TIM-1746000'750 SET'IGNONfl)-1,IGNON(2)•1
TC54-1740000800 DISPLAY IFU EL, IGNLQ& DORE __ __
T(34=2043000063 PROCDEF 7054-204 ,
TC54-2040000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER-_
	 -	 -	 -
1
T04 =2040000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.7$.1,DTO.35.22,QYI-2057.74,QTO-3166.7,QT-5224.5,TIIN-563.6,TIOUT-638.7,TOIN-563.5,T000T•598.82
TC54-2040000400 AT'40(4_);DI;PLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC54-2040000500` QUALIFY ENGPGM w
TC54-2040000600 SET I FUEL( I)ml.,IFUEL(2)!2,.IFUEL{.y-.O,1FPEL(4)-4.
IVAi =101-00606-50 siT-1 NON(IT-O O,IGNON ( 3) • O,DORE-1.0,IGNON( 2)- t
I- TC54-2040060700 SET IFUEL(5)l5,IFUEL(6)-O, IFUEL{71-0,(FUEL(8)•0
T04-2640000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
' TC57-0780000000 PROCDEF	 -07.8_TC57
TC5747E0000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
t TC57-0760000300 AT 40 ( 4);SET DT j9,¢ s"pTQ-^2.9Z.47)1833.,S.11IO^1L59.45,QT^1972.56,7llN•S.S1.O.7LOUT•512.63,501M^5SS.O,Jeeur.sss_>t2
I: TC37_-TMA(s6400 AT 4014); DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI	 QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T 
LI TC57-0780000500
T'07 -07'80000600
QUALIFY_ ENGPGM_ __ ,__, 	 __ .__..	 ._	 _ _ -.












TCSI-0920000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER	 Cy
wailr
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TC57-t92000G30C AT 40(4);SET DTI.81.32,DTO-36.1,QT1.2228.17,QT0.3238.53,QT n S4F6,70,TIIN-553.6,TIOUT-534.92,TDIN-SS3.6,T000T-SB9.7









TC57-1220000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,OTO,QTI,QTO,OT,TIIt1,TIOUT,TOIII,T000T
TC57-122000GSCC QUALIFY ENGPGK
TC57-1220060600 SET IFUELM-1, IFUEL(2)-2, iF EL(3) •O, IFUCL(4)-4
TC57-122000Of50 SET IGNON(1)-0,IGNON(2)•O,IGON(3)-O,DORE-1.0
FROM SYSOPERD AT 21:14













TC57-1,81000OCOO PROCDEF TC57-181 	 }
TC57-1,810000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC57-161C00030D AT 40(4);SETrI)Ti-81.83,RTO-35.0,OT1.2242.14,QTO-3139.BS,QT-5381.6n,TIIN-561.0,7IOUT-642.83,TOIN•5F1.0,T000T•59.6.0
T67-1810000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC57-181000OS00 QUALIFY ENGPGM





TC60-0550000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER 	 j
TC60-0550000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.28,O,DTO-14.7,QTI.767.2,QT0.1139.32,QT-1Q9G.52,TIIN•557.5,T100T-585.5,TOIN-547.5,TODUT-56^,2
TC60-050000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI;QTO,QT,T}III,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC60-0550000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC60-0550000600 SET IFUEL(l)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,lfUEL(4)-0





TC60-08000003CO AT 40(4);SET DT I . 74.3,DTO . 34.2,QTI . 2035.82,QT0 . 3068.09,QT-5103. 9, TI IN- 558.2,TIOUT-632.5,TOIN-558.2,T000T-592.4
TC60-0800000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,OTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIGUT,TOIN,T000T









TC60-0890000300 AT 40(4);SET itTI-76.6,DTO-34.3,QT1.2159,11,QT0.3077.C5,QT-523F.17,TIIN-558,2,TIQlIT-637.O,TOIN•558.2,TOOUT-592.1
TC60-0890000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTt,DTO,QTI,OTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TDOUT
TC60-089ODCOSOC QUALIFY ENGPGM	 -
TC60-0890000600 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUCL(2)•2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4






TC60-1070000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI,-72.3,DTO-33.0,QTI.1981.C2,QTO.2960.43,QT-4941.45,TIIN-558.7,TIOUT-631.0,TQIN-558.7,T000T-591.7
TC60-10700004:DO AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,07I,OTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T 	




TC60. 1070000800 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC60-130000-0000 PROCDEF TC60-130
TC60-1300000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC60-13000003.00 AT 40(4);SET.DTI. 8SC,DTO.32,4,QT1-2329.O,QTO.2906.6,QT•5235.6,TIIN-56C.O,TIOUT-645.0,TOIN-360.0,T000T-592.4









TC60-11360000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO ,QT,7IIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC60 . 1360000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM 	 -
TC60-1380000600 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)•4
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`	 TC60:-159000OCC'O PROCDEF TC60-159
TC60-1590000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC60-15900003CO AT 4C(4);SET DTI.7I.GB.DTO.37.5,QT1.1964.03,QT0.33Fi.1S,OT•572/. 11',TIIN-564.0,Tf0UT•i3f.0i,lOfN•S64.O,T000T^E01,S
TC6tr,-159:000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T






TC60-16 q000OIEO QUALIFY ANTXFER
TC6:-1690^-60330 AT 40(4);SET QTI.72.S,DTO.27.1,QT1.198E,S,QTO.2431.14,OT-4417.04; TIIN-fl3,3,TIOltT-l36.O,TOIN•S03.f,T000T•S!!.i
TCGC-1690009490 AT 4C(4);DISPLAY CTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TOOUT









TC6C-1760000300 AT 40(4);SET 0T1.73.4,OT0^27.2,OT1.2011.16,OTO.24i0.11,OT•4iS1.27,T11N•564.[,TI^CT•67t.0,T01N•S14.6,T000T-541.1




TC60.176CCCO700 SET	 IFUEL(S)-5,IFUEL(6)-C,IFUEL(7)-C,IFUEL(8) -0




7C61-G880000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 30.O,DTO . 12.B,QT1-822.0,070-;1148.3,^T •197O.7,TIIN- St 	 . t, TIOUT•Sl1.Q,TOIN•S61.C,T000T •373.1
3
i









TC61 = 11000CCCOC PROCDEF TC61-114
TC61-11CCOODIOD QUALIFY AHTXFEP.
TC51-110000O300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.63.O,DTO.23.75,QTI.172G.2,OTO.2130.E,QT-33$f.$,TIIN•51c2.C,TIOUT-625.0,TOIN-S62.O,T000T-565.75
TC61-1100 1.00400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY 071,370,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
'r	 TC61-11000OD5CO QUALIFY ENGPGM -
TC61-1100000GOO SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4) -4





TC61-1180000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI-F9.0,DTO.28.2,QTI-I890.6,QTO-I52q.8,QT•4424.4,TIIN•561.0,TIOUT-63C.0,TOIN•S61.O,TOOUT- Si9.2










TC61-1250000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.72.Q,DTO.32.8,OTI-1972.8,OT0.2942.49,QT-4915.2a,TIIN-SF.3.0,TIOUT-634.O,TOIN•S67.O,T000T -544.1
TC61-1250000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY D71,DT0,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,T;IOUT,TOIN,TOOUT
TC61-1250000500 QUALIFY EIIGPGM
TC61-1250000600 SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-0,1FUEL(4)-4





TC61-136000D300 AT 40(4);SET DTI X72.S,DTO.35.1,QT1.198E.S,QTO.314B.12,QT^5135.52,71111.562.4,TIOUT-634.f,T01N•S60.O,TOOUT•!4f•1





TC61-1360000800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TC61-1460000000 PROCDEF TC61-1 V.
TC61-1460003100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC61-1460000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI-29.5,DT0.13.33,QT1.808.3,QT0.1016.i,OT-1824. 71,T1iN•SF2.2,TIAIJT-5^1.7,T3fN•5f2.2^T000T•f7l.S!
TC62-1460000400 AT 40(4:);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,OTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC61-1460000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC61-1466000600 SET	 IFUEL(l)•O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0




I<	 TC61-1460000800 -DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC61-1000000000 PROCDEF TC61.160
TC61-1600000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC61-1600000300 AT 40(4)SET DTI.46.B,DTO-18.S,QT1 . 1212.3,QT0 .1659.64, QT•2941.46, TtiN^SFf.i,TIOUT•ilOa,TOiM•S{3.i^T60{IT•312.3
q	 TC61-1600000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,7IIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
E	 TC61-1600000500 QUALIFY ENGPGM








TC61 . 16DDCOC700 SET IFUEI(S)-O,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(s)-O
TC61-l6OC^CO80C DISPLAY IFUF.L,IGNON,QORE
1C61 . 1630000COC PROCDEF TC61-10
TC61-163?100100 QUALIFY AIiTXFER
TC61 . 1G3CC60300 AT 40(4);SFT DT1-49.5,DT0 . 19.5, gTI-1316. 2,OTO-174Q.3,QT-3064.S5,TIIN-562.5,1IOUT-612. a,TOIN-562.5,T000T-582,'-
TC61-1G3C:.CC400 Al 4C(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTD,QTI,QTO,OT,TII14,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
'	 TC61-1630.-0.5 00 QUALIFY ENGPGM




TC61-IG90:=0C 30 PROCOEF 1061-1.69
TC61-16936COICC 'QUALIFY AHTXFER
TCG1-169000C300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.62.5,DTD-25.25,QT1.1712.5,QT0.2265.18,OT-3977.F8,TIIN-564.0,TIOUT-626.S,TOIN-564.0,T000T-589.2:
TC61-169C:OC4CO AT 40(4);DISPLAY OTI,DTO,OTI.OTO,07,TI IN, TI OUT, TOIN,T000T
TC61 .169CO005G0 QUALIFY EtIGPGt4






TC61-1EI000C300 AT 4C(4);SET DTI .67.C,DTO . 31.25,OTI . 1835.8,OTO . 28^3.4,OT-4639.2,TIIN-5f,S.C,TIOIIT-F32.0,TOIN-565.O,T000Y-5 6.25









TC61-193CC`CO3CO AT 40(4);SET DTI .68.0,DT0.33.65,OTI .1963.2,TT0 . 3C18.74,OT-4 ell. 44,TIIN-SfF.C,TROUT-6a'4.0,TOIN-!.E6.0,TDOUT•599.f5
TC61-1930000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,OTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TO1II,T000T
TC61-193COD0500 QUALIFY ENGPGM




TC63-06400^000C PROCDEF TC63- C64
TC63-G640C ^-01CO QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC63-C640vCO300 AT 4C(4);SET OT1-32.8,DTO.14,88,OT1.898.7,QTO.1334.88,QT-2233.f,TIIN•561.2,TlDtlT-S43.O,TOIN-560.2,TOOUT-575.^





TCG3-0641CCCECO OISPLtY I FUEL., IGNON, DORE
TC63-G71G,'00000 PROCOEF TC63-771
TC63--,71000CI00 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC63-07100003GC AT 40(4);SET DTI.73.3,DTO.33.0,QTI-2Ci8.42,OT0.29FO.43,QT-49F8.85,TIIN•559.T,TICUT-G33.0,TOIN-559.7,T000T•592.7
TC63-C71f.GCC4CO AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,OT,T1ltl,TIOUT,TOIN,IO0UT
TC63*0710,0 00500 QUALIFY FIIGPGtd
TC63-071000.'600 SET [FUEL(1)-1,I FUEL( 2)-2,1FLIM 3)-0,1FUEL(4)-4
TC63-071CCOC650 SET IGNON(l)-O,IGNO14(2)-O,IG110N(3)-O,DORE-1.0




TC63-0990OO p 300 AT40(4);SET DTI.SE.B,DTO.40.65,QTI-2378.32,QTO-364E.71,OT=6025,^-3,TIIN-565.2,TROUT-647.O,TOtN-SG0.2,T000T-6OO.I5





TC63-0980000800 DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TC63-1340000000 PROCDEF TC63.134
TC63-13,40000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC63-1340000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI.25.8,DT0-9.85,QT1.706.D,QTO.883.6,QT-1590.SF,TIIN-SFI.2,TROUT-587.0,TOIN n 561.2,T000T•571.05
TC63-1340000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TODUT




TC63 .1740000800 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC63-1630000000 PROCDEF TC6.3-163
TC63-1630000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER	 9
TC63-1630000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 53.O,DTO . 23.75,QTI-1452.2,OT0 .213C.6,OT-3582.8,TIIN-565.0,TROUT-618.0,TOIN-565.0,TOOUT-568.75	 9
TC63-1630000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DIQ,OTI,070,OT;TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
IC63.163DOCOSOU QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC63-1G30000GOD SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4























APPENDIX B (Con' t)
7C64-C71CCCG2CU AT40(4)',SET DTI-G4.0,DTO . 33.O,QT1 . 1753.C,(ITO-2960.4,QT-4714.03,TIIN-556.C,TIOUT-620.0, TO IN-556.D,T000T-589.7
e,77"C64-1C40T3CO AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO, Q7I,Q;O,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
7C64 .71C C:40C QUALIFY ENGPGM
TCG4 .71^OC^5CC SET I FUEL( 1)-0,1 FUEL( 2)-2,IFUEL(3)-0,1FUEI(4)-4,IFUEL(5)-1,IFUEL(6) • O,IFUEL M -0,IFUEL(8)-^_
TC64-:71C00055C SET IGttON(l)-D,IGNON(2)-D,IGNON(3)•O,DOP.E-2.0
TC64-01:ZC^6PC DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,DDRE
TC64-1;5C9626OL PROCOEF TC64.109
TC54-1'.9:'C97:v QUALIFY AIiTXFER
1Cu4 1 9. : •STLC AT 4;1(4);SET DTI.38,S,DTO.28.65,QT1.1054.9,QT0.257^.19,QT-3G25.:^,711N-55f..5,T10UT•595.C,TOIN-55f.S,T000T•5£5,15
TC04-1L91C'^03GC AT 4C(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO.QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TOOUT
TC64-10^500040C QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC64 . 1690005CC . ET IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)•D,IFUEL(4)!-0
TC64 1093 006CO SET I FUEL( 5)-O,IFUEL(6)-5,I FUEL( 7)-5,IFUEL(B)-0
TC64 1^9 r ' C CP5: SET IGN014(1)-O,IGtlON(2)-D,IGN014(3)-D,DORE-2.0
TC64 1 9 L:7:: DISPLAY IFLEL,IGNOR,PORE
TCC4 1	 C1;C09 QUALIFY AWBSTR
TCG4 1;9 :':9CC AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUCSONIC C011PUSTION'
7C64-1510005°CC PROCDEF TCG4-151
7CC4-151[[..16'. QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC64=151[:3:2^.0 AT 43(4);SET DTI-71.7,DT0.39,1,QTI.1964.5C,QTO.35C7.(6,OT-5472.24,TIIN-539.3,TIOUT•631.-,TO1N-539.3,T000T-57£.4







TC64-175^-0002OD AT 40(4);SET DTI•!-B,C,DTO.36.1,QT1.1315.2,QT0.3238.53,QT-4553.73,TIIN•563,C,TIOUT-611.^.,TOIN-563.C,T000T•599.1





IC64-175GGCO700 DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON, DORE
TC64-175000L-SOC QUALIFY AC:a STR
TC64^1750000900 AT 35:(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SURSDIIIC COMBUSTION'
TC64-21100^0000 PRDCDEF TC64-211
TC64-211CDCCI33 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC64-211C0052D0 AT 40(4);SET DTI . 70.t,DTO .38.25,OT1-1935.92,QTO-3431.4,QT-5371.32,TIIN-565.2,TIOUT-636.O,TDltl-565.2,70001 .603 45




TC64-211CC.OSCO DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TC65-OGC-000000 PROCUEF TC65-060
TC65-C60:;03010: QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC65-06000007DO AT 40(4);UISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC65-0600000300 AT 40(4);SET
DTI-35.99,DTO.12.51,QTI.983.11,QTO-1122.27;QT-21C5.3S,)IIN-548,56,TIOUT-584.44,TOIN-548.56,TODUT-561.07
TC65-0GOD00000 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DT(,DTO,QTI,QTO,Q7,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC65-C6:0'CDv5CD QUALIFY ENGPGti





TC65-CG20001100 AT 360(3);SET URAGEX- (1,0/PSIA'fM)-(-106[.0);DISPLAY DRAGEX
TC65-LGOOCC1200 DISPLAY 'NOTE: DRAGEX SET IN THIS RUN - RENEHREP, THE EXTRA RE!IOVE'
TC65-072CODOODO PROCOEF 7CG5-072
TC65-0720C301C0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC65-02000O200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI„DIO,QTI,QTO,QT,Tlltl,TIQUT,TOIN,TOOLIT
TC65-0720000300 AT 40(4);SET
DTI-4G.91,DTO-13.61,QTI-112C,99,Q7Q-1220.95,QT-2341.84,TIIN-547.89,TIPUT-58R,£,T0114-547.S9,T000T-561.5







TC65-0720001100 AT 360(3);SET DIRAGLX n (1.0/PSIA7I4)-(-1.C70.D);DISPI.AY DRAGEX
TC65-C720301200 DISPLAY (NOTE: DRAGEX SE1 IN T141S RUN 	 PEM EIDER THE EXTRA REDIQVE'
TC65-07WOCDCO PRDCDEF TC65-078
TC65-07600Gv^1CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC65-0789010200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTD,QT,TIIII,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC65-07600033CO AT 40(4);SET
DTI-64,G9,DC0.22.73,QT1-1772.51,QT0.2039.11,QT-3611.61,TIIN-548.67,TIOUT-613.3f,TOIN-548.f7,TDDUT-571.M
TC65-:750000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIII.,,TIOUT,TOIN,TODUT
TC65-0180000500 QUALIFY ENGPGFI
TC65-C76000063C SET tFUELM -1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,LfUEL(4)-4
TC65-C78D000650 SET IGNON(1)-O,IGNON(2)•0,IGNON(3)-0,D0RE-2.D
TC65-C78CD00700 SET IFUEL(S)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-C,IF•UCL(8)-O
TC65-0760000600 DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,DDRE
7C65-0760003000 QUALIFY ANOZ
TCC5-07800011CO AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX- (1,0/PSIAT,')-(-1085.0);OISPLAY DRAGEX





DTI-99.6,DT0 . 32.31, (IT 1-2736.52,QTG-2898.53, QT- 5633.05,711N-548.45,TIOUT • 64h.25,TOIN-548, 45,TODUT-580,76	 I
TC65-096C000400 AT 40(4);DISPLAY OTI,DTO,QTI,Q70,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
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{ TC65 .-IC0C.2(:7 $ET
	 1GNON(1)-0,IGNON M -0,IGNON(3)-O,DORE-2.0
TCG5 -96CC3J7LC SET	 I FULL( 5)-5,1F'JEL(G)-O,I FUEL( 7)-O,1 FUEL( 8)-0
TC65 ^JGC CC CBCD DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
IC65 G9G°071690 QUALIFY ANOZ
7CG5 C96CC	 110' AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX-	 (1.0/PSIATM)-(-1200.C);DISPLAY DRAGEX
TC65 Lh6-001274 DISPLAY 'NOTE;	 DRAGEX SET IN THIS RUN - REMEMBER THE EXTRA REMOVE'
TC65 1`20-	 COC PROCDEF TC65-102
TCG5 1:26,,0100 QUALIFY AHTXFER i
TC65 1L2C000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY OTI,DTO,QTI,QTO, QT, TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
TC65 IL2000C303 AT 40(4);SET
DTI
	
1C4	 23	 DTO-35.96,QTI-2655.9,OT0 . 3225.97 T-6081.87,TIIN-549.11,TIOUT-G.53.34,TOIN-S49.11,T000T•585.07





	 1,2.0.0690 SET	 'FUEL(1) • I,ITUE U 2)-2	 IF EL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4






j 7C65-1L2C7^1100 AT 3G0(3j;SET DRAGEX- (1.0/PS'IATH0-(-1575 0)-DISPLAY DRAGEX Y°
{ TCG5 iC20OD120: DISPLAY	 NOTE:	 DRAGEX SET	 RIiTHIS RUN - RVEABER THE EXTRA REMOVE'
TC6512C^.CDC' ,'C PROCDEF TC65-12C
TC65 223.CO-106 QUALIFY AHTXFER {fI TC65 123000
	 20 AT 4C(4J;OISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI ,•QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
r TC65 12..0103OD AT 40(4);SET	 I
DTI -92.5, DTO-34 .75, nTI -2534 .5, QTO-3117. h2,QT-5651. 92,TI IN-550.44,TIOUT-642.14,TOIN-551.44,TOC)UT-595.19





TC65 lIC.C.C65C SET	 IGNON(l)-O,IGNON(2)-O,IGNON(3)-O,DORE-2.0





TC65-120:,CO110L AT 36S(3);SET	 DRAGEX-	 (l.0/PSIATM)-(-15C0.0);DISPLAY DRAGEX
j TC65-120G3C120C DISPLAY 'NOTE; CRAGEX SET IN THIS RUN - REMEMBER THE EXTRA REMOVE'
TC65-139;^.CCO.G PROCOEF TC65-139
IC6S-1396703107 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC65-139.C^,C2CC AT 40(4);DISPLAY DTI,DTO,QTI,QTO,QT,TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T
'i TCGS-1390000300 AT 40(4);SET DTI-92.85,DTO-32.05,QTI.2544.09,QTO-2675.21,QT-5419.3,TI1N-551.65,TIOUT-644.5,TOIN- 551.65,TOOUT-593.7





TC65-139 C. CC 8'C DISPLAY	 I FUEL, I GNON, DORE
TC65-1390.CICOG QUALIFY ANOZ
TC65-1390061100 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX- (1.0/PSIATM)-(-1560.0);OISPLAY DRAGEX
TC65-13900012GO DISPLAY 'NOTES DRAGEX SET IN THIS RUN - REMEMBER THE EXTRA REt1OVE'
TC69-0690CDO00O PROCOEF TC69-C69
n TC69-0690000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC69-06903CO20C AT 2 1.;OISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET TIIN-549.86,TIOUT-584.77,TOIN-549.8E,TDDUT-562,27
i TC69-C699CGC3C0 AT 43(4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,DTI,QTI,TOIN,T000T,DTO,QT0,0T




'r TC69-0690903800 SET DORE•2.0
I TC69-069000900 DISPLAY	 (FUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC69-0690001000 QUALIFY ANOZ
TC69-08900011.CC AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1075.0/PSIATd;DI SPLAY DRAGEX-PSIATH,DRAGEX,'ORAGEX INPUT THIS :RUN'
TC69-0710009000 PROCDEF TC69-071
TC69-0710900100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC69-0710000150 AT 20;DISPLAY T71N,TIOUT,TOIN,TODUT;SET TIIN-550,37,TIOUT-584.88,TOIN-550.37,TOOUT-564.8













TC69-0710001000 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1075.0/PSIATM;DISPLAY DRAGEX* PSI ATV, DRAGE WDRAGEX INPUT THIS RUN'
' TC69-087000000(, PROCOEF TC69-087
j TC69 08700001CO QUALIFY AHTXFER
t TC69.0670000200 AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,TODUT;SET TIIN-550.2,TIOUT-60Q.F6,TOIN-550.2,T000T-563,h6
I TC69-0$70000300 AT 40(4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,DTI,QTI,TOIN,TOOUT',DTO;'QTO,nT
TC69-0870000400 QUALIFY-ENGPGt4 °3
TC69-0870000500 SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-7









TCG9-09500001D0 QUALIFY AHTXFER ?
TC69-09501, 0015D AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET TIIN•550.4,TIOUT-604.3,TOIN-550.4,T000T-566.3
























TC69-;+D500C1000 AT 36^-(3);SET DRAGEX.--10711,0/PSIATt1;DISPLAY DRAGEX f PSIATI•I,DRAGE WDRAGEX INPUT THIS RUN'
TCG9-t99	 0.0006 PROCDEF TC49-099
TCG9-*_99 3,.00100 QUALIFY AIITXFER
TC6Q-.99DL:02CD AT 20;OISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,TOOUT;SET TIIN-550.0,TIDUT-615.2,TOI'1.55^.11,T000T- 573,76
TC69-L59_'[60300 AT 40(4);DISPLAY TI IN, TI OUT, DTI, QTI,TOIIJ,T000T,DTO,QTO,OT
TCG3-C93
	 W3340C QUALIFY	 ENG,PG!4
TCG9-(497LC ^SC .^ SET I FUEL( I)-:1, ► FUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-D,IFUEL(4)-4
7069-.993:-^C6G0 SET	 IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEL(6)-7, IFUEL(7)-O, IFUEL(8)-C
1CG9-J99.CC°700 SET I:GNON(0 -C,IGNOH(2)aO,IGNON(3)-0
-	 TC69-C!49G: ^0600 SET DORE-2.0
-	 TCG9-C992LD0900 DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,PORE
TCG9-C990001COC QUALIFY At10Z
TC69-_99DCC11C0 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1C85.0/PSI ATM; DISPLAY URAGEX-PSIATN,DRAGEX,'DRAGEX 114PUT THIS RUN'
TC69-11^C:03EOC PROCDEP TC69-110
TC69-11:000'.1GC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TCG9 -llC 	CC:150 AT ZD;DISPLAY T.IIII,9IOUT,TOIN,TOOUT;SET TIIN-551.C,TIOUT-64E.0,TOIN-551.",T000T- 581,0




IFUEL(1)-1,I FUEL( 2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-O,1FUEL(4)-4
TC69-11CGC:0500 SET I FUEL( 5)-S,I FUEL( 6)-0,1 FUEL( 7)-O,1FUEL(8)-0
TC69-11E.C7CG00 SET	 IGNON('1)-C,IGNOIJ(2)-O,IGNON(3)-0
TC69-11C:CiC700 SET DORE-2,0
TCG9-11;:000840 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TCG9-110;1JC9LC QUALIFY AtIOZ
TC69-IICCC31GOO AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--I10G.0/PSIATM;DISPLAY DRAGEX*PSIATH,DRAGEX,^DRAGEX INPUT THIS RUN'
TC69-12LD00000O P+tOCDEP	 TC69-126
TC69-126100010L QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC69-12G790615C AT 20;DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET TIIN-552.2,TIOUT-G5S.O8,TQIN-552.2,TDOUT -581.0
TC69-126."0;200 AT 40Y4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIOUT,OTI,QTI,TOIN,T000T,DTO,QTO,DT
TC69-1260 1'1C30D QUALIFY	 ENGPGI.1
TC69-12GOH0400 SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,I FUEL( 2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-C,1FUEL(4)-4





TC69-1260001000 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1430,0/PSIATt,1;DISPLAY DRAGEX*PSIATI;DRAGEX,'DRAGEX INPUT T1415 RUN'
TC69-2599,-00000 PROCDEF TCG9-159
TC69-159CO0010D QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC69-15903CO15O AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET TIIN-553.5,TIDUT-649.^.1,TOIN-553.5,T000T- 581,76




IFUEL( 1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-D,1FUEL(4) -4
TC69-1590000500 SET	 I FUEL( 5)-S,I FUEL( G)-O,1FUEL(7)-O,I FUEL( 8)-C
TC69-1590000600 SET	 IGHUtJ(1')-D,IGNON(2)-C,IGNON(3)-0
TC69-1590000700 SET DORE-2.0
TC69-159;:61800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON, DORE
TC69-1590DO090C QUALIFY ANOZ
TC69-15902DI000 AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1510,0/PSIATM;DI.SPLAY DRAGEX-PSIATI4,DRACCX,'DRAGEX"INPUT THIS RUN'
TC69-1690000000 PROCDEF TCOS-169
TC69 . 169D000I00 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC69-1690,-CC150 AT 20;DISPLAY TI IN,TIOUT,TOIN,T000T;SET Tlit)+555.0,TIOUT-641,F4,TOIN-555.0,TOOUT- 580,3
TC69-1690000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY TIIN,TIDUT,DTI,QTI,TO'I14,T000T,DTO,QTO,QT
TC69-1690300300 QUALIFY ENGPG61
TC69-1690000400 SET	 IF41EL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC69-1693000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEL(6)-O,1 FUEL( 7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
TC69-1690000600 SET	 IGNON(1)-D,IGNON(2)-O,IGtION(3)-0
TC69-1690000760 SET DORE-2.0
TC69-1690360800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TC69-169000.0905 QUALIFY ANOZ
TC69-169000ICOC AT 360(3);SET DRAGEX--1562,6/PSIATtl;DISPLAY DRAGFX-PSIATII,ORAGF.X,'DRAGEX INPUT THIS RUN'
TC71-0590000000 PROCDEF TC71-059
TC71-0590000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC71-G590000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC71-0590000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC71-0590000400 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-D,IFUEL(2)-D,1 FUEL( 3)-O,1FUEL M-0
TC71-0590000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)--C,IFUEL(6)-D,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
TC71-0590000600 SET (GNON(1)-% IGNON(2)-O,IGNON(3)-0 I




TC71-0710000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC71-0710000300 QUALIFY ENGPGti
TC71-0710000400 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)'-0,IFUEL(4)-0






IVI-C750000ZDO AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT








TC71-0750000800 DISPLAY Ir'4rL (GNON,DORE
7C71-0960000.000 PROCDEF TC7" CS6
TC71-0960000100 QUALIFY A14TXFEP
TC71-6960000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC71-0960000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC71-0960000400 SET	 I FUEL( I)-1,I FUEL( 2)-2,1 FUEL( 3)-0,1FUEL(4)-i
TC71-0960000500 SET I FUEL( 5)-5,1 FUEL( 6)-O,1 FUEL( 7)-0,1FUELll)-0
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.j	 TC71-D000:C"_696 SETIGNON.(1.)-O,.IGNON(2)-O,IGNON(3)-0
IC11-69h^OCC70'. SET DORE-2.0
TC?1- 96:33: COO DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC71-111[000900 PROCDEF TC71-111
TC71-111::Cb1CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC71-111'-':0200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC71-111 0 GC3CO QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC71-111000D490 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
`.	 1071-111CJ.-50C SET 	 IFUEL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
1[71-11I:°006CC SET IGNON(1)-O,IGN01I(2)-O,IGNOM(3)-0
TC71-111C30^70C SET DORE-2,0
TC71-I11C3 1-:83G DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC71-153'.".O:03G PROCDEF TC71-153
S.	 TC71-153:9[310[• QUALIFY AHTXFER






(	 TC71-153(,,CC70' SET DORE-2.0
TC71-1532D00808 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
701-157:3[00 .20 PROCDEF TC71-157
I '	 TC71-1570009100 QUALIFY AHTXFER









{	 TC71-177CLLC200 AT '40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC71-177.000300 QUALIFY ENGPGh1	 -
TC71-1770002400 SET	 IFJEL(1)-9,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4











TC71 . 161C000700 .SET DORL-2.0
TC11 -1b1000^-BCC DISPLAY 	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC71-1970OUDODC PROCDEF TC71-197
TC71-197000D1C0 QUALIFY AIITXGER
T071-1973000ZO. AT 4D(4);DISPLAY QT'







'	 TC71-1980000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER





TC71-19BC,J00703 SET DORE-2,0 ^	 r
TC71-19600009CO DISPLAY 	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TCSS-1310300000 PROCDEF TC88-131
TC88-131DC001CO QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC88-1316COC2C0 AT 40(4);D(SPLAY QT
TC88-1310000300QJALIFY ENGPGM
TCb8-1310000400 SET IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)-C,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
TC66-131.0000300 SET 	 IFUEL(5)-0,IFUEL(6)-0,IFUEL(7)-0,IFUEL(8)-0
TCBB-1310000600 SET IGN0N(1)-O,IGN0N(2)-1,IGNON(3)-C













rr	 TC68-15900000DO PROCDEF TC88-159 	 A
^	 TC88-1590000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER'
TC88-1590000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC8 8-159 0 0 00 3CO QUALIFY ENGPG14
TC68-1590009400 SET IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-C
7CB.E-15900005CO SET IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-D 	 IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
TCBB-1S9CO00600 SET IGNON(1)-O,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-Cf	 TC88-159060070C SET DARE -I.0 	 p^	 Aft
TCBB-159[0008[0 DISPLAY IFUEL,fGNON,00RE 	 Gi,Si	 dS.	 s:i








APPENDIX B (Con' 0
TC46-16803.3100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TCo8.1683CCO205 AT 40(4 ;DISPLAY QT










TCb8-1693.30200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT.
TC68-1690 ^'300 QUALIFY CNGPGIA
TC86-1593^ C400 SET	 (FUEL(I)-1,IFU F^L(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0








TCb8-17C300C2C^. AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT'
TC68-17:00(.0300 QUALIFY	 EIIGPGI!
TC86-1700 CJ400 SET	 IFUEL(1)=L,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-0,IFUEL(4)-0
TC88-1700030590 SET




TC88-1788^.000^O PROCDEF TC66-178	 a
TC66-178C:00100 QUALIFY AHTXFER





TC68 . 1760GC07G0 SET DORE-2,0
TCo8-1780CC< 800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC88-18600^.0000 PROCDEF TC68-186
TC88-166C3001C0 QUALIFY AIITXFER
TC88-186JC30200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC88-166COO9300 QUALIFY EIIGPGM
TC88 - 1860000400 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-1,IFUEL(2)-O,I FUEL( 3)-D,1FUEL(4)-4






TC86-2010000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TCo8-2010000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM






TC88-208C0001CO WALT FY AIITXFER
TC86-2080000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT


























TC89-1060009000 PROCO£F TC69-106	 %.
TC89-1060000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC89-1060000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC89-1060000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
k TC69-106000010,0 SET I FUEL( I)-],IFUEL(2)1-2,IFUEL(3)-O,1FUEL(4)-4





L TC89-1060DDDZOO DISPLAY	 IFUEL , IGNON,DORE
TC89-1140000000 FROCDFF TC89-114 
7C69-1140000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
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f'	 TCb9-1143C00500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-S,I FUEL( 6)-O,I FUEL( 7)-0,1 FUEL( 1)-0
IC89-114;000600 SET 1 CHOW I)-O,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC89-1140000700 SET DDRE-2,0
TCo9-1143COM G DISPLAY	 IFUEL, IGNON,DORE
t	 TCb9-1198000000 PROCDEF TC89-119
TC89- 1190003100 QUALIFY AHTXFER




T$89-1192G 3Kl0 SET IGNON(1)-0,1GNOUM -1,IGNON(3) n 0
TC89-119C30370C SET DDRE-2.0
TC69-119C0C38C0 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
f'	 TCa9-135C3C:UOD PROCDEF TC89-130
'i	 TC83-134	 32C1CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC89-1353-'0200 AT 43(4);DISPLAY QT
TCc9-3;3CD3C30C QUALIFY ENGPGM
TCb9-13CC,;0.4DG SET	 IFUEL(1)•O,IFUEL(2)-D,IFUEL(3)•O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC69-13ZC00O5CC SET	 IFUEL(5)-5,1 FUEL( 6)-01 FUEL( 7)-O,I FUEL( 8)-0





TC89-13ECC:L200 AT 4)(4);DISPLAY CIT
TCo9-1360
	
CO3CC QUALI FY ENGPGM







TCa9-143 1,C0C2C5 At 43(4);DISPLAY QT
TC6:+-1430003GC QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC'v5-143C00:4.0 SET	 IFUEL('1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
7C.9-143::' .5:[ o£T	 I FUEL( '5)-5,1 FUEL( G)-O,IFUEL(7)-C,1FUEL(¢)-C
TCb9--14	 C SET	 IGNON(1)-3,IGNONC2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC89-143,.: rC	 7CC SET DOPE-2,C






TC0-1550000130 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-1,I FUEL( 2)-2,IFUF.L(3)-D,1FUEL(4)-4










T M-062S2036C0 S0	 IGNOU M-O,IGNON(2)-0,IGNON(3)-0
TC90-082000G700 SET DORE-2,0
TC90-082CC00800 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC90-09200000,1 0 PROCDF,F TC90-C92 1
TC90-092OLODIOC QUALIFY AI(TXFFR
TC90-0920000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY CIT
TC90-0920000300 QUALITY ENGPGM
700-092000043C SET	 I FUEL( 1)-5,I FUEL( 2)-2,IFUEL(3)-0,1FUEL(4)-O
TC90-0920000500 SET	 IFUCL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(b)-0
TC90-0920000600 SET	 1GNON ( 1)-0,IGNON ( 2)-l,IGNON(3)-0




TC90-0390000200 AT 40(4);OISPLAY QT
TC90-0990000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM









`	 TC90-1040000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY`QT
TC20-1040000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
IC90-104OCCO400 SET IFUEL(1)-S,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-1,1FUELW -0
TC90-3040000500 SET IFUCL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-D,IFUEL(8)-3
TC90-104DODOG00 SET )GNON(1)-D„IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0




rTC90-1190000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC90-1190000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM -`
TC90-1190000400 SET	 IFUEL(1)-S,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-1,IFUEL(4)-0






TC90-1190000000 DISPLAY M EL,IGNON,:DORE
f F TWA K
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TC9',-124:000000 PROCDEF IC90-124
TC9',-174 y 7071C0 QUALIFY AIITXFER
TC94-124D0002CO AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC9.-174,0t03CC QUALIFY FIGPGM
7C9+-124C0','741D SET I FUEL( 1)-5,1 FUEL( 2)-2,FUEL(3)-l,IFUEL(4)-0
TCO0-124;10-0540 SET IFUEL(5)-O,1FUELM -G, IFUEL(7)-O,IFUF.L(8)-3
TC9 -124;.CJCSO SET IGIMIltl)•C,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TCO2-124 2G37^C SET DOPE-2.9
IM-124CC000OC DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC9.-137^?C)C'+ 0 PROCDEF TC9.-137
TC9:-137: 1710' QUALIFY AIITXFER
TC9.-1y 7;C 02L_ AT 4)(4);OISPIAY QT
TC9O . 137:L303 7 0 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC9 137:0 400 SET IFtiEL(1)- 
I
5,FUEL(2) •O,I FUEL(3)•t,IFUEL(4)-0
TC9 1379^C 507 SLT IFUEL(5)-C, FUEL (6)•O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-0
TC9.-137^.,G;f.Ct SET IG11011(7)-3,IG140N(2)-1,IGNON(3)-^









TCAC 13 1 000.7tC SET CORE-:.3
T(P 136.?;'670 DI:,PLAY IF-JEL, IGNON,DOiRE
102-C74L:C:2^C PROCDEF TC91-)74
TC91-074:CL_1CC QUALIFY AIITXFER















TC91-f70J0C 8C. DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TE91 08CC^^CCCC PROCDEF TCO1-080
TC91-OEf023310C QUALIFY AIITXFER
7C91-C8C0CCC2CO AT 43(4);515PLAY QT
TC91-0au2CC.30C QUALIFY ENGPu'1I
TC91-086L"C 0C SET IFUEL(1) -D,I FUEL(2)rO,IFUEL(3)-D,IFUEI,(4)-O
TC97-DE6000L507 SET IFUEL(5)-C,IFUEL(6)-0,IFUEL(7)-0,IFUF.L(9)-O







TC91-0905000200 AT 4014);OISPLAY QT
TC91-090000030: QUALIFY ENGPCM 	 j
TC91-09000OG430 SET IfUCL(1)-L,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3) • O,IFUEL(4)-1	 !
TC91 O90000G500 SET IFUEL(5)•O,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)•,O,IFUEL(6)-3
TC91-09003C768C SET IGNON(1)-O,IGNON(2)-1,IUIION(3)-0
TC91-M00007L'•C SET DORE-2.0	 1






TC91-105000DSOO SET IFUEL($)-O,IFUEL(b)-O,I FUEL( 7)-0,IFUEL M -0





7C91-1190000200 AT 40(4);OISPLAY QT -
TC91-1191330030G QUALIFY ENGPS61
TC91-119.0000403 SET IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)•2,IPUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)•1










TC91-1280000600 SET IGNO4(l)-O,IGNON(2) • 1,IGhON(3)-0
	 -
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TC91-131;0,34 D0 SET	 IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)•2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
1091-137C::&5C^ SET	 IFUEL(S)-5,IFUEL(E)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(g)-3
7C91-1310.4 C°6:G SET IGNON(1)-^.,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC91-131::°07L0 SET DOPE-2.0
TC91-131:^C3800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,PORE
t 1C91-134_:L3C9C PROCDEF TC91-134
101-134.F0; • 10E QUALIFY AHTXFER
TCJ1-134::	 :2L2 AT 4^M ;DISPLAY QT
TCII-134	 :_33J( QJfLIFY	 EtiGPG•i
TC91-13u,;	 J4!5 SET	 FFLIEL(1)-7,IFUEL(1)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-O
TC91-134:::C5C. SET	 IFUEL(S)-S,IFUEL(G)-L,.IFUEL(7)•!),IFUEL(d)-3
TC91-1:4.:::6.^: SET	 IG!JON(1)-C,IVN0ti(2)-I,IGNON(3)-O
1C91 . 134 - C:70: SET DORE-2.0
1071-134:::11^: GI SPLAY	 I FUE L, I GNON, DORE
1C91-U11:^.:::?". PROCDEF TC91-141QUALIFY AIITXFER












IC91-141:^^08CL DISPLAY	 I FUEL, I GNON, DORE
TC92-C7G:C5:::- PROCDEF TC92-:7F
IC92-C76:3221(C QUALIFY	 AI(1XFER
1032-:7E:02:2^^ AT 47(4);DISPLAY QT
TC92-t76
	





t %92--76Cc80C SET	 IG!iOli(I)-.,IGNON(2)-C,IGNON(3)-C
I TC92-C76C.E373C NLT CORE•2.0
1C92-C 76	 C383: DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
702- ! 7( 1.0 Zt920 QUALIFY AINLETT
1C°^-G7CC^	 1	 01 AT	 3(2);SET	 %'AL(21,1141TRO)-0.7615,VAL(11,'1OXY) n 0.232;01SPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,IOXY)
TC92-?97C'000,C PROCDEF TC92-097
TC92-J97	 ' ClOC QUALIFY AHTXFER
y 7C92-207 	 0:,203 AT 40(4);DTSPLAY QT
? TC92-J97CCCO3G0 QUALIFY	 FNGPG,-i
j 1092-0,97	 „'400 SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(7)-2,IFUEL(.3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0





j TC92-097 5IDLO Al 	 3(2);SET VAL(11,INI711n)-C.769,VAL(11,1OXY)-C.231;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITP.D),VAL(11,IQXY)
TC92-121CD.'3 F.0. PRUCDEF TC92-121
TC92-1213C2)1^.3 QUALIFY AHTXFER
' TC92-12106,02 v9 AT 40 (4)'UISFIAY QT
TC92-12IC CO3C0 QLIAI I FY	 fNBPG'•t
TC92-123CCa 3400 SET IFUEL(l)-I,IFUEL(2)-1,IFUEL(3)-P,IFUFL(4)-O
TC92-121CC^0500 SET	 IFULL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUCL(7)-D,IFUEL(c)-3






TC92-1210001000 AT 3(2);SET VAL(]1,iNITRO)-0.765,VAL(11,1OXY)-0.235;UISPLAY VAL(l1,IN1TR0),VAL(11,IDXY)
TC92-1441000600 PROCDEF TC92-144
TC92-1440000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC92-144CO20200 AT	 40(4),r)ISPI,AY	 QT I
7C92-1440060300 QUALIFY	 ENGPG14
' TC92-144600:400 SET	 IFL'LL(l)-O,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4).0
TC92-1443630500 SET	 1`FUEL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-3,IFUEL(7)-C,IFUEL(8)-3
TC92-144030:1600 6E1	 IGI:3N(1)-D,IGNON(2)-1,IGt4ON(3)-0
TC92-144CJ30700 SET DORE •2,0 !
TC92-1440000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGIIDN,DORE d
TC92-14LCO00900 QUALIFY AINLETT
TC92-14000100 AT 3(2) SET	 VAL(11,1NITRO)-0.759,VAL(11,10XY)-0.243;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(31,IOXY)
702-193S^00000 PROCDEF TC92-191
TC92-191C300100 QUALIFY bHTXFER








TC92-191003 GG0 AT 3(2);SET' VAL(11,INITRO)-0.805,VAL(11,IOXY)-0.145;DISPLAY VAI(11,INITGr),YFL(11,:OXY)
TC92-216000:006 PROCDEF TC92-216
TC92-i164D9CIC0 QUALIFY AIITXFER
TC92-2162000203 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT






TC92-21(,01 009800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC92-2160;60900 QUALIFY AINLETT
TC92-21(DCOl000 AT 3(2,);SET	 VAL(11,IIiITRO)-0.800,VAL(I1,IOXY)-0,2:1;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAL(11,1110)
TC93-039,000(CO PROCDEF TC93-039
TC93-C390;032CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
1093-C39CC.)^2C0 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT












IC93-139.G.05CO SET I FUEL( 5)-0,I FUEL( 6)-O,1 FUEL( 7)-D,I FUEL( 1)-0
1C33-'391.5.EOC SETIGIlON(1)-C,IGNON(2)-O,IGNON(3)-0
7(,33-J '0^'7CC SET DORE-2.0
TC;3-:.3DCSCO6CC DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNDN,DORE
TC93-:391.009CC QUALIFY ACM'1STR
TC93- . 390C:1GCC AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC C011RUSTION'
TC93-_46G)ZL,3, PROCDEF TC93-046
1193-.46C:CO1^.0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC95-'4W,'TL2C. AT 40(4);OISPLAY QT
TC93-d46 a CO3CC QUALIFY ENGPGM
1C9>-C460003403 SET (FUEL(1)-O,I FUEL '2)-O,IFUEL(3)-S,IFUEL(4)-4
1C93-.'4b.C.O5CO SET IFUELi5)-D,IFUEL G)-C,IFUEL(7)-Q,IFUEL(8)-0
TC93-04SC:CDC^C SET IGNON(1)-3,IGNOt1 2)-1,IGNON(3)-O
TC93-:W.'C070C SET DORE-I.G
TC93-G4bC5..E00 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNOII, ORE
TC93-.57,.;.2000 PROCDEF TC93-057 	 )




Q	 s	 X	 ^	 l
AT 41(4);DISPLAY QT t
TC93-557.0O3.0 QJALIFY ENGPGM	 111
.,TC93 X57.'	 4;0 SET IFUEL(1)-C,IFUELj(2)-G,IFUEL(3)-O11FUEL(4)-4
TC93 CS7C0150^ SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUCI (6)-5,1FUCL(T)•5,IFUEL(8)-C
TC93 i57C,	 F3^ SET	 IGNDt((1	 =O,IGN01	 2)-1,IJNON(3	 -0
TC93	 575D	 t	 ^, SET DORE
TC93-057CC:5i. -7 DISPLAY	 IF U EL,IGNON„UORE
TC93-'-5170539J0 QUALIFY ACMBt;TR	 i
7C93-657.GC1C33 AT 350(3);SET XCTP XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,Y.CT,XCTP,XSTE, ISUBSONIC COI;BUSTION'
TC93-1660.'01.00 PROCDEF TC93-C66
TC93-C66%^020'. QUALIFY AHTXFER





TC93-:W6	 C07CC SET DOi"E-2.0
TC93-466C,CCDF.00 DISPLAY	 I FUE L, I GNON, DORE
7C93-C6633029CC QUALIFY A,MBSTR
TC93-060001000 AT 3500 ;SCT XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COI!2L'STI-0N,
TC93-17100010DO PROCDEF TC93-071
TC93-C7100021CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC9.3-C7IC0002CC AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC93-C7100003CC QUALIFY ENGPGM
1193-C71000.4CC SET IFUEL(1)•O,IFUEL(2)-C,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0





TC93-071UCC100C AT 35C(});SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSON,IC COMBUSTION'
TC93-?G40;CO300 PRDCDEF TC93-084
7'03-C54QG0_100 QUALIFY AHTAFER










TC93-C643C,l;1CC3 AT 350(3);SFT XCTP-XCT;PISPLAY XSLE,XCT,Y,CTP,Y.STE,'SUBSnIIIC COMMSTION'
TC93-0930000000 PROCDEF TC93-093
7C93-C93CDO.30C QUALIFY AIITXFL(?
TC93-030V,1260 AT 40(4);PISFLAY QT
TC93-.9300O53P.0 QUALIFY ENGPGF!




TC93-093DOC, 063C SET	 (GNON(I)-C,IGIIQN(2)-I,IGIIOtl(3)-I
TC93-C93C:CC7i!2 SET DORE-2.C:
TC93-093000060, DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DOR€ I
TC93-093000023" QUALIFY ACHBSTR -
TC93-C93EC^1-,.2 AT 350(3);SET }.CTP-XCT;DIGPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC CcwgUSTInN'
TC94-03300009CC PROCDEF TC94-033
TC94-M3 0001CG QUALIFY AIiTXFEF, j
TC04-C33C00020) AT 43(4);DISPLAY QT
TC94-0330003500 QUALIFY ENGPGM 1
7C94	 0330003430 GET	 IFUEL(1) -D, IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEI.(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-C
TC94	 .1330000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-3,IFUEL(G)•1,IFUEL(7)-:,IFUEL(8)- %
TC94 C33C04 600 SET	 IGNON(1)-O,IGN014(2)a0,IGNON(3)-0
TC94 D33'000MC SET DOPE-2,0
TC94	 '3300003CC C:ISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DDRE
TC94-0339005900 QUALIFY ACMBSTR
TC94-133:CCIC6O AT	 350(3);SE'.1 XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSnNIC COttCUSTTON'
TC94-C40'CC.0DCC PROCDEF TC94-040
TC94-C40030.11.0 QUALIFY AHTXFF$
1194-C400OOC201 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC94-C40.^CO330C QUALITY ENGPGM
1C94-0400003400 SET	 IFUEL(1)-0,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC94-C40.CCO5CD SET .I FUEL (5)^C,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-C,LFULL(6)-0
1194-ChO.00:6:C SET IGIION(1)-.,_IGNON(2)-l,IGNON(3)-0
TC94-D40030070C SET DORE-2.0
TC94 -040000980C DISPLAY	 IFUEL,LGNON,DORE
TC94-051'CDCIDOC PROCDEF TCg4-051
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I
104: 1.,510:243V SET	 IFUF.L(1)-O,IFUEL(2)-C,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC94051CCDC5CO SET	 IFUEL(5)-C,IFUEL(6)-5,IFUEL(7)-5,IFUEL(8)-0
TC94-051C0D06C0 SET IGND11(1)-C,IGNOH(2)-1,IGNON(3)-C
TC94-C51000070C SET DORE • 2 0
a TC94	 rl?0'08'0 DISPLAY	 IFU EL, IGNON,DORE
i TC94	 51.D 09CO QUALIFY ACMBSTR
TC94
	
S1C0	 ).1101 AT 35C(3);SET %CTP •XCT;DISPLAY XS LE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COIdBt:ST10N'
rt.
TC94-L59"BCO5D. PROCDEF TC94-059
u TC94-=5963DC1" QUALIFY AIITXFER
{ TC94 '59D00020C AT 43(4);DISPLAY QT
1C94-059,0';:300 QUALIFY	 EIIGPGII
i 1C94	 5923 CDC4OC SET	 IFUEL(l)-C,IFUEL(2)•5,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-C
_ 1034	 CS9;'0^50: SET	 IFUEL(5) • 3	 IFUEL(6)aS,IFUEL(7)-5jiFUEL(8) n 0
TC94 wS0?:06511 SET	 IGNON(1)-",IGNONC1)-1,IGI40N(3)-;k
TC94	 S9 .007 C SET DORE -2.0
i TC94	 P0 900	 '8^' DISPLAY	 LFU E L, I GNON, DORE
1C94	 65902 C9^0 QUALIFY ACMBSTR
TC94	 C59::01...,11 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-XCT; D I SPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COMBUSTION'	 j1C94-,C66003000O PROCDEF TC94-766
TC94 0660?^-"_lv0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
r 7C94	 C660CBC200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
a1 TC94-.EG000:30C QUALIFY	 EtIGPGI.1
TC94	 C66;0f.D4D: SET	 IFUEL(1)-D,IFUEL(2)-C,IFUEL(3)-C,IFUEL(4)-0
TC94-C6600005C:: SET iFUEL(5)-',IFUEL(G)-S,IFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL{8)-C
f TC94 -:6GCDCD600 SET IGNON(1)-D,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-C
TC94-066GCCC7CC SET GORE-2.0
TC94-0660000800 DISPLAY	 I FUE L, I GNON, DORE
TC94-C66'0109CC QUALIFY ACMBSTR
I TC94-OG6DC01000 AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,^SUHSQNIC LO6t8UST10Nq
TC94-064D000000 PROCDEF TC94-084
TC94-384CDODICC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC94-084000020C AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT




TC94 :TC40CDC50C SET	 IFUEL(5)-C,IFUEL(G) • S,I FUEL( 7)-5,1FUEL(8)-0
704 084CC20600 SET 1GNON(1)-D,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-D
TC94-C840D00700 SET DORE-2.0
g TC94--0W40	 0800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON, DORE
704 C84L0^•D90C QUALIFY ACMBSTR j
TC94	 Lb400 1PDD AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-Y.CT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,^SUBSONIC COMBUSTION
TC94	 122000DCOD PROCDEF TC94-122
TC94-122D1C010C QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC94-122000C200 AT 4^(W DISPLAY QT
TC94-1220 0 '0300 QUALIFY	 ENGPG,t
TC94-1220010410 SET	 IFUEL0 )-O,IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC94-122ODu^_511; SET JFUEL(5)-C,1FUE1.(G) • O,IFUEL(7)-% IFUEL(8)-0
TC94 .12200006D0 .SET	 IGNbN(1)-0,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC94-1229000703 SET DORE-2,0
TC94-1220:CD800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON, DORE
TC94-123030}000 PROCDEF TC94-123
TC94-1230C40100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC94-1230000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT




TC94 123(:[07?0 SET DORE-1.0
TC94-12300008DO DISPLAY	 IFU'EL,IGNON,DORE
TC94	 12301 0 091C QUALIFY ACIISSTR
TC94-123'C^1000 AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCI;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COIIIiUSTION'
TC94-127.00'000 PROCDLF TC94-127
704-12700001CO QUALIFY A111XFER d





` TC94.127'000700 SET UORE-2,0
1C94-127100[800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON, DORE
TC94-1.270000900 QUALIFY AC10STR 7
TC9 4-12 70 00 10 00 AT 350(3);SET-XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,,XSTF.,"UBSONIC ComBUSTI(IN,	 j
TC94-1410000000 PROCDEF TC94-1.41 i
TC94- 141COD9100 QUALIFY AHTXFER








! TC94-143000CIOD QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC94-1430000200 AT 4D(4);DISPLAY QT
TC94-1430000300 QUALIFY ENGPGtt






g TC94-14310009011 QUALIFY ACMBSTR
TC94-1430001000 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SU/SONIC COMSUSTION'
_. TC94-144CODOODO PROCDEF TC94-144
7C94-1440000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER









j	 IC94-1.44lD:C300 QUALIFY ENGPGM







1095-;321COC200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
7C95-332::;J30C QUALIFY	 ENGPGI•I
TC95-03205,.400 SET eFUELM-O,I FUEL( 21 • .,1 FUEL( 3)-O,I FUEL( 4)•C
R	 TC95-C32^.CD05(0 SET	 I FUEL( 5)-O,IFUEL(6) • 0,1 FUEL( 7)-C,1 FUEL( 6)-0
TC95-C32S0006DC SET	 IGNON(1)•C,IGtION(2)-C,IGNON(3)-0
TC95-:.32.:0970: SET DORE•2.9
TC95-C32: ; :'D6C6 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNDN,DORE
705-;32,: . ,,Q30 QUALIFY ACMIJSTR
TC35-?32:0CL000 AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC ColVIUSTION'
TC95-i44C:000SC PROCDEF TC95-044
TC35--440;CC1OC QUALIFY AHTXFER
1095-:44:;• 902CO AT 4D(4);DISPLAY QT
TC95-C44CJCD30G QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC95-2440DC04% SET'	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-G,IFUEL(4)-0
TC95-&443:0.5, 1 SET I FUEL( 5)-^^ ,1FUELM-O,I FUEL( 7)-0,1 FUEL( 8)-0
TC95-C44:00:63C SET	 IGNON(l)-S,IGNON(2)-I,IGNON(3)-C
TC95-:44:JC,7?1 dET PORE-2.0
TC95-;44.0.?G:C 01SPLAY	 IFUEL.- IGNON,UORE
TC95-„66^. Y.:S.0 PROCDEF TC95-366
TC95-C66;3C31C: QUALIFY AHTXFE(
TC95-ibG3::t29: AT 4C(4);DISPLAY QT
TC95-	 663	 .33CC QUALIFY EIIGPuii
7C95-	 Gfi	 DC.43^. SET	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-D,IFUEL(li)-4
T05-C66 -, -.:45V SET	 I FUEL( 5)-;,IFUEL(G)-9,IFUEL(7)-O,tFUF.L(8)•9
TC95-	 E6:4,909, SET	 IGN0N(l)-7,IGN0tI(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC95-EGF'.3007.i SET DORE-2. (r
1195-1E60[:Ob;'( DISPLAY	 IFLFL,IGNON,DORE
TC95-476C,^:0:C PROCDEF TC95-C7G
TC95-:.7C,0D7lCC QUALI FY AIITXFER
105­'.7&J:: X2;5 AT 4;(4);DISPLAY QT
TC35-f. 	 2:330: QUALIFY	 EIIGPG!:
TC95-D7GT:'CC4C: SE1	 IFUEL(1)-1,IFUEL(i)•2,IFUEL(3)-C.,IFUF.L(4)`4





TC95-v99::O.- 1CC QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC95-099',ZCC20: AT 4:(4);DISPLAY QT







TC95-	 99{C'306:C SET	 IGNDN(1)•C,IGN0N(2)•l,IGNON(3)•0
r	 TC95-39900507,0 SET DORE-2.0
TC95-,99:DO0E^G DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC95-1,GCCC.00W G PROCDEF TC95-100
TC95-],:(• 50CCICG QUALIFY AHTXFER





















1C95.11530305CO SET	 IFUEL(5) -5, IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-O,IFUEL(8)-C




TC95-1.23000,100 QUALIFY AHTXFER y
TC95-123000C200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC95-1230000303 QUALIFY ENGPGM,
TC94-12300"400 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-O,IFUEL(2)-O, IFUEL(3) • 3.IFLEL(4)-4 %1
TC95-12306005CO SET	 IFUEL(5)•5,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7)-9,IFUEL(8)-0





TC95-1300000203 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT •^
TC95-1300000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
TC95-130000040C SET	 IFUEL(])-0,IFUEL(2)-0,IFUEL(3)-0,IFUEL(4)-4 .
TC95-13000?0500
TC95-1390000600-,







R,	 TC95-1420DODIO0 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC95-1420000203 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
7C95-142000O30C QUALIFY ENGPGM
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II	 TC95-142000050^ SET IFUEL(5)-S,IFUEL(6)-O,IFUEL(7) n O,IFUEL(e) n O
TC95-1420000600 SET IGN014(1)00,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC95-1420000700 SET DORE-2.0
iI	 TC95-1420000800 DISPLAY IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC95-1569000090 PROCDEF TC95-256
1	 TC95.1560000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER




7	 TC95 1560000600 SET IGNON(1)-O,IGNON(2) 2,JGNON(3)-0
TC95 156^,.^00700 SET GORE-2,0
TC95 1566.000630 D.I.SPLAY IFUEI,IGNON,OOR
7C95-156030C900 QUALIFY ACMB51R
TC95-1560001,00 AT 3S0(3);SET XCTP-XCT;UISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COMBUSTION'
TC95-1690:00000 PROCDEF TC95-169
l	 TC95-169CSCO300 QUALIFY AHTXFER







TC95-1690^0060C SET	 IGNON(1)-O,IGN014 2)^1,IGNON(3)-0
TC95-1690000700 SET DORE-2,0
TC95-1690000800' DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGI(ON,DORE
TC95 21000:0:00 PROCDEF TC95-210
TC95 210C^.CG1GC QUALIFY AHTXFER









TC95-253CC00200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC95-233G00030C QUALIFY ENGPGM









TC95-2 111CDO0200 AT 40(4);DISPLAI' QT
TC95-241.0000300 QJALIFY FNGPGM
IC95-2410300400 SET	 IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFIIEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC95-24100GO500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-5,IFUEI(6)-0, IFUEL(?)-0,I FUEL( 8)-0
-	 TC95-241COCP600 SET IGNON(1)-O,IGII0N(2)-l,IGHON(3)-0
TC95-2410000700 SET YORE-2.0 -1
i	 TC95-2410009500 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE I
TC96-0340000000 PROCDEF TC96-034 I
TC96-0340000100 QUALIFY AkITXFER
TC96-034003020D iT);4. 0(4);DISPLAY	 QT
TC96-0340DO0300 QUALI FY	 EI;GPCML l
TC96-0340000400 SET	 IFUFL(l)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0






	 );SFT.XS.TP- XCT ;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUS5C;1IC CO116USTION'	 1:J
TC96-0420000000 PROCDEF TC96-047
TC96-0420000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER













IC5 6-0 52 00 00 000 • PNOCD(F TC96^05;---
TC96-0520000106 ALIALIFY AHTXFER





TC96-05:0000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-5,I FUEL( 7)-5,IFUEL(A)-0




7C96-0520001000 AT 356(3);SCT XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT.XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSO111C COMBUSTION'
TC96-0690000000 PROCDEF TC96-069
TC9 6-069 0 0 0 0 100 QUALIFY AOXIFER	 -	
-TC96-0690000200 AT 40(4);UISPLAY QT
TC96-0690000300 -QUALIFY "ENGPGt1 "
TC96-OG90000400 SET IFUEL(1)•O,IFUEL(2) n O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
TC95-069C0ODSOOF SET	 IFUEL(5)-O.,IFUEL(C)-5,IFUEL(7)-5,IFUEL(8)-0
7	 TC9S-0690000600 SET _IGI:O4f1)-0;'IGNON(2)•1,IGIIOk(3)•0
TC96-0690000700 SET DORE-2.0
-	 LwTC96-06'56000800-DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC9 6-06 9 060690 0 QUALIFY ACIIOSTii
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TC96-C7C^:C01CO QUALIFY ANTXFER









1'090	 7T0:S?7(11 SFT DORE-2.0
706-"760GCCL00 DISPLAY	 IFUEL, IGNON,DORE
i' 7'C9G	 7G'CC39CC QUALIFY ACIMSTR
706 .7f-2;;1C?7 AT)3S^0);Sfl XCTP•:XCT;DISPLAY Y.SLE,XCT,XCTP,'XSTE,'SUOSONIC COMBUSTION'
106-:,F5L;0.CCu PRDCDEF TC96-G95
r TC96-G85.C3?lft QUALIFY AHTX.FER
',r TC96-0550^00200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC96	 C5C , C;,3CC QUALIFY ENGPGFt
1CJG	 ES	 .0?4011 SET	 IFUEL(1)•J,IFUEL(2)-C,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
I- TC96-;*50:.050. SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-S,IFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL(8)-0
y TC96-Cb503C06CC SET	 IGRONi1)-O,IC,WON(2)-1,IGNON(33.0
TC96-065 0037&0 SET DORE•:.G
TC96-^850@00800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNOII,DORE
7C9G-C85'.7 0950 QUALIFY ACt1RSTR
TC96-085^C01000 AT 35C(3);SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC CO"BUSTION'
1096-156^CC?C00 PRCCDEF TC?E-156
TC96-15EO^C0IOU QUALIFY AHTXFLR
TC96-15E3.0021c AT 47(4);DISPLAY QT
TC96-15ft90d 3,0 QUALIFY ENGM!
TC96-156 000400 SET	 IFUEL( l) -O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-0
TC96-156CG^0500 SET	 IFUE1.(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-O,IF(!EL(7)-C,IFUEL(8)-0
1C96-156(..0060 SETIGNOWI )-O,iGNON(2)-),IG14ONC3)-D
TC96-156@'037^ ^^ SET DORE-2.0
TC96-15C90008CC DISPLAY	 I`FUFL,IGN.ON,DORE	 -
TC96-15000CDS'4C QUALIFY ACIMSTR
TC96-156.CG1C00 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-XCT DISPLAY XSLE,XCT,XGTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COMBUSTION'
TC96-178C 00000 I'ROCDLF TC96-278
TC96-17ECCO:IOC QUALIFY ANTXFER
j TC96-1760000200 AT' 4U(4);DISPLAY QT









TC96- 17(OCC060C DISPLAY 	 IFUEL	 IGNONDORE,
TC96-19W 0000C PRDCDEF TC9 M90
TC96-1400000100 QUALIFY ANTXFER
TC95-1900000200 AT 40(4);UiSPLAY Q7
TC96-19C000033C QUALIFY	 ENaPGFt
TC96-1900060400 SET	 I FUEL( 1)-1,IFUEL(2)-2,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUELL4)-O
TC96-1900000500 SET	 IFUEL(S)YO,IFUEL((• ) • 0,1FUEL(7)-0,1FUEL(8)-0
TC96-19=s00fV0 SET	 IGNON(i)-0, IGNONC2)-1, IGNON(3)-O
TC96-190000080 SET DORE-2.0
TC96-1400000601 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
- TC96-1J10000000 PROCOEF TC96-191
TC96-19100001GO QOAL; FY ANTXFER














1096-21200(,0206 AT 4900 ;DISPLAY QT
TC36-2120000300 QUALIFY	 CIGF'GM






T06-2120000800, DISPLAY I FUEL, IGNON,DORE
TC96-2120000900 QUALIFY AC143STR
TC96-1170001000 AT 35M );SET XCTP-XCT;DISPLAY' XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSONIC COPBUSTION'
TC96-13:(0000000 PROCDEF TC96-233 j
TC96-2330000200 QUALIFY ANTXFER j






TC96-1.33,000060D DISPLAY - IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TCY6-2330000900 QUALIFY. ACM85TR
TC96-2330001000 AT 350(3);SET XCTP-MtOI SPLAY, XSLE,XCT,XCTP,XSTE,'SUBSON(C COMBUSTION'
TC97-02900000DO JROCDEF. 107-029
TC97-02900G01G0 QUALIFY AHTXFEk
TC97-0290000200 Al 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC9 7-029 000 03 00 QUALIFY 'ENGPGFI




TC9l-0290710 bOD DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
r TC97-05200?0000`_PROCDEF 1097-052
TC97-0$20000100 QUALIFY'AtITXFER
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TC97-85200038CO DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE r
7C97-35700.0003 PROCDEF TC97-057
TC97-05700001,00 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC97- t-57TDCO200 AT 43(4);DISPLAY QT
TC97-0570 003CO QUALIFY ENGPGM )
TC97-757;000400 SET IFUEL(1)-C,IFU EL( 2)-0,1 FUEL( 3)-0,1 FUEL( 4)-4 j
TC97-057COG4502 SET	 IFUEL(5)-C,IFUEL(6)•S,IFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL(8)•0r




'	 TC97-C61CD^0100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC97-061".30020G AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT e,
TC97-C81C000300 QUALIFY EIIGPGM +f





TC97-1020097000 PROCDEF TC97-102 9
TC97-1,^200CC103 QUALIFY AHTXFER j
TC97-102030020C AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
1	 TC97-1020000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM





TC97-1280 00 0300 PROCDEF TC97-128
TC97-•1280000100 ,QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC97-1280000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT




TC97-1280000500 SET IFUELES)-0,IFUELC6)-5, iFUELM-5,IFUEL(8) -0
TC97-1290000BOD SET	 IG14ON(1)- 0,IGNON(2)-1,IGNON(3)-0
TC97-1280000700 ET DORE-2,0;
TC97-1280000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE -'
TC97-1590000000 <PROCDEF TC97-159
TC97-1590000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC97-159C00020C AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC97-1590000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM
aL	 TC97-1590000400 SET	 IFUEL(1)•O,IFUEL(2)•O,IFUEL(3)•O,IFUEL(4)-Y
TC97-1590000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(6)-5,IFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL(B) -0
TC97-1590000600 SET	 ( GNON(1)-O,IGNON(2)•1,IGNON(3)-0
7C97-1590000700 SET DORE-2.0
-	 TC97.1590000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
!T	 TC97-1800000000 PROCDEF TC97-160
TC97-1800000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
T'C97-1600000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
T'C97-18 CC 000300 'QUALIFY	 ENGPGM
(TC97-1800000400 SET	 IFUEL(1)•0,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(4)-4
TC97-1800000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-0,IFUEL(6)-5,fFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL(8)•0





TC97-2070000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
TC97-2070000300 QUALIFY ENGPGM




GNON(2)-SET IGNON(1)-0:	 1,IGNON(3) -0
TC97-2070000700 SET DORE-2.0 I'
TC97-2070000800 DISPLAY	 IFUEL,IGNON,DORE
TC97-2310000003 PROCDEF TC97-231 4i
TC97-2310000100 QUALIFY AHTXFER
TC97-2310000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT




fiUEL(5) • O,IFUEL(6)-5 1 IFUEL(7) • 5,IFUEL(8)•0
TC97-23100006GO SET IGN0N(1)-0,IGN0N(2)•1,IGNON(3)-0




TC97-231,0000200 AT 4C(4);DISPLAY QT -
T.C97-23600003C0 QUALIFY ENGPGM
i	 !	 TC97-236:0CG0403 SET	 IFUEL(1) -O,IFUEL(2)•O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL(Y)-2<	 TC97-2360000500 SET IFUEL(S)-O,IFUEL( 6)-5,IFUEL ( 7)-S,IFUEL(i)^0
TC97-2360000600 SET	 IGN0N(I)--0,IGN0N(2)-l0IGNON(3)-0 Ty
TC97-2360000700 SET DORE-2.0
TC97-2360000800 DISPLAY	 I FUEL, IGNON,DOP;E	 -
TC9-7-2400000000 PROCDEF TC97-240
107-24030001CO QUALIFY AtITXQER
1C0-2400000200 AT 40(4);DISPLAY QT
# 707-24300003CO QUALIFY ENGPGM 7
TC97-2403000400 SET IFUEL(1)-O,IFUEL(2)-O,IFUEL(3)-O,IFUEL( Y )-C tt
TC97-2400000500 SET	 IFUEL(5)-O,IFUEL(G)-5,IFUEL(7)-S,IFUEL(8)-0 ' t`
TC97-2400000600 SET IGNON(1)-O,IGNON(2)'-I,IGNON(3)-0
TC97-2400000700-SET DORE-2Q -
TC97-24000008110 DISPLAY IFNL,IGNON,DOBE $
75-11302
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APPENDIX 8 (Con' t)
TH2O 0000000 PROCOEF TH2O {
TH2O 0000100 QUALIFY CONVTA
TH2O 0000150 DISPLAY MV( 298), MY( 362),MV(370),MV(371),MV(372),MV(37)),fIV(37k),IIV(390),YY( )Ill 1)
LTH2O 0000200 DISPLAY CHC288), CH( 352), CH( 370),CH(571), CH( 372),CM(373),CH(37k),CH(390),CH($91)
TIHE 0000000 PROCDEF TIME
TIME 0000100 QUALIFY AOUT1
7 114 0000200 DISPLAY	 (LAPSE
y; TUNNOPT 0000000 PROCDEF TUNHOPT
TUNNOPT 0000100 PARAM it
TUNNOPT 0000200 QUALIFY AINLETT
TUNNOPT 0000300 AT 2000(3);SET IWTOPT-$l,DISPLAY (WTOPT
TURKEY 0006000 PROCDEF TURKEY
TURKEY 0000100 PARAM NUM	 t
TURKEY 0000200 DEFAULT SYSINX-E
TURKEY 0000300 PROCDEF CONUM
TURKEY 0000400 INSERT LAST
TURKEY 0000500 KDOSEL 399
TURKEY 0000600 _ENO
TURKEY 0000700 DEFAULT SYSINX-G
UPDLIB 0000000 PROCDEF UPDLIB
UPDLIB 0000100 PARAM ; 1,l 2,S3,i4,i5,i6,; 7,iB,i9,l10,S11,;12,i13,l14,f1S
UPDLIB 0000200 DSS? $1
• UPDLIB 000030C POD? it„Y
UPDLIB 0000400 IF	 'S2'^-";UPDLIB i2, lS.i4,i3,i6,f7,fl,19,f10,f11,>}1t,913,i1^,915
WIPEOUT 0000000 PROCDEF WIPEOUT
WIPEOUT 0000100 PARAM ss1 $2 S3,i4,iS,l6,f7,fl,l9,l10
WIPEOUT 0000200 ERASE fRGS>;^















4	 TYPICAL PROGRAM EXECUTION
A typica l session . n the IBM 2741 typewri ter
 terminal was reproduced in
	
'	 Table C-1. The user en ries were made in lower-case characters while uhe
computer and program ou^puts and prompts were received in upper-case charac
-
ters. The user entries in Table C-1 were tagged with numbered arrows to aid
f
in the description of the user control of program execution.
After the user dialed the IBM 360-67, the computer responded with the
first line containing port identification and then prompted the user for his
terminal identification which user entered at 0 %,. The computer was satis-
fired with the response and invited the user to LOGON which he did at O2 with
user identification and password. User requested available computer resources
at and the identification of total users at to determine if sufficient
resources were available to execute the data-reduct ion program and to obtain
an estimate of the turn-around times. Both appeared to be satisfactory, and i
the--,program was loaded at 0.
After printing library assignments and loading information, the :computer
prompted for the 'INPUT LINE DSNAME' which was input at u	 The applicable
procedures for Reading 60 were obtained from Table 10-4 and entered at Q ,
i 0	 11 and i	 The procedure ' SET34' prompted the user to obtain
the raw data at O9	 The entry at 12 set the fuel injector configuration in
the array I FUEL and caused the array to be printed: on the typewriter. Each
r
sequential location in the array corresponded to tht injectors IA,.15, .1C, 2A,
2C, 3A, 3B and 4, respectively.
*Circled numbers refer to numbered arrows in Table .0-1
LJ
l 	}









Table	 C-1.	 The user en^ries were made in lower-case characters while the s;
i
computer and program ou ^	 p	 g puts and	 prompts were received in upper-case charac-
ters.
	
The user entries	 in Table r-1 were tagged with numbered arrows to aid 1'
in the description of the user control of program execution.
klk
f After the user dialed the	 IBM 360-67,	 the computer responded with the
4
,f
first	 line containing port identification and then prompted the user for his
terminal	 identification which user entered at1^ %: .	 The computer was satis-
f ied with the response and invited the user to LOGON which he did at Q w'i th
user	 identification and password. 	 User requested available computer resources
r.
1
at Q and the	 identification of total	 users at	 '!	 to determine if sufficient
z
resources were available to execute the data-reduction program and to obtain
s an._estimate of the turn-around times.
	
Both appeared to be satisfactory, and
the program was loaded at 	 5
i=
After printing library assignments and loading 	 information,	 the computer
prompted for the 'INPUT LINE DSNAME' which was 	 input at	 u	 The applicable
} procedures for Reading 60 were obtained from Table 10 -4 and Entered at U7 , i
U0	 1	 and	 1 "	 The procedure ' SET34'
	
prompted the user to obtain
the raw data at O . 	 The entry at 	 set the fuel	 injector configuration in
the array	 IFUEL and caused the array to be printed on the typewriter.	 Each
r^
sequential	 location in the arrayO corresponded to the injectors 1A, 18, 1C, 2A,
2C, 	 3A, 313 and 4, respectively,
J
*Circled numbers refer to numbered arrows in Table C-1.





APPENDIX C (con' t)
I	
_	 ,
I	 When an injector was not used, a zero was stored in the appropriate
location in the array. When an injector was used during a_ test, the appro-
priate location in the -gray contained a number, 1 through 5, which corre-
j	 sponsed to the fuel manifold valves A through E, respectively, to which the
injector was connected. , Injectors 1A, 1C and 2C could be connected to valves
A or E (1 or 5) , 3A and 313 to valve E (5) only, 1B to valve B (2) only, 2A to
valve D (4) only, and W to valve C (3) only. The entry at ;? also set the
,
three igniters false (off) in the logical array IGNVN.
Next, the main program, TSKTSK, was executed at
	
The program
prom pt ed	 the user wi t h WHERE TO? >_, and he responded with W at (11),to indi-
care that data from aJ new reading (test) would be used. At I; 	 the user
requested the CPU time, pages and paging rate used in loading the program, at
Ohe reinitialized these parameters and, at ( 	 he caused the program
to resume execution.
The entries of facility and program and reading numbers at lc
and	 gave the location and identification of the data to the program, and
d Uo r data) was entered at 21 to define the reading type. The-,entry y
(for yes) at 67 caused the program to omit printing the engineering units
report, and the block number 107 of Reading 60 was entered at Q to resume
execution of the program.
At the completion of execution of block 107, the program prompted the
user with WHERE TO?and he res po nded with s for stop) at	 The>_ ,	 Po	 ^	 P)	 ®	 Pe r
foemance output was stored in a temporary data set (PRNT64) and directed to












In order to execute another block of Reading 60, it was necessary to
T. remove the PCS commands initiated at Q which were assigned the numbers 9
and 10. This was accomplished by the entry at 	 and the heat transfer
data and injector and i niter  configurations for Block 130 we , -e entered at
The main program was ex' cuted again at Q , and the program responded with
WHERE TO? >	 The use7entered b for block at ' and the block dumber at
® Execution of Bio k No. 130 was completed at 	 temporary storage of
completed print f ices cl eaned up at
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I	 logon aeeal,Saeg	 t
TSS/360 RELEASE 9.0
TASKID n 047 3
-> DO REA,DBOX GETNEWS,FACILITY <- LOGON AT 00:57 014 03/05/75o
y,Is ag e
USAGE FOR AEEAL*** /TEM0 STOR-1000;583;4.98E 04/PERM STOR •900;582;1.52F 05




Ax h I b I t u 1
ACTIVE USER STATUS AT 00:58:42
	
03/05175
USERID 	 TID TYPE SYSI
SYSOPERO	 1 CONV	 48 UUJUNE** 470 BACK 2774 AEEAL*** 471 CONV
BF SYSOPERC	 2 BACK 3024 XXMON*** 446 CONV	 95
1CCICA** 291 BACK	 18 YYSUDA** 288 CONV	 F6
hreru n5------*














x	 1IB130 IS NEWLIB
BLOCK DATA LOADED: PSBLK70
BLOCK DATA LOADED: BDEN35
BLOCK DATA LOADED: DOCN49
	 1
PROCEEDING: MODULE ADATA	 PRODUCED WITH LEVEL 1 ERRORS
BLOCK DATA LOADED: ADATA




	 ADDRESS FFFFF000 ASSIGNED
TSKTSK LOADED
TYPE YOUR LINE DSNAME. UP TO 20 CHARS.
INPUT LINE DSNAME n tdg5d	 6
TERMINATED: STOP / t1
^s 71-x-









DO	 --?> GRA 0ER XX «--------• -•---
, rabber 60-w--












I GNON	 S	 0	 0
(1)	 F.	 F. .F.
GORE-*.10000000G#01
75-11502





TABLE C-1 (Con' t)
13j;ktSK
WHEN THE MESSAGE 'WHERE TO?' TYPES UP, --ENTER APPROPRIATE CODE
7 WHERE TO? >h	 1^	 _
PROCEEDING:	 PAUSE	 T ANY NECESSARY qO SSTANTS, THEN TYPE GO














PROCEEDING ( PCS):	 EXECUTION . CONTJJWES AT CHCRWC. ( X'4C141)
j ENTER THE FOLLOWING CODES FOR SEL WHEN READING IS REQUESTED -^-
E	 IF EC'S ONLY,	 R	 IF DATA AND EC'S,	 C	 IF CALIBRATION,
L FOR LOWS, H FOR H IGHS, D FOR DATAf ENTER FACILITY	 UP TO 8 CHARACTERS 	 rilhtfx2-_ _ ..	 o
ENTER 4 DIGIT PROGRAM NUMBER
,E091	 _	 19
E TER READING NUMBER,40 BE PROCESSED
INTER READING TYPE
	 'Ol21
ulLEVEL IS 20 AT ' BLOCK
LEVEL IS 26 AT BLOCK.
	 3
LEVEL	 IS 06' AT BLOCK.
	 6
LEVEL	 IS 95 AT BLOCK
	 179
LEVEL IS 26 AT BLOCK	 194
LEVEL IS 20 AT BLOCK
	 197
LEVEL	 IS 20 ENO BLOCK AT
	 1'98





TYPE Y TO USE THIS READING,H.TO RE,W(_EST .ANOTHER READING,
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I'	 APPENDIX C (Con' t)
TABLE C-1 (Con't)
Ilk




PRINT BSN-2990,	 1700 LINES







Ci)	 1	 0 ...._ _	 0	 4
	
5	 0	 0	 0
IGNON -
I 	 (1)	 F.	 F.	 F.
DORE-+.10000000E+01 n
,Laskuse 7-^






WHERE T07 ) -. 	 — 33






r	 PROCEEDING(PCS): EXECUTION CONTINUES AT ASURFPS.4(3)00001
00006




























t	 CANCELLED: PRNT49 UNKNOWN.
CANCELLED: PRNT50 UNKNOWN.
duke 65 -	 37
CANCELLED: PRNT6:5 UNKNOWN,
LISR65 15 PRNT65
PRINT BSNw2992,	 1600 LINES'	 F
75-!1502
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